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involuntary part-time jobs is a correct and straightforward calculation that uses consistent data 
from one survey, the Census bureau's Household Survey.

But more importantly, Secretary Reich's remarks capture the essence of the current jobless 
recovery. People have always turned to part-time and temporary work to stay afloat during 
recession until rescued by an economic recovery. In the past, an economic uptick has meant a 
mass return to permanent, full-time jobs and a sharp decline in involuntary part-time 
employment. In this recovery, the number of involuntary part-time workers has actually 
increased relative to the level during the recession.

Despite being 24 months into a recovery, job growth has been led by the temporary help 
sector. Thus Secretary Reich has accurately captured what most Americans clearly know: we 
are hardly experiencing a recovery for Americans interested in permanent, full time work.

m . JAPAN: TRADE ISSUES AND THE JAPANESE STIMULUS

JAPANESE STIMULUS —  QUESTION: What is your reaction to the fiscal stimulus package that 
Japanese Prime Minister announced last week?

BACKGROUND: On April 13th, the Japanese announced a 13 trillion yen stimulus package, roughly 
$115 billion. This is comprised of increased public investment (infrastructure, education, housing) and 
lending by government-related institutions. The Japanese government optimistically announced that 
this would add 2.6% to Japanese Growth. However, a large part of the $115 billion is accelerating 
spending of planned expenditures or counting money which will not add new stimulus to the economy.

We recommend that you avoid a direct comparison of their $ 115 billion package to yours, as this is 
misplaced given that our. economies are at different stages; The Japanese economy is now much 
weaker than ours. If pressed, you might point out the Japanese government, as compared to those in 
Congress, has at least begun to address the problem of weak growth.

ANSWER:
As I discussed with Prime Minister Miyazawa last Friday, the Japanese stimulus package is a 
first step toward promoting global economic recovery. However, sustained Japanese growth 
based on domestic demand is needed for a number of years to get the world economy back on 
track, and to help reduce Japan's trade surplus.

TRADE RESULTS VS. MANAGED TRADE —  QUESTION: At your meeting with Prime 
Minister Miyazawa last week, you said you wanted to see results. The Japanese equate results with 
managed trade. How can you be for results and against managed trade?
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ANSWER:
The exact parameters of this initiative will be worked out in the next three months, but several 
things fundamentally are different. First, we have raised the significance of economics in the 
relationship. Second, for the first time in 12 years, the U.S. is honestly addressing its budget 
deficit —  and that puts us in a stronger position to request reciprocal action from Japan.
Third, I will remain personally committed to these talks and will stay actively involved.

FOLLOW-UP QUESTION: How will the framework discussions proceed? Who will lead them 
from the American side?

BACKGROUND: The press is looking for indications of who is "running" Japan policy. Internal 
discussions currently are occurring on who will lead these talks. In the meantime, it is important that 
we do nothing to weaken Mickey Kantor's position as our chief negotiator.

ANSWER:
The two sides will meet in the near future to discuss schedule and approach. They will then 
move quickly to talks over the specific framework. On the U.S. side, the economic agencies - 
- Treasury, USTR and Commerce —  will play leading roles.

We view the U.S.-Japan relationship as having three, interconnected parts: economic issues, 
political/security partnership, and cooperation on global problems. Consequently, there must be 
a great deal of interagency coordination, as there was in the preparation for the Miyazawa visit.

MULTI-PURPOSE VEHICLES —  QUESTION: Is the Administration going to increase the tariff 
on multi-purpose vehicles to 25 percent? When are you going to make a decision?

BACKGROUND: The issue of minivan reclassification reemerged with the visit of Prime Minister 
Miyazawa. Also, this week the Court of International Trade trial began in Nissan's challenge of 
Treasury's distinction between 2-door and 4-door minivans. We will be holding an NEC Deputies 
meeting in the near future to discuss this issue.

ANSWER:
The Department of the Treasury is currently reviewing this matter, and we will wait for that 
review to be completed before any decision is taken.

Minivan reclassification raises broader questions about trade opportunities for autos and auto 
parts. Sixty percent of the U.S. trade deficit with Japan is comprised of autos and auto parts. 
Our industry has taken the difficult steps necessary to produce competitive goods. Japan must 
open its market to competitive U.S. goods.

'S
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AUTOS/AUTO PARTS —  QUESTION: Last year, Japanese auto producers agreed to buy more 
auto parts, increase the local content of cars made in U.S. plants, and import more cars into Japan. 
(These commitments grew out of Bush's ill-fated Japan trip.) What are you going to do, either to 
enforce these undertakings or as part of a new approach, to aid the U.S. auto industry?

BACKGROUND: Japanese auto companies voluntarily announced their plans to procure $19 billion 
in auto parts in FY 92, to increase the local content of autos produced in U.S. plants from 50 percent 
to 70 percent, and to import more autos made in the U.S. to Japan. Japanese purchases of U.S. auto 
parts are increasing ($10.5 billion in FY 91; $6 billion in the first half of FY 92), However, they are 
unlikely to reach $19 billion this year. The Japanese resist our characterization of these plans as 
"pledges".

ANSWER:
We take seriously the pledges of Japanese auto manufacturers and will look to them to fulfill 
their plans. Beyond that, I am deeply concerned about the competitiveness of the U.S. auto 
industry and the openness of foreign markets to our autos and auto parts. It is the 
responsibility of our companies to produce competitive goods, and they have. GM's so 
competitive it'll produce up to 20,000 Toyotas for export to Japan. It is now the obligation of 
other countries, including Japan, to open their markets to competitive U.S. goods.

SUPERCOMPUTERS —  QUESTION: There is evidence that Japan is not living up to its 
commitments under the Supercomputer Agreement. What do you intend to do about it?

BACKGROUND: U.S. supercomputer producers (i.e. Cray) hold 84 percent of the European public 
procurement market, but only 11 percent of the Japanese market. The Japanese agreed to adopt 
transparent procedures in their government procurement, but there is evidence that they have not lived 
up to the spirit of that agreement. We are considering whether to initiate a section 301 investigation 
or another form of interagency review to pressure the Japanese in their upcoming procurements to 
adopt more transparent procedures and to award more bids to competitive U.S. producers.

ANSWER:
U.S. supercomputer producers are the most competitive in the world. However, while we hold 
84 percent of the European public procurement market, we have only 11 percent of the 
Japanese market. As I told Prime Minister Miyazawa, our companies have the responsibility to 
produce competitive goods, but when they do so, Japan has the obligation to open its markets. 
We are now considering what action to take concerning the Supercomputer Agreement. We 
will be looking very closely at the upcoming procurements, and we are looking for measurable 
progress — both in terms of process and in terms of results —  under that agreement.
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M l -3. M U . /
draft, Tuesday night

President William Jefferson Clinton 
Remarks to National Baptist Convention 

New Orleans, Louisiana 
September 9, 1994

Thank you, Dr. Jemison. I have known you as a friend and a 
spiritual guide. I know you will continue to be a source of 
wisdom as you begin a new ch^ojfce^Th your life. And I know that 
under the new leadership of/^XXX^to be elected on Thursday], 
the National Baptist Convenuioh^will continue its rich legacy of 
spreading the good Word, as it has for 114 years. I know first- 
hand the good work of the National Baptist Convention, which has 
been a strong presence in my home state for more than a century.

[other acknowledgments]
t r yTwo years ago, I had the honor of speaking to meeting-e£- 

Uie National Baptist Convention in Atlanta.(Last year, I wanted^ 
to be with you again but I had to give my regrets to Dr. Jemison 
because of a scheduling conflict) All I know is, I felt like the 
boy who skipped Sunday school, and I promised him then that I 
would be here this year, no matter what. So I hope you've 
forgiven me. I am happy and honored to be here. I feel at home.

Today, I want to talk about the home we all share, the 
dreams we all dream, the walk that we must take together.

This home that we call America has weathered 
storms: Civil War, EWfr Depression . World Warer^nd racial
strife, to name a few. Each time, weCcfid not~~5*Llow the experience 
to wear us down, but rather to revive us, to allow ourselves to 
grow, to learn and to renew.

o- uHlCA
JL

We face another storm now. It brew: 
Child who is unloved and neglected. I

the breast^ of every 
families and 

revgs inside every 
lvide our peoplecommunities torn by drugs and violence anc 

person who fails to see across the lines that'
and our nation. , 7-

___ _ ^ • » f) '*We can see the signs of the storm: children giving birth toQ^i0^c\:e^
children, a virtual condemnation to a life of poverty. And the 

/ violence that stains America: an 11-year-old hitman in Chicago, 
t / who sprays gunfire that kills another child before being killed 

SVoifjJ / himself by the very gangs that used him. A 13-year-old in a quiet 
^f. / New Jersey town, who steals a gun and uses it to end a petty

] argument and the life of his own 11-year-old friend. A crack
addict who attacks and robs an elderly woman in her own home for 
$53 —  a vicious crime made all the more heartbreaking because

, 1 \ that woman was Rosa Parks.
\

Ms
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But in this storm, for all its darkness, I think we can be 
hopeful. This is another chance for our revival, for our renewal.

——In 1955, Rosa Parks sounded aCclarionl^all to action. With 
dignitv JIM she told us that we are not free when
so many of us are denied the most basic of human rights. She 
didn't wait for anyone to tell her what her conscience moved her 
to do. She held fast to that bus seat, and she helped guide us 
through the storm toward the daybreak of civil rights. roJf/

cF*' %Today, at 81 years of age, she's sounded another alarm. The 
attack on Rosa Parks tells us that we need to set right the 
conditions that allow children to have children, to kill 
children, and that put an elderly person in danger, even in her 
own home.

ells us it's time to turn back the storm.
I believe 

community. &je can do it, but the task cannot fall to any one 
part of our society can go it alone. We need to . .

do this together. \ (jut Ccfirf- fa* cfo
^  ° /d* U*Two years ago, when I last spoke before you, I said I wanted u 

the chance to help make America a better place for all our 
people, and that I wanted to do it in partnership with you. I 
said I wanted to take up the fight for the working families of 
America, who were working harder for less and watching their 
dreams for themselves and for their children slipping away.

I was concerned about the loss of opportunity, the 
disappearing high-paying jobs, the erosion of education, the 
crumbling of our Communities and Dufy » i nip n Mu wit I >y j the fracturing 
of our families. I jgas concerned that as a people we were tearing 
apart instead of coming togetherT^ &_L£>

For the past 20 months, we have "TiiiJ 1U1UJV the American
Dream for working Americans. That means restoring the economy to 
provide opportunity for all Americans! That means giving our 
people the means to shape their lives again, to take 
responsibility for building for themselves and their children.
That means putting government to work again for all Americans.
That means restoring faith in one another so that we can pull 
together and not pull apart. \£X**rKJL uje fuu- 6tr ^

It means fighting to do what works. We have fought plenty \ (
but now we have plenty that works. Our economic program works: 
we've cut the deficit and in less than two years, the economy has 
created more than 4 million jobs, 93 percent of them in the 
private sector. We fought for Nafta and now it's producing 
overseas markets for American goods and jobs for our people at 
home. For those same reasons now we're fighting for the GATT.
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Ci- rV ^education ̂
( ^ jl ftnxr*^ if©

We fought to give people o^erPteunilsy t 
and training reform; direct student loans with lower interest 
rates and better repayment schedules that has made higher
education an easier goal for millions of young people; Goals__
2000, a boost for student standards. The Earned Income Tax 
Credit, which is lifting millions of working families from 
poverty. Family leave, which is helping families stay together 
whena member gets sick or a newborn^somes along.

_____  (\klv\AV\\Wer ai'S“lighting tor government _
can notint -on T promised a government that looks like America,
and we have produced the most diverse Administration in history.
14 and a half percent of my appointees have been African American 
[more than three times the number of appointments as under my 
predecessor]. 28 of my nominees to the Federal courts are African 
American, more than twice the combined appointments by the past 
three Presidents, and the American Bar Association has rated the 
qualifications of my nominees higher —  proving you can have 
diversity and quality . vJ j

Almost one year ago, we launched our effort to reinvent 
government so it works better and costs less. We've cut the 
Federal payroll to its smallest size since the Kennedy 
"'Administration. And the money saved is being put toward law 
enforcement. That is government that works for you. Now we want 

follow by reforming campaign financing and lobbying.
jUU. $-CcitjWe have foughv to restore faith in each otnerJ and civility

ou Vi toward each other. On Monday, we will launch AmeriCorps, the *
effort in history to rebuild our communities, [numbers to

come] And last month, we ended more than five years [?] of
gridlock by winning the Crime Bill. This is important for three
reasons: First, it will do what we said it will, putting more
police on the streets, banning assault weapons and handguns for
juveniles; and put away violent, repeat offenders. V ^  .

fa Ik~. iJ Second, it will require our people to become involved to
make it work. That means working with the police to make 
comnunity policing work and helping to get children off the 
streets and into programs they can say yes to.

dsf OJ<LThird, it is a statement^jof what-4/e— as a nation. We 
want all our law-abiding people to feel safe. This bill says that 
we share the hope for a peaceful America, the hope for a country 
in which our children can grow and prosper without fear of 
dodging bullets. And it says that we can get the job done 
ourselves, that we can each do our part to make our world better, as Rosa Parks did 39_yeais ago

So, we have done agot5d deal in almost 20 months, and it has^ 
not been alone. Your^rtnership in what we do is vital to 
everything we do.^Y6u animate the best goals and intentions, with I

irr -LujJi .Ts <*><&$ N
I >l 0 l J irsr



')O«JL0 v-a-x«- ■S-Aianur- M.<KL Ueur a
/\J2J*'OAa —̂  ̂ (jvJL>fclX >1-*̂

your love and your good works and deeds. As church leaders, you 
give comfort to the ailing of body and spirit, you lift the 
fallen, you guide the lost souls of generations. Dr. King said
u represent "the conscience of the state.” 'tV*

You undertake the greatest of things that no amount of power / V
/  cYou renew the soul.

reac
(0

or government can do
' Jesus said: "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he 
has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me 

^  to proclaim release to the captives and recovering of sight to 
/  the blind, to set at liberty those who are oppressed.”

I ask you today to consider what the children of America 
face every day. In two hours, another child under the age of 19 
ill be killed by gunfire somewhere in America, and another will 
ie two hours after that and another two hours after that. These 

children won't reach their full potential because they won't even :heir next birthday .t~ v
c cj ‘ 9 O^Ua a-1** S cU^I cNcThis isn't a Baptist^ issue, or a Methodist issue or a zoroyi,/

Catholic or a Jewish issue. And this isn't even a black or white 
issue. -Thio icr-everyono-fca iocua. The 11-year-old in Chicago was - - . ,
I black and so was his victixî -7̂ eŝ ,'̂ Lit the boy killed in New 
IJersey was white and so wasthe child who killed him. Does it 
matter? Anyone who thinks the storm that hits the house next door 
won't hit him is wrong in every sense. .

Forty-eight years ago, I was born in a eainraS&asay which 
might have been an inauspicious start in life. But even though my 
.father died before I was born, I had the strong and loving and 
(disciplining guidance of my mother. Too often, children today 
don't have that; they don't have a parent to help them with the 
most basic of choices, to guide them on the right path.

Hugh Price, the head of the Urban League, says the problem 
isn't that we need to take the streets from criminals. He says:P'Take back our children from the streets and the gangs, and the streets will take care of themselves."

Look at the killing in Chicago. The mother of the 11-year- 
old gunman gave birth for the first time when she was 15. She was 
forced to give her boy over to his grandmother, but he spent most 
of his time in the streets, and now we all know how it ended.
Before he was killed himself, the boy shot down a young girl, 
shot her down in the shadow of three neighborhood churches. And 
one of her friends who saw her die said she started "hollering, 
so God could hear and stop the craziness." I believe that God has 
heard, but to stop the craziness, we in turn, must listen to God.-"

0w,' + UU4We should acknowledgp^that if a child is not cared for, he 
cannot care for others/we "̂ should commit ourselves to seeing that I

(SrU_
Y*.S\- xtlA 4 r > j 0 rLjl/§ JL L - |f(L A . L  Qjut AJt



every child and young person has a stable and enduring 
relationship with at least one caring and competent adult. The 
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. said, "Whom we wish to change, we 
must first love." Therein lies the power. We should see that 
every child has an Angel on Earth. ^ ±

And we should acknowledge that every child has the right to 
grow up without fear.^e) all need to rededicate ourselves to 
create zones of safety"and security for our young people. That^j^yj 
includes ensuring safety on the way to school and in school and * 
making sure that there are safe places for personal and social 
development.

These are things that government can't do without 
partnership with church leaders and the community.

c, M

And churches can help launch a national mobilization against 
teen pregnancy, and begin before children î each puberty, as early 
as age 10. There is~a~ (-Trying fiend for this-r&bout 30 years ago, 
in 5 African-American children was born out of wedlock. Now the - , j
figure is 2 of 3 children; among whites, 30 years ago, 1 in 40 n*

<*£-®:®M *^hildren were born out of wedlock; now the number is 1 in 5. chf~
o

i t .

in
figure is 2 of
'children were born out of wedlock;

(TwfL^ieed to reach out -br&&4jby» to teach our children respect 
for self and for each other. And to warn them that the best thing 
they can do to stay out of poverty is to make up their minds to 
wait to have a baby until they are old enough to take care of it 
and until they are married. -We-naod to Luach them dbOliL the— » 
burden of—responsibility. We need to remind girls that becoming a 
single mother increases risk and diminishes opportunity. And boys 
need to be told that it^s_wronij to walk away from the girl they've made pregnant. VtXSfc frfrx. y

The point is, we are the most free of nations on this Earth. 
But we are not free if we are value-free.(We have built up our 
material capital. It is time to build up our spiritual capital^

I am painfully aware that there is a limit to what 
government can do. Government can't raise children. Government 
can't make good parents. Government can't show people how to live 
rith one another in love, not in .conflict. .

k J\3  J QIAjL_
-And we canA: possible do anything for anybody in this 

Country unless our people are also willing to do something for 
themselves. There has to be a new ethic of personal and family 
and community responsibility that should unite people across the 
lines of different faiths and even different political 
philosophies. People must change from the inside out; we cannot 
change^them from the outside in.P j -esf c • • ♦ »

in our society it's become too easy to assail, to tear down 
and to criticize. Anyone can do that. The hard part is building
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up, and not giving up, 
-koep on- kooping-onv—

nwin̂ -ni nnA.

The hard part is making choice^ we can live with, choices 
that let our children live and thrive in freedom. vO«_ to- 

o -g,. c, <ux t j c ^ v x ^ O ’vfL-Cjj-*-'**'
ch-S~Fannie Lou Hamer knew about choices. She was a poor 

sharecropper in Mississippi, and her biggest choice was to use 
every fiber of her being to champion civil rights./jfhe told the 
story of two boys who catch a bird and decide to usb it to trick 
an old man. With their hands cupped around the hirer, they asked 
the old man to tell them whether the bird is dead pr alive. If 
the man said "dead," the boys would release the bird into flight, 
proving the man wrong; if the old man said "aliye,» they would 
crush the animal, and prove him wrong that way.

The man looked at the captive bird, 
"Sons," lie said, "it's'In your hands."Lc*_&4_

So it is in all our hands. Like Fan 
Parks, we can each do our part to renew 
storm, and we can put in its place an 
the streets is that of children at pla; 
do, together.

at the boys.

Le Lou Hamer and Rosa 
aerica. We can chase the 

erica where the noise in 
in peace. This we can

VvQJÛ KeJl.
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If American workers are doing their part -  working hard and playing by the rules -- 
and their employer is doing well, then the workers need a fair shake. The idea of America is 
that there is room for everyone to have a shot at the American dream.

There arc many successful companies in our country that share the benefits as well as 
the burdens of volatile markets with their employees. There are many successful companies 
that give employees continuous education and training so that if anything should ever happen 
to them, if they should have to chaDge jobs, they’ll be better prepared to go on with their 
lives, to raise their children and to live in hope and dignity. The companies that do all this 
show us ihere is a way of doing business, by doing right by employees, and still do very 
well economically.

W

Malcolm Baldrige Award winners are such companies.

One stdBy^vour Commerce Department shows Uuitcgrsffanics that have won the 
Baldrige Award soundly^U^pcrformcd the Standarif”and Poor’s 500 by more than 4 to 1 in 

terms o f return on stock investmeii^gKcomparues that were recognized for innovation, for 

investing in people, for m iffin g in technoloty^or working as partners in the American 

community, for basically being good corporate c itizen s, they were the smart picks for investment!
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Id our age o f possibility, our ooqwrihiiuu-can continue to see robust growth, with

better products, more productivity, more jobs and healthy profits. We can find new and
dtbetter ways to develop it, builyit, and sell it, as our Award winners have done. And we 

should protect our investments in research and development and science and technology to 

ensure that we can do all that.
~r
<

And at the same time, in this age of possibility, we are in position to plant a stronger 

and more prosperous future for all our people. Our leading edge in the 21st century is our 

people, working togeiher, to face our challenges. That is how we will boost our 
competitiveness, and push ever upward the American standard — the w orld’s standard — for 

excellence. Thank you.
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President William J. Clinton 

Prepared Remarks 
Release o f Bald Eagle 

Putuxent Naval Air Station 
July 4, 1996

8BJUL 3 P S : 16

[Acknowledgments: Thank you, Jamie Clark (Asst. Dir., Ecology Services) for your 
service and that introduction. I commend Admiral Strong and Captain Standridge for the 
natural resources program here at the Patuxent River Naval Air Station, which is a model for 
military bases and communities. Representative Hoyer and Secretary Babbit.]

It is fitting today, Independence Day that we celebrate freedom and independence. A 
moment ago, we gave a bald eagle its independence, releasing it back into the wild.

But I’d like to take a moment before I begin today, to talk about freedom and 
independence in another part o f the world. As a people who cherish the right to choose our 
leaders and to have a say in our nation’s destiny, we should all applaud what we saw in 
Russia yesterday. Millions o f Russians returned to the polls and cast a free and open vote 
for Russia’s democratic future.

With most of the ballots counted, it appears that President Yeltsin has won. I want to 
congratulate President Yeltsin and the Russian people for this milestone in their journey 
toward reform.

We should not underestimate the historic nature o f this achievement. After centuries 
o f imperial rule, and decades o f communist oppression, the Russian people have turned their 
back on tyranny and are turning the comer toward freedom. They and their leaders have 
cleared the most important hurdle in building a new democracy: They have had their second 
democratic election. A < •.!_. ‘0^ s( A U r  W

When I was at_theJKremlinrearlier this s pring, I saw portraits o f Russia’s other great 
reformers, like peter the Great and Catherinelh^GFeat. 1'heir achievements didii’tia s
because they failed to create somethmglargerthan themselves—President Yeltsin, along with 
other leaders and the people o f Russia, have — democracy.

\pflk
Today, we cele^rdte the birth o f our democracy and the rebirth o f our national 

symbol. When our nation was founded two centuries and two decades ago, the Founders 
chose the bald eagle to represent all that America stands for, and the American President has 
always carried that symbol everywhere, as I have here today.

iV-C Vv> ° r>'̂\ v> C3̂-a<- oolVcŵ  ̂ cJUoCc .
On America’s first Independence Day, as many as quarter million bald eagles 

soared over what is now the continental United States. And those eagles seemed as

tv
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President William J. Clinton 
Remarks at Gridiron Dinner 

March 19, 1994
(Draft)

I can't tell you what an honor it is to be here tonight... I 
mean, I really can't tell you.

Wasn't it worth the price of admission just to see the real 
A1 Gore?: A cut-up... and not a cut-out?

Time and again, A1 is hitting home -runs. Against Ross 
Perot... on Dave Letterman... and still,'people say he needs to 
loosen up. That's like saying Bob Dole should stop smiling so 
much.

And Bill Weld. Wasn't he funny? Bill's been called 
patrician, Brahmin. But you know, he and I do have some things in 
common. For instance: Bill's ancestors came over on the Mayflower 
and landed on Plymouth Rock. Mine landed in Arkansas in a 
Plymouth pickup.

And Bill and I both studied at Oxford. Well, not together. I 
was there on a Rhodes scholarship. Bill leased the place with an 
option to buy.

Would you look at the people here! When I came into the 
room, my first thought was, "Wow... almost every big name in the 
Washington media is here." And my second thought was, "If this 
ceiling caved in on all of you right now... wouldn't that be just 
awful?"

For weeks, I've had some other second thoughts... you know, 
about being here tonight. Don't get me wrong. Hillary and I are. 
delighted to be here.

But coming over, as we were leaving the bunker —  I mean, 
the White House —  I said to Hillary: "Honey, you know what 
everybody in this crowd is thinking about. It's not health care. 
It's not welfare reform. It's not even crime —  although with all 
the expensive clothes and jewels here —  it ought to be. No, 
honey," I said, "They've all got one thing on their minds, and 
now I've got to deal with it. They want answers and tonight is 
the night.",

So, despite arguments to the contrary' from my counsel, I want 
to make a full disclosure and talk about how I got into this 
white... uh... [pause, pause, pause] tie. That's right. What you 
have heard is true. [Holding out lapels] It's a rental. To tell
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the truth, I'm not sure it was a great investment, but to the 
extent I'm allowed, I fully intend to take a deduction for it.

Now that that's out of the way... I think it's time to get on 
to more pressing matters.

Are there any more courses to this dinner?
Honestly, I can't understand why I'm always getting grief 

about my weight. The fact is: I've lost a few pounds since I've 
been in office.

Just the other night at a dinner in Boston, I showed 
tremendous will power. When dessert came, I was very 
determined... I was very deliberate. I just said [pounding 
rostrum]: "No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no. I'll just have a 
de-caf coffee, thank you very much." Most people didn't hear the 
entire quote, though.

I do get a little upset when I find I've been misquoted.
Like on health care. What I really said was: "I'm for universal 
health care for everybody... except Harry and Louise. They're on 
their own."

But the American public never heard that message.

The fact is, getting the message out to the public isn't 
easy.. We found out the hard way. So I brought on Dave Gergen, and 
I said, "Dave, how about polishing my public image and helping me 
improve relations with the press?" He said, "Great." That was 10 
months ago. [Pause, looking at watch.] And he should be getting 
started any day now.

Yesterday, a member of my staff came up to me —  totally 
upset. "Why is it," he asked me, "why is it that whenever it 
looks like there might be a problem, you pull some senior citizen 
out of his rocker and bring him- here to take care of it? Do you 
think that's fair?" And I said, "What's your point, Lloyd?"

Of course, there's no denying it. We have put older public 
servants in some key positions in our Administration. They bring 
a depth of experience, a sense of history... and they've raised 
the median age, so that now, we can even show P-G rated movies in 
the family theater.

And they're doing great things. Take Riohard Perry at the 
Pentagon, one of the older members of the Cabinet. He tells me 
the military's new ban on smoking will save us 10-Billion 
dollars... 10-Billion dollars. And that's just in ash trays.

[Staff]
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But I don't think we should be obsessed with age. Last year, 
everyone was talking about how young my staff was. I won't say 
they've aged... but George has switched from a Stairmaster to a walker.

[Media]
Of course, we always try to remember why we're here. This 

week one of the people at the White House sent me this note which 
really touched me. And, if you'll allow me to be serious for a 
moment, I'd like to share it with you.

It says: "This Administration is doing things beyond my 
wildest dreams. I just want to thank you for giving me this 
incredible opportunity." And it's signed: "And^»arr~Mitche:14-."

V
-ftr

[GOP]
Yesterday a reporter asked me if I'd like to see George 

Mitchell named to be the next baseball commissioner. In the 
spirit of bi-partisanship, I said, "No, I'd rather see Bob Dole 
as the next baseball commissioner."

You know, Bob Dole and I don't disagree on everything. I'm 
in favor of three strikes and you're out. So's Bob Dole. He just 
doesn't realize that includes Presidential candidacies.

With three strikes-you're out, if you have three 
convictions, you go to jail... except in Virginia, where you go 
to the Republican Senate primary.

been working hard to see tjrat we get along better with the 
press. Really, and they've given me some good advice.

For starters, I apologized to Walter Mears for a crack I 
made last year at one of tine media dinners, when I said I could 
go over the heads of th^/media because of Larry King. Arid Walter 
said: "Big deal, Mr. President. We can go over your head to 
Hillary." /

My staff had other advic \ too, like:

There's been/some criticism of
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JOKES FOR THE GRIDLOCK DINNER 
MARCH 27, 1993

What a thrill it is to be here at my first Gridlock —  I 
mean. Gridiron —  Club Dinner.

Eight months ago, as you know, I accepted my party's 
presidential nomination "on behalf of the people who do the work, 
pay the taxes, raise the kids, and play by the rules, in the name 
of the hardworking Americans who make up our forgotten middle 
class."

But, tonight, I'm proud to be here with a different group of 
Americans: the people who play hard and bend the rules, the
members of the forgotten media class.

Preeminent among you is my great dinner companion, the first 
lady of White House journalism, and the club's first woman 
president, Helen Thomas.

I've admired Helen for years. She's a great reporter...the 
dean of the White House press corps...a pro for every minute of 
the 30 years she's been on the beat...keeping President's 
honest... and all the while breaking down barriers for women all 
over this town.

BUt, Helen. What's this I hear about a nanny problem?
Helen's has spent more time in the White House than anybody 

here tonight. But I still think it's odd that she demanded a 
security deposit when we moved in.

Helen's been in Washington so long, she remembers when the 
Electoral College was a high school.

Of course, what bring all of us together this evening —  
public servants and public nuisances alike —  is our common love 
of politics. According to my language expert, George 
Stephanopoulos, politics comes from the word "poll,.'".-which is 
Greek for many, and "tics," which means bloodsucking leeches.
And you know who you are.

John McLaughlin's here. He's in a happy mood. This is the 
only guy in America who gets frequent flier coupons for his ego 
trips.

Is there anyone present from N-B-C? . The Nitroglycerine 
Broadcasting Company? You know, I've never seen Dateline. but I 
hear it's dynamite.

Oh, look, Phil Donahue. Sorry. That's A1 Hunt, a real 
journalist.
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Johnny Apple must be here... bureau chief for The New York 
Times. Johnny's been all over the world for The Times... and he 
always carries a bag packed with the essentials for any last- 
minute, far-flung assignment. It's got his passport, razor, 
toothbrush, a case of Chateau Lafite.

I also want to acknowledge Howell Raines here tonight, since 
no one else in the Administration does.

I should also recognize my good, very close, personal 
friend, advisor, confidant, ally, companion, and comrade...Alan 
Greenspan. He and I share a great many interests.... interest 
rates, that is.

And Colin Powell was scheduled to be here tonight. But 
about an hour before the dinner began, Les Aspin closed his 
table.

I know many of you covered my nominating speech at the 
convention in 1988, and my acceptance speech at the convention in 
1992.

But here's something you may not know. After hearing both 
of these addresses, Fleetwood Mac has recorded a new song in my 
honor. It's called "Don't stop speaking until tomorrow."

I called Al Gore to help me with my remarks this evening, 
but he'd already used his best line. Have you ever heard his 
story about the "statistical analysis of the fluorocarbon 
exchange rate in the sub-Saharan micro-climate?" He told it at 
E-P-A, and the biologists laughed so hard, their plastic pocket 
protectors fell off.

The Gridiron Dinner is a big deal for us at the White House. 
We have a very young staff. Real young. For many of them, their 
security photo was the first picture taken of them since their 
sonogram. I'm the first President who has to schedule White 
House staff meetings around spring break.

One of the youngest staffers with the biggest 
responsibilities is my press secretary, Dee Dee Myers. Dee Dee 
came to me before the dinner and said> "Boss, what do you think I 
should wear?" I thought about it for a moment and said to her, 
"Dee Dee, make it something simple. Something elegant. You 
know, something J. Edgar Hoover might wear."

I'll tell you one thing, if there is a vacancy at the F-B-I, 
it's going to be awfully hard to fill J. Edgar's pumps.

This year, we're instituting a program that will allow some 
of our youngest Americans to serve their country the minute they 
get out of college....And that's just in my Administration.

2
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I've often said, we've got a Cabinet that looks like 
America, and a White House staff that looks like a head start 
program.

I won't say the entire staff is young... but I am a little 
nervous tonight. We left some of them home alone. Last time, we 
did this, we got back and...wouldn't you know it? Pizza boxes 
all over the West Wing. Boom boxes in the Cabinet Room. And 
somebody had taken Air Force One out of the hangar for a 
joyride...and left the tank empty. So, they're grounded...all of 
them.

I love this... getting all dressed up in white tie and 
tails. I kind of feel like Fred Astaire. Or like the emcee for 
the Oscars.

Come to think of it... it's been like a movie since we've 
gotten to Washington. Let's see. If we gave out awards for best 
actors, the nominees would be the Republicans —  for the "Crying 
Game." Joe Biden and Sam Nunn —  for "Damage." And Members of 
Congress who don't support my economy plan —  for "The 
Unforgiven." But my personal pick would be A1 Gore —  for 
"Alive."

i
I guess you heard I got caught again making what they call 

off-thercuff remarks. Last week, I said I would appoint James 
Carville to the Supreme Court. I was kidding. But you know, 
it's not really all that far-fetched. James is a lawyer. And 
although he's taken a lot of criticism for being so single-minded 
and driven; he's considered quite normal...on his planet.

And what's the worst that could happen? If the Senate 
confirms James for a life term, suddenly I am going to have eight 
more openings to fill.

I am looking at nominees to fill the robes of Associate 
Justice White, and I only have two litmus tests: The candidates
must be lawyers and they must have a big heart. And, if after 
four years, we haven't found one, we'll accept any lawyer who has a heart.

I guess it's time to start picking on the prior speakers.
Madeleine Albright recommended one of my best diplomatic 

appointments. She suggested that we send Pamela Harriman to 
Paris. I had no idea we had an embassy in East Texas.

Early in my Administration, Ambaissador Albright said I had. 
to meet with the British Prime Minister, John Major. I must say, 
after the unpleasantness during the campaign, I was somewhat 
reluctant. But when I met with Mr. Major at the White House, it 
was uncanny. It was as if he had known me for years...knew

3
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everything about me. We developed a tremendous rapport. He 
calls me "President Passport." And I call him "Major Blunder."

Senator Dole tells me there's a difference between house 
cats and reporters. Socks has been declawed. And some people 
don't believe cats should be neutered.

[To Dole] Bob, we just got a telegram for you from the rap 
singer you criticized, Ice-T. It says: "Stop lying about my ,
record."

Now, look. Here's a guy who wanted to be President all his 
life...his campaign was derailed in New Hampshire...he emerged to 
be the leader of his party today...a man who is respected on both 
sides of the aisle, although his accomplishments continue to be 
outshone by those of his wife. But, enough about me, let's get 
back to Bob.

They say Bob Dole is the pitbull of the Republican Party- 
That's unfair....to pitbulls.

Bob, of course, is always interested in stories about what 
it's like to live in the White House. So, let me conclude with 
just this one.

Sometimes I walk through the White House in the middle of 
the night. And in the Stillness I can feel the presence of 
Jefferson writing...Lincoln speaking...Ronald Reagan snoring.

I know sitting through bad comedy has been difficult, maybe 
even "taxing" for you. But I just want you to know...you have 
not suffered alone...your burden has been shared. I feel your 
pain. And I want to hug each and every one of you....Maybe some 
other time.

Just one week from tonight, I'm going to be in Vancouver, 
meeting with Russian President Boris Yeltsin.

I know many of you will be covering the summit meeting, and 
I look forward to seeing you there.

That meeting is a reminder that we are living in a time of 
change and challenge, when peoples throughout the world are 
striving for the freedom we enjoy. And it is a reminder of how 
fortunate we are to live in America, where every man and woman 
has the fight to question, to criticize, and, just as important, 
to laugh at our leaders.

This evening is not just a celebration of laughter but a. 
celebration of liberty. God bless you all.

4
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President William J. Clinton 
Remarks Before Americans With Disabilities

May 2, 1994
(Draft)

I am honored that Justin -Dartrhas given me this book... 
knowing that every signature-"of every person taking part in the 
rally today represents thousands of other names of Americans who 
have also overcome tremendous obstacles. ^  A-

There may be no truer grass-roots movement than that of 
Americans with disabilities. It is a movement that has made our 
laws, our environment and our society more fair and more humane 
It has been fueled by anger... frustration... and, as we have 
seen with Kate Miles and her family... by determination and love.

But no family should be put through a stress test of going 
it alone to provide care for a family member. No family 
breadwinner should have to work three jobs because a child needs 
long-term care. ... no family should have to deplete its savings or 
risk bankruptcy. Our home-care program will give families like 
the Miles family and individuals with disabilities a fair break: 
greater choices about how and where to get care, and it will help 
pay for the cost of that care.

I applaud the courage of Kate Miles and Robbie and the rest 
of their family in coming here today.®—  ^

■ Y /It's fitting that the theme of ‘■fcaê rally today is "Bridge to 
Freedom."

I became President because I wanted to to ensure that every 
one of our people has the tools to become economically free.

Three years ago (??), the Americans With Disabilities Act 
became law and it has helped to fight job discrimination and to 
begin including, rather than excluding, the disability community 
from the main stream of American life.

> 4

But it is only part of the equation. The other part is this: 
We have to get rid of the systemic discrimination in insuring the 
health of our people.

And unless we do, millions of Americans will never know the 
dignity of putting in a day at work... will never know the 
independence of collecting a paycheck... will never know economic 
freedom.

It is unconscionable that any American with the mind and the 
desire and the ability to work is denied that chance.
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It is self-defeating to have a system that says to Americans 
with disabilities: You can have health benefits, but only if you 
don't work.

It is counter-productive to have a system that discourages 
employers from hiring a qualified person just because that person 
may be at risk of high medical bills.

Let's face it: The health care system we have now is failing 
millions of Americans. The health care system is failing you.

We had better fix it now, because if we don't it will be a 
long time before we can pass this way again. And every day that 
passes without a reformed health care system will be filled with 
wasted time and wasted humanity.

We can do.it by getting rid of the obstacles to freedom in 
our health care system.

The term "pre-existing condition" is one that the people 
here today and millions of Americans know as prevention: It 
prevents people from being insured and it prevents employers from 
hiring these people because of the potential health care costs.

We need to say once and for all: You can't deny coverage to 
anyone with a pre-existing condition.

And further... there can be no lifetime limits on health
care.

the same time, we need to require all employers to 
provide health coverage... and we need to make it affordable for 
them to do so.

With our proposal, employers will be part of -padfey so
EEgpay..a^^&Gen,tage^ofc»-avgp'agfggDr,emiums. . . and they won't

havlroworry that their insuraTTce rates will skyrocket because 
they tried to do the right thing by hiring a person with a » 
disability.^

Furthermore, help the person witli a dasaprii'dy to be able to 
take a job by including a tax credit for plrs&ial-assistance 
services worth 50 percent of 'What 'he or she earns.

And all of this goes hand-in-hand with providing home- and 
community-based long-term care.

And you should~have*the freedom to choose the doctor and 
health plan that is best for you. This is something that is 
important for every American, but especially for Americans who 
depend on a doctor who knows them and with whom they feel 
comfortable.
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We should be rewarding the people who take personal 
responsibility... who go the extra mile... who have the desire 
and the capacity to contribute to our society.

No one disputes that the astronomical c<Sits''of'X)i!ir present 
health care systgm^i-s^McceptableT^At^the rate Nits costs are 

/grow1lTg>4t wii>l be siphCning off\ economi'c'-growth\for generations^^/X “-■O
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Diepgen,^ 
General

President William J. Clinton 
Remarks for Inactivation of Berlin Brigade 

McNair Barracks, Berlin, Germany 
July 12, 1994

Chancellor and Mrs. Kohl, Governing Mayor and Mrs.
Secretary Perry, General Shalikashvili, General Mattox,
Yates, members of the Berlin Brigade, my fellow Americans:

z T o d a y  we close a circle begun nearly a half century ago, 
ending where we began, but somehow arriving at a different place 
inXnis UrfFerent time. We have come to Berlin.

In 1945, President Truman came to Berlin, and atop the 
American headquarters he raised high the Stars and Stripes* with- 
a simple wish that one day, Berlin would be part of "a better 
world, a peaceful world, a world in which all the people will 
have an opportunity to enjoy the good things in life.”

_  Then as now, the colors rippled mightily in the winds of
^.erlin. And the winds could not be contained, not by th%-breadtfi 7 

p X X f  a Wall, not by the length of years. They gusted from here,
\Cf/lifting a continent, finally, out of the cold and toward the
' warmth of freedom. n () rfl njhcr'

To the men and women of the Berlin Brigade ,_jind Lu -fchese-who 
-eded you-~d'5~"d&fenders of îirs—city*;- I say:-SeET fanned those 
ds^ ̂jjXth your courage^ ^jth your patriotism* Afclth your very

p r e s e n c e - itt u » o >  ™
Few moments in the life of a nation are as fulfilling as 

when its sons and daughters in uniform can be thanked for a job 
well (lone. Today we share such a moment. {n m
X  £  I . . ./  Members of the Berlin Brigade: America salutes you. Your 

o /long campaign has been successful. Berlin is free 
if united. Berlin is part of a better world.

Berlin is

Berliners of all generations, from all walks of life have "V*
been expressing their appreciation for your efforts, in the most ̂  
personal and heartfelt ways. < '■*’

I and all your fellow Americans are swelled with pride for' 
what you have done for this city, this continent, and for the 
United States of America. You are truly our vanguarc^of freedj
Q No force of this size has ever accomplished more for peace 

and stability. No force has better symbolized America#s 
commitment to the defense of human liberty. No force has better 
embodied America#s solidarity with peoples around the world who 
are.committed to democracy.

1

1
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General MacArthur said, "The soldier, above all other 
people, prays for peace, for he must suffer and bear the deepest, 
wounds and scars of war."

The members of the Berlin Brigade and the Americans who 
preceded them here at this most forward outpost knew the dangers 
better than anyone. You stood tall at the flashpoint of 
superpower disputesgjadadk^i the nuclear precipice vou did not 
flinch. You preserved and fortified this island of liberty^ 
you did it without firing a single shot in anger. You pruu ided -a
/H-nyhn-r frir- fr-oorlnm  anH a-ha.vl-.-i f in r  rjot-cm l-p. Q   — ^

✓
e example of your courage strengthened liberty's resolve. 

And because of it, Berlin faces perhaps its brightest future in 
750 years of existence.

From Doughboy City to Templehof Airport to Checkpoint 
Charlie and other sites east of the Elbe river —  in all, more 
than 100,000 American men and women served in the Berlin Brigade. \

fpi/People like the Colonel Gale Halvorsen, who tossed small.
candy-filled parachutes to the children of Berlin during the 
Airlift

People like Private Hans Puhl, who risked his life in 
September 1964, leaping over the Wall to rescue a young East 
Berliner cut down by East German rifles as he dashed toward 
freedom.

People like Specialist Rebecca Montague, who was deployed 
from Berlin to Iraq to help deliver humanitarian relief to the 
Kurds in Northern Iraq in Operation "Provide Comfort."

And people like Sid Shacknow, a Holocaust survivor who made 
his way to America and into the Army and the Berlin Brigade. He 
was better known here as Brigadier General Shacknow, Brigade 7 1
Commander —  a man who lived freedom's dream. *

We honor these and all members of the Berlin Brigade and 
their families, whose support and love have buttressed all we 
have done here.

Not far from here is a piece of America, a copy of the 
Liberty Bell that hangs in Philadelphia, sent to Berliners 
through the donations of 16 million Americans. When that bell 
rang for the first time in 1950, no one could say with certainty 
when freedom would come. When the first cargo planes landed in 
1948 as part of Operation Vittles, as the Airlift was called, no 
one knew how long it would last or even if it could succeed. When 
the Wall went up in 1961, no one could say when the city and 
severed families would be whole again.

£ u L H  Ujcu^, '(xr-

iR^py PY
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When the Quadripartite Agreement̂ cui--BerirlTT was signed in 
1971, no one knew whether Miâ-frrrrrT9~~ta use the agreement to 
improve the_ ]jLves^5f”Berliners.

But we held fast and we believed, and history proved us 
njpfht. It proved that freedom's will is stronger than tyranny's 
wall;

I am not the first American President to come to Berlin. And 
to the citizens of this city and to all who cherish freedom as a 
birthright, America pledges that I will not be the last.

I have come to Berlin, as President Truman did, as President ^  
Kennedy did, as Presidents Nixon and Reagan did, each to stand at L_OjJCS< 
democracy's door in East Europe. But now we have crossed that —
threshold to a new world of opportunities.

In 1994, we face new challenges. No one can say *d.th 
certainty whether those people to Berlin's east, strugking now to 
establish democracy and market economies will be successful. But 
one thing is certain. Together with our allies, we are obligated 
tp help them succeed and help them we will.

I am privileged to be with you today as we turn a historic 
corner. For five decades, Americans stood shoulder to shoulder 
with British and French comrades and with the people of Berlin.
We came as occupiers, stayed jier-p as d e f e n d e r leave as 
friends. °-^exT

Today, we bid farewell to the good and brave people of 
Berlin —  who Save been and will always be friends and partners.
And as we depart, we do not turn our backs. Throughout western 
Germany, our men and women and uniform will continue to be a 
presence. And in this city, while the work of our troops is done, 
other Americans from all walks of life are being drawn here, 
strengthening our economic and cultural bonds. Many more are 
coming, drawn by the vitality that you helped make possible.. _ 4 JL »

This goodbye is not cause for sadness. We do not mourn, we \J 
have not one recyret. Because of you, we can sayj Aidr-is-peaeefoiL, 
all is settled-, ̂ >11 is quietf frô ê on freedom's front.

Members of the Berlin Brigade, I salute you: Mission accomplished. — -----

/1/LcTLz
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last day before retirement, you ahou-ld know that whatever the 
world brings, and ^ourjshildren will be prepared. ]

Our strategy is~working. Our economy is coming back. The 
economy has generated more than 3.8 million jobs since I took 
office; inflation is the lowest it's been in two decades.

■: opportunity,We honored the values that you honor: Opportunity, 
responsibility, community, and most of all,/ family. (We enacted"- 
the Family and Medical leave lawj We cut taxes on 15 million v
families who choose work over welfare. We reformed the student 
loan system, so that your sons apd daughters can go to college 
and your family won't go broke/

We established^ertfr program of national service, AmeriCorps, 
which with guid^nde from La Raza will help rebuild Latino and 
other communities while helping young people pay for their 
education.rwe set up the White House Commission on Hispanic 
Educational^Excellence, chaired by Raul Yzaguirre, who is charged 
with finding ways the system can be changed to better serve young 
Hispanics and their parents^ Cj«s( /o

I'm proud of our record. We are doing all we can to give 
every American the tools to compete and win in a changing world, 
to give every child the chance to say:. Yes. I can&But none of 
this will be truly successful unlessJ^sffiake sure that every q , 
working American family has health care/

And to do that. I need vour help. There are few things in 
life that are as clear cut: More working Hispanics are uninsured . 
than any other segment of America, about 33 percent versus about 'LaJHs> 
11 percent [check figures] for the rest of the population. Often 
Latinos don't have health care because they work for small 
businesses, or they work part-time, without benefits.

These are people working their hearts out to make a better a A uoxjfo , 
life. But all it takes is one illness without insurance and the « * 
family can be set back for a generation. It's a travesty.

I'll tell you about another group that has complete health _ 
security. If you're in that group, you get to pick your own 
doctor and health plan. You can change plans if you like, and you 
are never denied coverage for pre-existing conditions. You pay a 
fair price for insurance and your employer picks up most of the cost.

OXL

The group is Congress. The employer is you, the American 
taxpayer. Now, I say this not to suggest that members of Congress 
should not have health care. They should. But why not pass it around?

CSAtdhQle cJ!uxĵ  
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President William J. Clinton 
Saturday Radio Address 

October 12,1996

Good morning. Today is Columbus Day, marking the day an Italian explorer came upon
the New World. It’s a day that holds special significance and much pride for Italian-American^ 
This day is also known as Dia de la Raza (DEE-ah deh lah RAH-zah), when the Hispanic and 
Native American cultures came together more than 500 years ago. All.these people have shaped 
who we are as a nation... and today we all celebrate their contributions.

We can only imagine the beauty o f the land that explorers found half a milennium ago. In 
the centuries since, as we have grown, w&have often paid a pricejyith our natural resources and 
our environment Some have been depleted, destroyed, endangered. And some, thankfully, have 
been preserved, restored and replenished.

This doesn’t just happen. It takes work by every generation to make sure the next 
generation can enjoy the blessings and the beauty o f America, and clean air and pure water. -And-
a c j wp-hw iM  ...... 1 irirlv T'-l i r t lir ? 1 r f C p n t i in r  w r  n m r t  r om z jih i. sm ii- s s in n  yyith  n s  {{ /j. >jXrL/,

In a few moments, I will sign into law a bill that will makft nnr jnh easier the Water U ̂  A
Resources Development Act. And with me here in the Oval Office is someone who has devoted /*<'**5j 
much o f his life to creating a better environment. Vice President A1 Gore.

I’d like him to tell you what this bill will do. ~ '

T 2
[VICE PRESIDENT GORE]

This bflf has been urgently needed. It reflects our commitment to continue the 
development o f the nation’s water resources and preserve the environment while-being fiseap-^— g 
expansible. *--

We can do that, and we must. Weai^-wcflanf^p balance the budget, because we need to 
do that to ensui^^etterfliture, but^e-fieed to do it in LwayTfiat honors our obligations. And 
that meansjjf6tecting edimatioft^edicare, Medicaid... and the environment. To do one without 

othefs will cost us a tefrime price later.

$ etP V / P  1 want to^l^ifle^inRfesmembersof^pngress^Mi^ fought withj^o^win'thirwate'r 
% v> [resources development act, especiallyloocxxx??

L
I am heartened that we have turned back confrontation, and have won cooperation and )

> * bipartisanship to win this important new law. J

But our work is not done. Wso-went-to sign the Parks Bill, which the Congress has 
approved. This bill promises to make American even more beautiful. It will create or improve

is * f d N ^ M O ^  ^ T f e 0PY



almost 120 national parks, trails, rivers or historical sites in 41 o f our states. This bill will restore 
the breathtaking Presidio in San Francisco, which borders the bay... it will save the pristine / "  
Sterling Forest along the New York and New Jersey border, which is a place o f recreation/and a 
major source o f clean water... it will help restore the beauty o f the Tall Grass Prairie in Kansas'!1 
and it will bring back other natural sites that have been so long overlooked all around our nation.

500 years ago, no one could have imagined the greatness that would bloom between our 
shores... nor could they have foreseen that the nation bom here would become the model o f 
people o f  all kinds working together for the common good.

Preserving our environment, restoring its wonder is in our common good... for today and 
for tomorrow. Let us truly celebrate today as a day o f RE-discovery, in which we pledge to keep 
working, across the lines that divide us, to make America more beautiful and better than ever.

Thanks for listening.

And now, I will sign the Water Resources Development Act.

/ M e * , OJQ. j AfArtol

j **** - i

A (2 a J I  /H&dbL^ ^  oJJL^

h> A-isl ^****Jt 6^.

# / p (Wvk
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You know, I have to hand it to our brilliant Vice President. I used to think 
Washington couldn’t keep a secret. But A1 Gore found some... he cut a book deal... and now 
he’s telling all. And I forgive him. Because from now on... everyone will know... we are on 
our way to making government work the way it’s supposed to work for all the American 
people.

And I will tell you this: A1 Gore is doing for Federal government what he has done for 
the macarena [mah-kah-RAY-nuh]... he’s removing all the unnecessary steps... and he’s got 
everyone doing"

all thank the Vice President.

I am very happy to be back in Portland. We had a wonderful time coming down here 
on the bus from Seattle, here to the intersection of 4th and Main, meeting many wonderful 
people along the way.

I will never forget the bravery and resilience I saw in the people here when I visited 
during the floods last spring. The true pioneering spirit o f America is alive and well here in 
Oregon. And I join the Vice President in congratulating all the people o f Oregon for being 
pioneers in bringing common sense to our government. You’re doing a wonderful job.
— tECOKJ 7

What this election is all about is simply this: It’s a clear, unambiguous choice about 
building a bridge into the future or going back to the past.

Four years ago, we had government that was bloated, out o f touch and into central 
control. For many good reasons, our people felt that government just didn’t “get it.”

But A1 Gore and I knew that if we are going to be ready for the 21st century, then we 
need a government for the.21st century. So we have been building a bridge to the future by 
building a government that “gets it”... one that is lean, that works for the people with 
minimum red tape, with maximum results, while preserving America’s values.

We have-been building the-bridge-terthe future  
the budget, a  -d  „  , r _

the deficit/arfd" balancing^
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—  i l v /  A t?
/or^

cd aẑf j?o//&- 
jcops on the streets o fWe have-been-building'the bridge-by putting 

America, almost 400 [394] so far in Oregon a lo n ^  And across America, crime has come 
down. In Oregon, violent crime was down 4 percent last year, and murders were down 8 
percent ~ the biggest drop in 3 decades.

/\ We are buildin ^he-bridge^ts^the-future-by reforming welfare. "  J - ^
t y ^  ^  [n //Jbûdx

^ We are building theTmdge to the future by ending the era of big government, and a big ’ '
part of that has been reinventing government. And to get that job done, I have asked A1 Gore 
to do an awful lot.

Just weeks after we took office, I asked him to report back to me in 6 months on how 
to fix the government. He did. He produced so much savings in that study, that we were able 
to pay for the 100,000 extra police officers in our Crime Bill.

Then, I asked A1 Gore to go back and do a second review of government. I wanted 
him to find enough savings to pay for a middle class tax cut... and he did. Then last month, I 
asked A1 Gore to report to me with recommendations on how to improve air safety and 
security. He did. Just this week the Congress passed half o f his recommendations into law. 
And now we have actions underway to improve the safety and security for all Americans who 
fly.

NoWj-JeLme-tell-you-what all o f this mean^fer the American people: It’s meant a lot in 
the way of savings -- $118 billion, so far, as the Vice President said. It means the government 
is smaller by 250,000 positions — the smallest it’s been since John Kennedy was President. 
Layers o f management, rules and red tape that weren’t needed are gone, and w e’re getting rid 
o f 16,000 pages o f regulations. But we have worked to save and improve what Americans 
need... like Medicare... Social Security... the National Park system... environmental 
protections... and other agencies, programs and laws that protect you and your family.

And w e’ve made government work, without waste and without excuses. It used to be 
that if you needed a business loan, you faced a large stack of papers to apply; we changed that 
and now it’s just one page. It used to be that the Federal Emergency Management Agency was 
such a disaster that the Congress was considering getting rid o f it. But we changed that and 
now, under Director James Lee Witt, FEMA is there first and stays until the job is done when 
nature’s darker forces strike our people. We are putting people first, and that’s what we are 
working to do all across government.

I’ll tell you a little about what this tell-all book reveals:

First, common sense has come to government. In everything from how we hire people 
to how we purchase supplies to the way our customs agents inspect for illegal drugs... we 
have gotten rid o f the excess bureaucracy and the double-speak. It used to be that if you were

2
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in government, and needed a $4 stapler... it’d cost you $50 just in paperwork to get it. Now, 
a $4 stapler costs not $54, but $4. Over and over again, that kind of waste has been 
eliminated.

Second, government is serving people better.CMost o f the people-in-govemmerft want to 
do-a-good-job7^>ut-they~fouhd it tough under the old ways. Now "That's changing. One 
woman from Sacramento was so overwhelmed by the fast and friendly service she got at the 
Social Security office, she wrote to tell us that it left her “dazed and confused” — in a good 
way. And now she says, she thinks more o f government agencies and their employees. Our 
government workers should serve the people the way America’s best companies serve their 
customers.

And that brings us to the third best-kept secret: Government is in partnership with 
business. Ikmakes sense:—Bttf^egubitnry agnnr.inr. hnvi^hppn HirrvrM 
witb-business...After-all, we want compliance... not punishment. That’s how w e’ll keep our 
water and air clean... that’s how w e’ll best protect the health and safety o f all our people.

And the fourth secret is that we found that we do a better job when we are also 
partnered with our communities. When it comes to fighting crime, revitalizing housing and 
neighborhoods and educating our children, government alone cannot do the job.

As the Vice President said, we followed O regon’s example. When it comes to federal 
grants and programs you need, you threw out the Washington rule book, and we helped you 
do it. Now there are no strings attached... just one large qualification: You must show results. 
You know best how to reach your goals... and we want you to reach them.

That’s the approach'we took on welfanj^ftong before I signed the w^lfafererorm bill, 
we had already accomplished a quiet revpkifion by allowing more thanftTstates waivers to 
design a program that best fit their needs. And on crime, our JusticeiDepartment has teamect- 
with state^and local lay enforcepidnt in the COPS program to fight crime in new ways-tKat 
work^There are one/milliojKfewer crime victims irrAmerica than there wCre oneyear ago, 
because we are partner sin ~igh tin g crime with local contm unities.

Across America, we’ve allowed the states to set theirown challenging, standards for 
education. We’Ve'taking ajvajfdiejreguladeiis^d'now^dtescljppls^h^t perform and be 
accountable. It’s a beltefway to g o j l je jo b  d o n e .C ^ ^

But we still have work to do. And in a second Clinton-Gore Administration this is what 
we will work for:

By the year 2002, by the time our federal budget is balanced, we will have an even 
smaller, more productive government than we have today.

3
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We will privatize more parts o f the government. \W e’ve done that already by selling 
operations like the Alaska Power Administration, and by converting many training and support 
programs to private com pan y  -- paving American taxpayers hundreds o f millions o f dollars.
We- should -also weed'outTrom “the program that helps banks to finance student^
1 ferns. .. Sal1ie-Maer~~We have already reformed student loans; now they are direct, cheaper 
and easier to get and to repay for our young people. So, Sallie Mae should go private, and 
that alone would save the taxpayers $22 million right away.

We need to make more o f government operate in a businesslike way. So, by 2002,1 
want many o f our agencies to become Performance Based Organizations. What that means;—*~ 

^^siinplyris'th ist these agencies will have clear goals... they will promise to increase 
^  productivity and quality... they will set standards for customer service... and they will

decrease costs. And we will give them the flexibility to get the job done. These organizations 
will be run by chief executive officers whose job literally depends on meeting goals. That’s 
the bottom line.

)

Finally, we cannot continue to shrink government and transform the way it operates 
unless we use technology better. So today, I am announcing that the White House Home 
Page, which many o f you have already used on the Internet, will become your one-stop 
gateway to government services. Whether you have a transaction, need a j orm or publication, 
otj-ust wantipformation... it’s all thg 
want to know, for example, how mi 
o f your future benefits — it’s right there.

gstetM-govommnnt 1ajys~arrcf regulations^
CTos'^ sjot/v?For business people, this can be a

very valuable resource. I used Litis the otherdaypangToiind that all you-4ieed-ro-do4 s-^e-hrii 
couple o f lccy words and i f s  aH-there^-Quick, simple, convenient. Government at your 

, service, at your fingertips.

Our gQal *s vefy basic: We want a government that people can have faith in. As we 
face our challenges and work to live up to all our potential in the 21st century, government 
alone cannot be the solution, but government that works with you can be part o f the solution. 
Together, there is nothing we cannot do.

A reinvented government, that is leaner, more efficient, responsive, and mindful o f our 
values — that is how we will build our bridge to the 21st century, working together and 
moving forward together. Thank you and God bless.
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E X E C U T I V E  O F F I C E  O F  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

17-Jan-1996 09:00am

TO Michael Waldman
FROM Carol H. Rasco 

Domestic Policy Council
CC Bruce N. Reed
SUBJECT: SOU

Initial thoughts:
First and foremost I like it....it's positive nature is very 
uplifting!
I believe the drug section needs to be beefed up to match the 
words on gangs...I know POTUS has indicated he wants very much to 
be able to announce new drug director....we need to think of what 
we do if that appt. not ready as it is a cabinet appt. and it may 
take a bit longer than a week to get the vet done. He could 
always reiterate the issue of the Conf. on Drugs, Youth, Violence 
coming up (title may be wrong) in Feb., plans to announce new 
director then.
Page 7: The part that says "Our schools have low standards,
dilapidated and croweded classrooms,...." should be changed I feel 
to "Far too many of our schools...." There are a significant 
number of terrific schools out there and I cringe at the very 
negative image currently portrayed.
Page 8: Second sentence will raise MANY questions about whether
he is proposing mandatory teacher testing like he did in Ark., is 
he going to ask for stronger federal role in traditional local 
community responsibilities...we need to think on how that is said 
so as NOT to raise these questions. Merit scholarships: private
schools too?
Page 9: Bullet point on child support...should include females in
that too....while males owe the most among back support there is a 
significant and growing number of mothers. While I am all for 
this particular bullet focusing on fathers we either need to drop 
the child support line or tweak it someway.
I don't on first three readings see anything about people with 
disabilities...it would be a natural to add something in the 
fourth challenge area. We could extend the insurance language 
which is one area that precludes people with disabilities fromC L I N T O N  L I B R A R Y  PH OTO CO PY



working often or we can cite one of the incredible stats about 
untapped source of potential workers from among people with 
disabilities...I will ask Diana Fortuna to put something together 
today.
AIDS
Yeah, the word is in there! However, we may not have accomplished 
what we need by using it in the way it is now placed. I see no 
where in the speech where there is discussion of 
technology/science research/etc/ With all the new focus in
recent days on the various viruses that threaten us it seems we 
have to work something in about research...that would be a good 
place to say something about AIDS....the issue is we have people, 
increasing numbers of women and children dying of AIDS and 
volunteer help while great is not the big answer....I'll keep 
reading and thinking on this one.
Thanks!
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If the State of the Union addresses returning credibility to the 
nation's control of its borders, then it also should include some 
language indicating the President's recognition of the 
contribution of legal immigration to communities and the nation. 
The President has attempted to include such balance over the past 
year in his references to this issue before a wide range of 
audiences.
Immigration fits into the story about communities and personal 
responsibility. If illegal, immigration enforcement is brought 
within these themes, then so too should legal immigration. 
Otherwise, the President will appear to be scapegoating 
noncitizens and he will be contributing implicitly to divisive 
and overheated anti-immigrant sentiments whether he intends to or 
not. Finally, this is not only a point about immigration, but 
goes straight to his vision of a national community with everyone 
-- citizens and noncitizens alike -- working hard and playing by 
the rules and working together to achieve a better society.
Drafted properly, there should be little concern that this will 
hurt the President. This crucial point is recognized by Governor 
Wilson who was careful to distinguish between illegal and legal 
immigration in nearly all of his remarks including his 
Presidential campaign announcement. It was recognized by 
Governor Bush who warned Republican Presidential candidates not 
to come to Texas and blame legal immigrants or immigration.
There are reasons why they, and other governors, have been 
careful to make this point.
Legal immigration is also a business and industry competitiveness 
issue. That is why Bill Gates spoke out and why Senator Simpson 
caved immediately on certain legislative provisions viewed as 
restricting businesses access to needed foreign workers (how many 
other nontechnology national issues can you name that Bill Gates 
has led the fight on).
Expressing this idea in the speech does not need to be lengthy, 
but it does have to rise beyond reciting the well-worn "nation of 
immigrant" mantra that has been made barely adequate because it 
is chanted now even by those who blame legal immigrants for many 
of society's present problems.
If the Administration's success in bringing increasing 
credibility to enforcement of the immigration laws is included in 
the speech, it also can be placed into a context that reinforces 
the President's vision of community:
• Deterring illegal immigration is a fundamental element of a 

nation's need to control its borders to ensure its national

1
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and economic security goals. It also is consistent with 
this Administration's vision of a national community where 
people strive not only to work hard, but also to contribute 
their fair share and play by the rules. An individual's 
illegal entry by definition defies this vision. And an 
illegal crosser's undocumented status virtually ensures some 
level of social marginalization and risks growth of an 
underclass rather than integration into and full 
participation in society.
While we must restore credibility to the enforcement of our 
immigration laws —  because we are a nation of laws -- we 
nevertheless must not allow immigration to become a wedge 
that divides us as a nation.

But it is crucial that the President have a vision of a national 
community that truly reflects a unifying theme. That is what a 
President does in the bully pulpit. After all, most noncitizens 
are part of families of U.S. citizens. Most noncitizens are 
simply future (voting) citizens. Here are some possibilities:
• Ultimately, legal immigration supports families and family 

values, business and global competitiveness. Our policies 
seek to reinforce immigration's role in strengthening 
families and communities (through reunification of close 
family members) arid strerigthening the economy (by supporting 
needed employment-based immigration when that does not 
compete with Americans for jobs). These are people who 
often waited years to enter legally, rather than illegally, 
worked hard and played by the rules to pursue the American 
Dream. In these areas in particular, it is important to 
affirm the continuing contribution of legal immigration to 
our country.
Tie the community theme into the achievements and passing of 
Barbara Jordan -- using the type of national unifying 
language she used at the Convention and throughout her life.

. As part of community responsibility or community economic 
development, note the energy and hard work that legal 
immigrants have brought to the task of revitalizing decaying 
neighborhoods and small business development in some of our 
most depressed communities.
The President has spoken about the value of the United 
States being able to send Haitian-American peacekeepers to 
Haiti who therefore had ties to Haiti, could speak the 
language and relate closely to the Haitian- people. We know 
that noncitizens fought for American interests in the Iraqi 
war because President Clinton issued an executive order

2
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expediting their naturalization. Perhaps there is a similar 
story to tell of a member of the U.S. peacekeeping force in 
Bosnia who is from a family that left that region and has 
returned to help restore peace.
The President has tied legal immigration to affirmative 
action, noting parallel issues and concerns. That might be 
done again in this speech.

i
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Our first challenge is to cherish our children and strengthen the American
family.

Families are the foundation of American life. I fy ouj^tay togother-asjL fj^ 
believe we can slay logether-~-as- a- nation.---- r  <& j \zL* ^ c-
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...
We must take^esponsibility for our children. It is not easy to be-young todayf

enge o usinesses, our parents, our media, our schools, our teachers, our 

communities, and our goveramenTTb/help children make it. W^need-WasWag
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^way-the"Kur3les, not to build them up.

To the media: I say you should create movies, CDs and television shows you would

want your own children^)  u s ^ fejjthe broadcast industry, do what movies have done, rate.
your programming to help parents protect their children. *~JT ̂  X ^
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1. ---_, j-sQcall on Congress to pass the requirement for a "V Chip" in TV sets, so parents can c £ . '
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I invite the leaders o f major media corporations and the entertainment industry to 

come to the White House next month to work with us on concrete ways to improve what 

our children see on television. I am ready to work with you.

I say to those who produce and market cigarettes: Every year, a million children

take up smoking; 300,000 o f them will die a result. My administration has acted to stop

the massive marketing campaign aimed at kids. We are saying: Market your products to 

adults, if you wish — but draw the line on children.

AficTthefeas something that all o f Us in-both parties reeognizec For too long, our 

welfare system has undermined the family. Congress and I are near agreement on sweeping 

welfare reform. We agree on time limits, tough work requirements, and the toughest 

possible child support enforcement. But we must provide child care so mothers can go to 

work. Send me a bipartisan welfare reform that will really move people from welfare to

work and that does right by children, and I will sign im-irKl,artbcatX s

But is only the first step. The next step is to make it work. 1 challenge

American business to hire people getting off welfare.

To strengthen the family, we must do everything we can to keep the teen pregnancy 

rate going down.^Laot year, from this podium, I issued a call for a now ntriiunal' effoit 

me-to-grips -with this-problem. Tonight I am pleased to announce that a group of
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prominent national leaders is-'answering; thafccaU-whh-an organization that-wiiTenhst- ^ - 7

i^\ a^y-

* * / | "Y ir  V  r (J^/NMAM,jgrass roots t o  a national campaign against teen pregnancy; I challenge every A m erican^
iyU~{ . ?jm n  ;f|| 11 ‘i-rrCr 1

I call on American men and women to respect one another^ I ask-every American— 

-man Ixrswear, tornghirTievery-nev er^ o lift his-hand against a womanr We must end the 

deadly scourge o f domestic violence.

& j j i  u <
I -chaHeoge-America’s families to stay together. And in particular, I challenge

fathers to love and care for their children^-UnlcGC a man-has~tfed,' llTere is no such~tihag-as-^ 

^ fatherless child, there-is-simply~a father not doing~liiy  most basic human duty.

Wff-mrr-f,ollQoting- yecoi:d=a:nfnTiTT̂ rTifjjehiy= rTpayrhents, and Co5pess~iias-

adopted my^eeefiSnend^ion- to-deny drivers~lfcenses-tô ar̂ ^^v^cr^tertcfc^ay--the-rsoiiey
^  ..... ;heOwes lire clirMfen^

But a check is no substitute for your love. Please, as President, as a fathei^^S=g=i
__________ .__ GK*91"-man-who loot his~oWnrather before I was^bnrr^, Î kapterc you: Help raise your children.

Our second Challenge is to provide Americans with the educational opportunies 

we need for a new century.
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Every classroom in America must be connected to, the information superhighway -*5̂
bLrrr i -J 1

"year zuuth with computers, good software, and teachers. ^m^rnmenLcannot do

uf educalui s, irarents  ̂business apH We are
•qK'*'

working with the telecommunications industry fa California to connect 20%  o f the 

classroomsj\by this spring, and every classroom d)y the year 2000. I challenge leaderTift- e 

r— ever)' state to do tfae-samerand ask Congress to support our/telfofts tomake thqjpartnership 
successful.

I challenge every community, school and state to folly-embrace our Goats~Zti00 

tlati ve radopt/standards o f excellence, measure whether schools are meeting those
t '

standards, cut red tape so that schools have more flexibility for grassroots reforms, and hold 

them accountable for results. ^TVaJ 2 ^

-And-tO-geLthererl challenge every state to give all parents the right to choose which 

public school their children attends, and let teachers form hew schools with a charter they 

can keep only if they do a good job.

I challenge all schools to teach character education: education, values, and good 

citizenship. I challenge parents to be their children’s first teachers. Turn off the TV. See 

that the homework gets done. I&gJSv your children’

WV OV U ivli 1

l’s teachers]

Today, higher education is more important than ever before. .Wejnust open tlie-
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Bob Hbrmats

Below are a few thoughts for the State of the Union Address:

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PRESIDENTS STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS

We are nearing the end of this century and the end of this millennium. As we approach 

the new millennium we need to be strong at home and strong abroad -  to ensure that our 

society remains dynamic and cohesive. That Is the legacy we must leave to the next 

generation of Americans. That will enable America to shape a world in which our interests and 

our values can thrive and, in turn, can reinforce our own prosperity and security.

1995 was the best year for the American economy in the last two decades. The US 

economy registered the fastest rate of growth of any major industrialized country. We created 

XXX millions of jobs. Our stock and bond markets have soared; that increased the value of 

the pension funds and mutual funds of millions of Americans. Once criticized for our large

budget deficit, the US now has the lowest deficit among the large western economies. Our
I

declining deficit has made lower Interest rates possible and shifted more funds into productive 

private investment which, in turn, has led to declining inflation for American consumers. 

Continuing to cut deficits, increase productive Investment and control inflation will leave a great 

legacy for the next generation of Amerioans.

American industry has undertaken a dramatic transformation resulting from 

extraordinary improvements in management and worker productivity, the rapid introduction ;of
i

new technologies and significant measures to hold down costs. Onoe regarded as slippingI
behind In the global competitive race, American companies, American workers and the 

American eoonomy are now powerful global competitors. Our currency has strengthened, 

along with Investor confidence in our economy. We are leading in virtually all the new
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: I
technologies that will be critical to our growth and economic power in the 21 st century. I intend

to ensure that we continue to give our children the foundation to achieve new technological

miracles in the decades ahead. ;
i• i*

A strong economy is critical to America's global power as we approach the 21 st century.r
In many parts of the world it gives our country even more influence than our preeminent

I
military power. We are using this economic power to preiss for more open global markets^ to

I
support economic reform and free enterprise in countries moving from communism1 toS
capitalism, to rebuild areas ravaged by war an instability such as Bosnia, Gaza and Haiti, and

|
to promote more stability on international financial markets. All of these efforts are critical; tol
our future. At a time when American Industry is at its most̂  competitive in decades we need' toii ■
continue to press for an open world economy -  not succumb to pressures for trade restrictions

|
at home or allow other countries to do so, Our economic strength enables us to approach tihe

i 1
global economy with renewed confidence and purposefulness.

i iii .1
But American economic strength and dynamism -  while enormously beneficial to mostII

of our fellow citizens -  has al9o required painful adjustments. The flexibility of our work force,ii.
its ability to adapt to the accelerating pace of technological and competitive changes, is a greati
strength. But it also means less economic security for many and a more unsettled work 

environment. We cannot ignore this. Job insecurity and wage stagnation are problems for 

large numbers of our fellow citizens. Our goal Is to broaden the benefits of prosperity and to

ensure that those who do not immediately benefit from our nation’s growth and prosperity do
! , 

not suffer the insecurity of the collapse of their Incomes or of their health care and are assisted
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If our less trained and less educated citizens fall further behind others our society .will
■ !

be increasingly divided. We will be a less compelling example to the many societies that seek 

to achieve the democratic and market reforms that we believe in.i i
! ’

To better utilize the productive potential of all Americans in this Information Age, we

need to strengthen our system of education and training. Ilf we do not improve the capabilities

of our educational system, and better utilize the productive potential of all of our citizens, we
■i

will fall short of our potential at home and in the international competitive race. The single
r | 

most critical factor in increasing our long-range competitive capability and our nation's
j

economic and political strength as we enter the next century is the effectiveness of our
I

educational system -  from kindergarten through adult training and retraining.

II
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Prone Adrian, Raratnyeky 
Res The State of the Union 
Dates 22 December 1995' .
I appreciate the opportunity to offer.some 'suggestions and share a few 
thoughts about the President's State o f the Union address. Let me make 
several points.

1. DBWCRACY'S PROGRESS
I think the President has a strong case to make that democracy has 
continued, its global advance in the years of his Administration. By 
Freedom House's reckoning-- when the President took office, there were 
99 formal democracies (i.e. countries which have governments elected in 
reasonably free and fair multiparty elections) . Today there are 117 such 
democracies. As significantly, 55 percent of the world's population, 
lives under governments that are formal democracies.

Democracies are our strongest and most reliable allies. Democracies can 
be counted on not to war with each other. They offer the best 
opportunity for development based on economic freedom and respect for 
rule of law. Democracies-- with all their imperfection-- offer the best 
chance that basic human rights will be respected.

Yet many of the world's democracies are embattled and weak. They have 
earned and deserve our support. In supporting them--chrough democracy 
initiatives and foreign aid-- we are widening the number of our allies 
and so strengthening our national security interests.

2. STILL A DAMOTR0U8 WORLD
While the President can and should justifiably point to significant 
foreign policy successes--Northern Ireland, the Middle East, Haiti, 
Bosnia, democratic transitions ih Central and East Europe/ South Africa- 
- he should also sound a cautionary note.

In particular, he should not oversell the progress of Russia. I am--at 
root-- deeply pessimistic about Russia's rnid-cerm future and I am even 
more worried about the security implications of China's rapid industrial 
growth amid widening internal repression and an increasingly assertive 
nationalism. Thus, I would urge you to refrain from any triumphalism 
about China and Russia. The U.S. is likely to face big challenges from 
these countries in the years ahead.

I understand that you will not want to--nor should you-- raise the 
hackles of these great powers. However, I do believe the president ought 
to make the general point that much of the world remains a dangerous 
place in which American leadership is essential.
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3. THE BIG PICTURE

Perhaps the broadest point that the president could make is to restate 
the need for a "vital center" (paee Arthur Schlesinger) in American 
politics. He should note that this country is at its ■ strongest, when ita 
leaders can agree on the fundamental aims of policy.

The vital center is consistently attacked by the far extremes of both 
the right and left. These extremes share the view that America's promise 
has been betrayed and that something is terribly wrong with our country. 
Those who attack the vital center are pessimists who have lost faith In 
America and in America's institutions-- including the men and women in 
our government.

They obscure in their ideological and moral fervor the goodness of this 
society, of America's constructive role in the world, and of the great 
respect which America and its democracy and open society command among 
ordinary people, the world over.

(Here, the President might want to offer some anecdote from his travels 
abroad, where he has been greeted with enthusiasm and hope. At that 
point there may be growing evidence of the welcome U.S. peacekeepers are 
getting from citizens of Bosnia.)

The preservation of a vital center is Vhat makes it possible for our 
country to move forward at home and abroad. That center sometimes 
shifts; but it is based always on a understanding that we are working to 
correct imperfections and occasional excesses in an extremely successful 
society.

The vigorous debate of ideas is welcome and essential in our democracy. 
But chat vigorous debate should be framed in ways that allow not so much, 
for compromise as for a coming together around a consensus that reflects 
the wisdom of the vast majority of Americans.

I hops this is helpful. All the best for .the holidays.
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December 22., 199S

To: Tony Blinken

cc: Don Baer
Tony Lake

From: Jeremy RosneKO __^

Re: Foreign policy ideas for State o f the Union

There are five facts that should frame the strategy behind the foreign policy section o f this 
year’s State o f  the Union speech:

1. We have troops on the ground in Bosnia (and Haiti). All the budget/political 
wrangling pales in comparison to the sacrifices o f  those whose lives are on the line for us.

2. The American public does not much care about foreign policy these days.
The President should seize this as another opportunity to tell them why it’s still important.

3. The public has mixed impressions of the Clinton foreign policy record. The
public likes the fact that w e’re at peace and are making progress on several key issues; but 
is anxious about Bosnia and the recent spate o f humanitarian interventions.

4. This is the first opportunity to sketch foreign policy priorities for a second 
term. The foreign policy part should be more forward-looking than retrospective.

5. We don't need to convince the left; we need to convince the middle. The 
emphasis should be on language and arguments that will speak to the skeptics, not the true 
believers who are already on the President’s side on his foreign policy.

With these points in mind, I’d suggest:

• S ta r t  a t le a s t  w ith  a  n o d  t o  th e  t r o o p s :  p e r h a p s  w ith  f o r e ig n  p o l i c y  g en e ra lly .
You will want to open the entire speech with a nod to the troops in Bosnia. Given that, 
you might even want to put the foreign policy section at the very top o f the speech. It 
would flow nicely from Bosnia. It would defy expectations. It would send a signal that 
this is important. It would sound presidential. It would underscore that this guy is our 
Commander in Chief, It would enable the domestic section to have a more coherent flow.

Whether or not you do that, you should open with a long paragraph thanking the 
troops. This needs to be done carefully. It can’t look like a cheap political trick.
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It needs to acknowledge the mixed feelings within the Congress and among the 
public about this mission. You might think about something along the lines of: 
“Tonight we gather in this chamber and across America to talk about the state o f 
our exceptional union. As we do, we must begin by noting that our nation today 
stands safe, secure, and confident in its role in the world because o f the American 
men and women in uniform who stand sentry on our behalf. In this chamber and 
across America, we may debate many questions about how best ensure America’s 
security; about how and when to deploy America’s awesome might. But there is 
no debate on this point; our men and women in uniform embody the very best o f 
America. So tonight let us begin by paying tribute to the men and women in our 
armed forces who are so ably protecting and serving our nation — and particularly 
those who are helping to secure the peace in Bosnia. They are braving the cold, 
saving lives, but also facing risks, doing hard work, far away from their loved ones.
I want them to know that all Americans acknowledge their contribution and will 
work together for their safe return.”

• In the review o f the world, stress hard security challenges. Next, you’ll want 
to do a brief review o f the world, noting the administration’s accomplishments (Mideast, 
Ireland, no nukes targeted at us, NAFTA/GATT, readiness o f  our forces, trilateral nuke 
accord, START II?, etc.), and then cautioning that many challenges lie ahead. When you 
do the latter, get scary, not sentimental. That is: stress hard security challenges, which 
speak to the political center, far more than humanitarian issues, which raise anxieties in 
the political center. Some examples: stress the fact that there are over a hundred tons o f 
weapons grade nuclear materials that remain inadequately safeguarded around the world 
today, and that all it would take is one Coke can full o f this stuff to produce a bomb 
hundreds o f times more powerful than the one that devastated Oklahoma City (and so 
fund Nunn-Lugar and pass the anti-terrorism bill!); or talk about the fact that the Sarin 
attack in Tokyo is just a minor preview of what may lie in store for our nation and others 
if we do not find better ways to keep chemicals and dangerous technologies out o f  the 
hands o f fanatics and aggressors (and so ratify the CWC!); or stress the enormous 
difficulties o f the states that are trying to repair the devastation o f  decades o f  communist 
rule, and how Europe could be plunged back into turmoil unless we do our part to support 
reformers and help stabilize the continent (and so expand NATO!). These are core issues 

' that internationalists on both left and right can embrace.

a Make a blunt appeal for public attention and support for foreign policy.
After the review section, the President should say something along the lines of: “The 
security America enjoys today is a great gift. It did not come free. It was purchased with . 
the blood and sweat and sacrifice o f generations o f Americans. History will judge us by 
how we put this precious gift to use. When danger is not at the door, it is tempting to put 
it out o f mind. There is a tendency to spend less attention and less money on the patient 
and unglamorous things we need to do to protect our country and maintain its leadership 
in the world. Tonight, I want to make a special appeal to each of you personally -- all o f 
you who serve America in Congress, and all o f you who serve America as citizens: let us 
err on the side o f caution. Let us not take this pause o f peace for granted. We need to
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ensure the strength and readiness o f our fighting forces, but there is even more. We must 
be willing to invest in the steady work of long-term diplomacy, in nuclear arms control, 
and, yes, in foreign aid, in order to leave a safer, sounder world for our children. These 
efforts are not cheap. Heaven knows they are not popular. But better to have our 
children chide us one day for having worried too much, than to have them curse us for 
having worried too little. So tonight and in the days ahead I will ask that even during this 
peaceful time, we rise above both apathy and partisanship to ensure that we never, never 
shortchange America’s security.”

• Do bipartisanship. You will undoubtedly want to do a longer section on Bosnia 
than the paragraph sketched above. That would be a good place to give a nod to 
bipartisanship. I would say: “I respect the differences o f opinion we heard in Congress 
and across America about this complex conflict. But I also respect those who, at the end 
o f the day, urged that we pull together as a nation behind our mission and our troops. And 
I would personally like to thank the distinguished and war-decorated congressional leaders 
in both parties who led that effort, especially Majority Leader Dole and Senator John 
McCain, and I would ask them to stand.” It will be seen as magnanimous. It also reminds 
everyone o f their support. If you don’t do a dramatic nod to Republican internationalists 
here, then do it somewhere else.

• Preview the Clinton foreign policy for his second term. This is the perfect 
opportunity a) to lay out a compelling vision o f what can be accomplished around the 
world in a second Clinton term and b) to quiet some concerns about his foreign policy, 
especially by implying that the future will revolve less around humanitarian interventions 
and more around hard-security priorities. Obviously, he can’t say: “in my second term, I 
plan to....” But he can say:

When I took office three years ago, our nation basked in end o f the Cold 
War, but we also faced the challenge o f continuing crises in Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, 
and elsewhere. We encountered many obstacles and suffered many setbacks in 
trying to address those challenges. But we can proudly say that America did its 
best to help the afflicted and to protect the peace. And tonight we can note with 
satisfaction that we saved hundreds o f thousands from starvation in Somalia; that 
democracy has returned to Haiti; and the fighting has stopped in Bosnia.

Now, as we look ahead to the turn o f this century, we should not assume 
that our future will be filled with such missions. But we must recognize that 
challenges to our security do remain. And if we continue our energetic leadership 
abroad, together we can imagine how much more we can accomplish together by 
the turn o f  this century.

We could enter the next century with the nuclear stockpiles on this planet 
cut by another x percent.
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We could enter the next century with tough new international agreements 
to control chemical and biological weapons.

We could enter the next century with stronger laws and international 
agreements to combat the scourge o f organized crime and terrorism.

We could enter the next century with an even stronger and larger NATO so 
that it can anchor the stability and security o f  a democratic Europe.

We could enter the next century with a military whose fighting edge o f 
training, equipment, flexibility, and technology is even sharper than it is today.

We could enter the next century ready to lower even more barriers against 
U.S. exports in Asia and elsewhere so that our products can compete and win.

Etc. [you’ll want to work in Russia and China, too.]

• Use foreign policy as an  illustration o f  th e  s p e e c h ’s la r g e r  p o l i t i c a l a r g u m en t.
If we try to justify an activist foreign policy simply on the merits, we will lose — not 
because people don’t agree, but because they don’t care enough about it how, and 
because there’s more political passion behind opposing arguments based on deficit cutting, 
government reduction, nationalism, nativism, etc. There is a way to create a mandate for 
active internationalism, however, which is to use foreign policy as an illustration o f  the 
President’s broader political argument.

For example, if the speech’s implicit strategy is triangulation and common ground (which 
it should be!), then by all means use some foreign policy examples; “today we hear 
extreme voices o f fear and indifference in both parties, voices that urge our nation to 
retreat from its responsibilities around the world and to hide behind protectionist trade 
barriers. Instead we must draw together on the common ground which tells us that 
America must remain strong and engaged, that we must tackle the world’s dangers rather 
than trying to hide from them” Etc.

If: a) the President runs on a strategy of triangulation; and b) he uses foreign policy as an 
example o f how we must beware o f extreme voices at both ends of the spectrum; and 
c) he wins, then he can legitimately claim he has a mandate for an activist foreign policy. 
Structurally, this is how the GOP created a mandate against internationalism — not by 
arguing it on the merits, but by making it an illustration o f deficit cutting, anti-Beltwayism, 
etc. This same structural approach can create a mandate in our direction.

Good luck. Obviously, I’m glad to go over ideas and drafts as your writing progresses.
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Memo for President Clinton ■- i,, .ji . r i ,.i*. ?
from Ronald Steel

Nearly every president since Truman has had his Doctrine. 
Most have been forgotten. That, is because either they were 
trivial, like Carter’s, o t  never followed through, like Nixon's. 
Truman's is remembered because it came after a great war when 
Americans were trying to figure out their place in the world.

That was 50 years ago. Today we are now living in one of 
those times. A great war, the Cold War, has ended. The nation 
is victorious, but confused. Its leaders seem no less confused 
than the people.

Amidst such confusion foreign policy is little more than a 
set of hasty improvisations. Policymakers rush to respond to 
"crises," and are themselves tossed aimlessly about by events. 
They mutter about "interests" and "security" and "responsi
bility" without being able to describe what these terms mean, 
let alone what the response to them should be. j

As in 1947 the US has emerged victorious from a war. But 
unlike in 1947, it has no threatening adversary and does not 
enjoy overwhelming economic preponderance. Instead of being 
an adolescent giant among pygmy schoolmates, it is an over- 
weight gladiator stumbling through a mid-life crisis. It 
boasts of being the only remaining superpower, but fears that 
the years of its Century may be running out.

Yes, the country could use a vision. Most countries can.
And some find them in hallucinations. But even more it needs 
a plan --a plan for making its way among nations that, for 
the most part, mean no serious harm but nonetheless could, by 
the inexorable logic of the global trading system, do what 
Khrushchev once threatened. They could bury it.
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A foreign policy of improvisation is not good enough.
Neither is one that relies on a ritualistic incantation; of- 
hoary "lessons'1 from an earlier era. Such "lessons" are 
usually little more than buzz words designed to promote 
particular policies. It is as dangerous to draw rigid 
''lessons" from history as to ignore it.

This is particularly true at such a turning point in 
US relations with the world. A presidential initiative is 
necessary to create a new consensus On the nation's in- 
terests and how they can be furthered. Such an initiative 
must be more than mere bumper changes on the basic oldI : - .
model. This was the problem with the Bosnia speech, a 
collection of cliches that left the public indifferent at 
best, and for the most part incredulous.

There are essentially two ways of approaching US for- 
eign policy today. One is to operate from the premise that 
the Cold War is not over. To be sure, the adversary has 
disappeared, but that is of relatively little consequence.
The reason for this is that the Cold War was only partially 
about the US-Soviet competition. Beyond that was the deeper 
belief, earnestly promoted by those in command of foreign 
policy, that the US must assume the economic and political 
leadership of the world.

This belief has not been affected by the end of the Cold 
War -- nor even by the relative economic decline of the US 
vis a vis its competitors. This approach is evident in var
ious documents emerging from within the government, and 
especially from the Pentagon (see, e.g., PPD 1992 and later 
variations). ,

The argument of these advocates is that the US must assume . 
Britain's role in the 19th century: that of global balancer 
and stabilizer. The problems with this approach are self- 
evident and need not be spelled out here. They involve 
immense economic and military costs that the nation is ill 
able to assume. -
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Beyond that, it will also create conflict with rising 
nations that see fewer benefits from a global American hege
mony than do, planners in Washington. Further, from a poli
tical perspective, such a grandiose roie-is almost certain 
to be repudiated by the American public and will likely 
stimulate, as an understandable reaction, the very "iso
lationism" that it is ostensibly designed to circumvent.

The alternative approach is to take a much narrower defi
nition of interests. This would involve viewing regional 
conflicts as regional problems. Yes, the Europeans have not 
been effective in settling their regional problem in the 
Balkans. But this is in part because the US has, through 
NATO, insisted on being the dominant power within Europe.
This has reinforced a European habit of passivity and de
pendency, which in turn is used to justify a continued Cold 
War role for the US within Europe.

Ultimately economic and political constraints will force 
the US to retreat from grandiose^ and inflated concepts of 
"interest" that have little popular support. We are re
turning to a more traditional world marked by interaction 
among several important states. This has already happened 
in the economic realm, and will soon be evidenced in military 
and political realms as well.

This administration has the opportunity to lay out a 
doctrine for a post-Cold War era that does not rest on Cold 
War nostalgia or on neo-Wilsonian fantasies. If it does 
not, xs^KBKrf the nation, will be buffeted by events, fur
ther weakened economically, and quite likely,suffer the very 
serious consequences of a social reaction that could imperil 
the stability of the society.

If foreign policy is seen as the enemy, rather than the 
servant, of American interests it will be repudiated, along 
with those responsible for it. ■
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We owe our children something else. We owe them full lives, not lives that are 

hollowed out and hardened because o f the violence and degradation that assault them.

So I challenge Congress to send me the telecommunications bill, which would 

authorize industry to equlj^TVs with\a V-chip so parents can block out violenTor*degrading 

programs. I challenge the entrainment industry: Create movjes^and CDs and TV shows as 

if they were for your own children/sTonight, I issue-dn invitation to the leaders o f major 

media corporations and the entertainmem^^ustry to come to the White House for a 

meeting next month and work wjtlfus on confcsete ways to improve what our children 

watch on television. [Andl challenge the televisionSqdustry to find a way to rate 

programming for adult content. The motion picture indusuv has done it for 25 years; the 

cable industry is doing it; video game companies are doing it; rasord companies are doing 

it, thapks to the work o f Tipper Gore. It’s time for broadcasters to giW^the same 

protections to our children.]

[We must challenge our schools to teach ethics and values. And if it will stop 

teenagers from shooting each other over gang jackets, then public schools should be able to 

require student uniforms.]

Teen pregnancy is down, but too mapy children are still having children. We must 

challenge our young people not to g^pregnant or father a child until they are married.

This is not a problem the government caiKsolve. It can only be solved in our hearts and

8
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our homes. Last yearj'fkjm thj>-p<5dium, I issued a call for a new national effort to come 

to grips with this problem: Tonighl^Lam pleased to announce that a group o f prominent 

national leaders has/Answered that call — peojikQike Nancy Kassebaum, Andrew Young, 

Warren RudmafC and C. Everett Koop. Let us all join mtheir effort.

Higher standards. Technology in the classroom. An aggressive strategy to open 

wider the doors o f college. Teaching our children right from wrong. That is the duty we 

owe our children.

S e c o n d ,  I  c h a l le n g e  g o v e r n m e n t  a n d  b u s in e s s e s  t o  j o i n  t o  g iv e  o u r  p e o p l e  th e  
t o o l s  th e y  n e e d  t o  b e c o m e  w in n e r s  o f  e c o n om ic  ch an ge .

America’s economy is growing, steady and strong. Over the last three years, we 

have had the strongest growth o f any major economy. The combined rate o f inflation and 

unemployment is the lowest in 27 years. Home ownership is at its highest rate in 15 years. 

Businesses have created over 7 million American jobs. Businesses owned by women . 

employ more people than the Fortune 500 combined. Three years ago, we were losing jobs 

in construction; today, we have gained nearly 800,000. A decade ago, the auto industry 

was on its back. Today, Detroit is beating Japan for the first time since the 1970s. Our 

economy is producing more new self- made millionaires every year than ever before.

But this is also a time o f severe downsizing, competition and new technologies that

9
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President of the United States'
Remarks for Gridiron Dinner 

March 27, 1993

What a thrill it is to be here at my first' ̂ SBB=T Grid»e«.
Club Dinner... especially to be a guest of the club's first woman president.

I've been an admirer of Helen Thomas fob years. She's a 
great reporter... the dean of the White House press corps... a . / 
pro for every minute of the 3 0 years she's been on the beat...An/ ( 
keeping Presidents honest. . . and all the while breaking down Miiki. ,barriers for women all over this town. '— ■

But, Helen, what's this I hear about a nanny problem?
I love this... getting all dressed up in white tie and 

tails. Kind of feel like Fred Astaire. Or like the emcee for the 
Oscars.

Come to think of it... it's been like a movie since we've 
gotten to Washington. Let's see. if we .gave out awards for best 
actor, the nominees would be: the Republicans, for "The Crying 
Game"... Joe Biden and Sam Nunn, for. "Damage".. , 
■JS*E3^HffiaDB*SflS5KHS£i5SES=3!E^BS£3?en" . . . and, Members of Congress who don't support my economic plan, for "The 
Unforgiven."

But my personal pick would be Al Gore, for "Alive."
It's impressive all the faces I see in the crowd tonight. 

Imagine... a roomful of powerful people... the kind who might 
maneuver for position and worry endlessly about who's in and 
who's out. . . who's :Û». and wha's down... and that was just coming 
in from the lobby. . . : 1 •' - -

And I see some of my staff, too.
I won't say the staff is young.... but I'm a little nervous 

tonight. We left some of them home alonei Last tine we did this, 
we got back and... wouldn't you know it? Pizza boxes all over the 
West Wing —  no, no, it wasn't Domino's —  and somebody had taken 
Air Force One out of the hangar... and left the tank empty. So, 
they're grounded, all of them.

rides on
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ith\ BILLIONS, 
s a bad ,

ring.
Oh. Is this mike live?
I guess you heard I got caught again making what they call 

off-the-cuff remarks. It's becoming a habit, I think. Last 
Saturday before my weekly radio address, I • saici I. would appoint 
James Carville to the Supreme Court. I was kidding, but,, you 
know, it's not so far-fetched. James IS a lawyer. and he might 
re-invigoratee^Se bench. L<?ok wlî t he did for my campaign.

He might get everyone to wear their robes inside out... 
they'd stop all arguments to watch "Andy Griffith"... and no one 
could change their "briefs" while court was „in session. 

m '

. . Kl  mighft̂ have, eight mor< openings
You know, some critics say^ €his Administration is taking too

much time with appointments... that we're too concerned about
getting women and minorities in the.mix. Why, just the other day,
Oliver North was saying...! //

(Things are different viipfil this Administration/f/ because 
that/s what the/American pê pl/e voted tpcf . . change.

But I know you've been hearing that/there are/some 
unoythodox goangs+on in tne oval Off/ce/ You've heard... thal 
let/ photographer Annie /iebowitz b&inq An a boom box to pla/ rock 
ana roll, full blast./. that an E^vis (impersonator came ii/and 
sang "All/shook up"./. tha*t/Paujr Begala cmtie thi/s close/to. 
shpwing/h roomfol of people h^s lucky Jbckeys,

I/want to s(ejz the .recctd straig$£\ They w§?re Ja6xer shorts, 
FriiiVof the Loom.

I know that sitting through bad comedy has been difficult, 
maybe even "taxing" for you. But I just want you to know... you 
have not suffered alone... your burden has been shared. I feelyour painM**.£•*•-, And |||want to hug each and every one of you.

$  O C j C '

0 ] ( q p d w \
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^ • S  " I f M X -  s r / n e r  e d i T u J b  D m m

JOKES FOR THE GRIDLOCK DINNER \J
MARCH 27, 1993

What a thrtj^ij^is to be here at my f irstGridLleck^—  I
mean, Gridiron —  ClulT~l5iTmeis--¥ou—may—feh-irik~~tfia±'being from
Arkansas I don't know what the Gridiron is all about. We have a 
Gridiron in Little Rock...course, we hold it at Denny's.
 ̂ And we don't wear white tie. It's too hard to get the chili 
Gog stains out.
\ I understand your slogan here at the Gridiron is "singe, 
never burn." That's like my slogan at McDonalds —  always binge 
never purge.
1 But in Little Rock, we don't get to dine with the first lady 

of\ White H^use— I am reall\r_pleased to be here as a
guestr'of the club'

I've admired Helen for ye 
dean of the White House pr 
the 30 years she's been on 
beat...keeping Presi 
down barriers for w^men

ut, Helen.

n_ Thomas.
a great/reporter...the 

pro for/ever}/ minute of 
o'mean.
he while break

out a nanny problem?
Helen's has spent more time in the White House than anybody 

here tonight. But I still think it's odd that she demanded a 
security deposit when we moved in.

Helen's been in Washington so long, She remembers when the 
Electoral College was a high school.

rou know, the White House coi
ethios ekemption/for the 
dollar limit would apply, 
comp.lainrpg^tnat twenty 
MqDonalds, that's seven

Gridiron
I don^€ know

is too lov 
meals.

lad to gran 
,Otherwi 
som

Eight months ago, as you know, I accepted my party's 
presidential nomination "on behalf of the-

3 ^ a n d = r ^ l a v ^ b v - t h e - - i  L i l e s . - i n ^ t h e  -n am e
.^sa^'-the hardworking Americans who make up our forgotten middle 

class."
/tonight, I'm proud to be here with â dlLleieiil̂ gr-̂ jup. 6f Amerleahs-;— the—people—who play.^ha^rd^and-J^nd-^the^rule&T- the 

members of the forgotten media class.
Oh, look, Phil Donahue. Sorry. That's Al Hunt, a real 

journalist.
1
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Johnny Apple must be here... bureau chief for The New York 
Times. Johnny's been all over the world for The Times... and he 
always carries a bag packed with the essentials for any last- 
minute, far-flung assignment. It's got his passport, razor, 
toothbrush, a case of Chateau Lafite.

I also want to acknowledge Howell Raines here tonight, since 
no one else in the Administration does.

John McLaughlin's here. He's in a happy mood. This is the 
only guy in America who gets frequent flier coupons for his ego 
trips.

Is there anyone present from N-B-C? The Nitroglycerine 
Broadcasting Company? You know, I've never seen Dateline. but I 
hear it's dynamite.

You may have heard we were considering Tom Brokaw to run the 
National Park Service. But Mack McLarty was afraid we'd catch 
him strapping model rocket engines to the sides of Old Faithful.

I should also recognize my good, very close, personal 
friend, advisor, confidant, ally, companion, and comrade...Alan

Hey.

And Colin Powell was scheduled to be here tonight. But 
about an hour before the dinner began, Les Aspin closed his table. -

, Of course, what bring all of us together this evening —  
public officials and public nuisances, servants and scribes —  is 
our love of politics. That's politics —  from "poli," the Greek 
word for many, and "tics," which means bloodsucking leaches.

roveped- my nominating speech at the 
conVention in 1988^and my acceptance speech at the convention in

' ' A  ^

iomethxhg- you may not know. After hearing both—  
of -these—addresses, Fleetwood Mac has recorded a new song in my 
honor. It's called "Don't stop speaking until tomorrow."

I called A1 Gore to help me with my remarks this evening, 
but he'd already used his best line. Have you ever heard his 
story about the "statistical analysis of the fluorocarbon 
exchange rate in the sub-Saharan micro-climate?" He told it at 
E-P-A, and the biologists laughed so hard, their plastic pocket protectors fell off.

2
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Choosing A1 Gore to be my Vice-President is probably the 
best decision I made in the course of running for the Presidency. 
During the day, when I need a hug, A1 is always there.

He's been working very, very hard as Chairman of my 
Commission on government waste. Three times a day, he's there —  
cleaning out Sock's litter box.

This year, we're instituting a program that will allow some 
of our youngest Americans to serve their country the minute they 
get out of college. . . .And—fehat'o--juGt in my-Administration.C W  /7U-

—t 've gnt La. cabinet looks like America, and .a/white
House star^ ttTTL looks like a head start program.

We h v̂̂ T"a ̂ Eoun^stafT^a-t— fche-Wh±tB~Hopse-s--Rea-1— young.— For
many of^€h«a^ their security photojwas the first picturetaken of 
them since their^sonogram^^^m/tfie pir^tr^PI^sidjefi^^h0f/nas<t:o 
schedule V?h-i~te/ttouse^str^if 'meetings abound

lad to s'ee 
way from Ch/ef 
t/don't re^l ba 

eenTHelen'$/Laugh

my st^f-fsmanac 
mbo xRoom]to/det

tear/ 
here/this

one /̂ nlght on? This

I won't say the entire staff is young... but I am a little 
nervous tonight. We left some of them home alone. Last time, we 
did this, we got back and...wouldn't you know it? Pizza boxes 
all over the West Wing. Boom boxes in the Cabinet Room. And 
somebody had taken Air Force One out of the hangar for a 
joyride...and left the tank empty. So, they're grounded...all of 
them.

friends in Hollywood have started work/pii Home 
hei^n^gotiat^ons broke dow^with McCauLey 
ow/ they' re/asking\. for Geprge. I f igjire,// why not2_ 
i^ke-up,Ih^might look old enougtj fgr the pa£j

Dee Dee Myers came to me before the dinneiKand said, "Boss, 
hat do you think I should wear?" i thought about it for a 

moment and said to her, "Dee Dee, make it something simple. 
Something elegant. You know, something J. JSdgar Hoover might 
£ar."

There's been a lot of talk about/the future of the F-B-IJ
rector, and

But*
It's going to

'afT'not preoare~d~to~make anv crrmou-noements 
’there is' a vacancy/. I'll tell you something. 

Se awfully hard to fill J. Edgar's pumps.
I love this... getting all dressed up in white tie and 

tails. I kind of feel like Fred Astaire. Or like the emcee for 
the Oscars.

3
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Come to think of it... it's been like a movie since we've 
gotten to Washington. Let's see. If we gave out awards for best 
actors, the nominees would be the Republicans -- for the "Crying 
Game." Joe Biden and Sam Nunn —  for "Damage." And Members of 
Congress who don't support my economy plan —  for "The 
Unforgiven." But my personal pick would be A1 Gore —  for 
"Alive."

It's im' 
Imagine... a/ro< 
maneuver for pi

;sive allthe faces/II 
full ofpowerful' pet 

^sition/and/ wonder endt
see
iple.

le crot
the kii whi

who's out
y al£out/who's|

.who's un/and M h o 's/down. ind the
from thg/ lobby 

this m:

/as jus

live?

fonight.
might 
iiyalid 
:om'iwf in

I guess you 
ofi-the-cuff rem 
radjj3 addresa-^T 
Supreme Court. I 
tjhat far-fetched, 
lot of criticism 
considered quite

heard I got caught again making what they
#e#î <jj.iiiy "lKV-

said I would appoint James Carville to the 
was kidding. But you know, it's not really all 
James is a lawyer. And although he's taken a 

for being so single-minded and driven; he's 
normal...on his planet.

urt, just as he v^ar^eirr—robes- 
"7£nHy Griffith.?' ourt w~- J ----

woufd~~revitalize the~5Upreir(î
did for my campaign-.--He—might get everyone to
ins-ide—outry^Thev' d stonyal 1 arguments to watchAnH nn rmfa— .wh 1 1 ft

What's the worst that could happen'jty/The Senate confirms 
James for a life term... and suddenly I have eight more openings 
to fill.

I am looking at nominees to fill the robes of Associate 
Justice White: they must be lawyers and they must have a big 
heart. And, if after four years, we haven't found one, we'll 
accept any lawyer wî o—pxJs a heart.

Many of you were wondering if Hillary, when she came to 
Washington, would take a private sector job, as she did in Little 
Rock, working at a law firm and serving on corporate boards like 
Wal-Mart. Well, she didn't. And I respect her decision to stay 
at home at the White House and raise the staff.

I think putting Hillary's office in the West Wing was a good 
idea. It's a shorter walk for me.

Hillary ,is doing a great job with the health care task 
force, but the Republicans say she's not up to the job. I guess

4
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they wonder how she can improve the health of 250 million 
Americans when she can't get me to give up Egg McMuffins.

The latest magazine-profile on me said my style was slow, 
plodding, deliberate. Generally, that kind of criticism doesn't 
bother me —  except this piece ran in Runner's World.

Madeleine Albright recommended one of my best diplomatic 
appointments. She suggested that we send Pamela Harriman to 
Paris. I had no idea we had an embassy in East Texas.

When I met with John Major at the White House, it was 
uncanny. It was as if he had known me for years...knew 
everything about me. We developed a tremendous rapport. He 
calls me "President Passport." And I call him "Major Blunder."

singer
eqram for you from the rap 

lying libeulT my"fecord-.^
Here's a. guy whose campaign was derailed in New Hampshire, 

who emerged to be the leader of his party today, a man who is 
respected on bpth sides of the aisle although his accomplishments 
continue to be outshone by those of his wife. But, enough about 
me, let's get back to Bob.

They say Bob Dole is the pitbull of the Republican Party.
That's unfair....to pitbulls.

Although we're homesick for Arkansas, the Clinton family is 
now fully moved in to the White House and we're really enjoying 
it. The staff thinks of everything. Our cat's sand box has a 
special place in the residence. Little towel racks hang over it.
The towels say: Sapks—Redfeam Clsste©n. It's a nice touchy

Senator Dole tells me there's a difference between house \
cats and reporters. Socks has been declawed. And 'sô ne ^ p e o p i ^  
dgj-'t boliovo ĉats 3hould be~neutered.— — q (a/"

As you know, I held my first press conference this week.
And the delay was not my fault; it's the staff's schedule. Do 
you know hard it is to fit around their orthodonture appointments and t-ball games.

Sometimes I walk through the White House in the middle 
the night. And in the stillness I can feel the presence 
Jefferson writing...Lincoln speaking...Ronald Reagan snpring,

5
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President of the United States 
Remarks for KABC-TV Los Angeles Town MeetingApril A, 1993

M

V

Good Afternoon. As this message is delivered to you today,
I'm in Canada for a summit meeting with Boris Yeltsin
Bnac4dcH¥t o-f Rtres-jra. In our talks, we*re-of fei iirg-wtertrewr tt<y» ̂  4z$
-SttppF&i!1 L" we—c-a-n—to secure >4»lie path to democracy for the Russian people.

This dialogue with Moscow is important, because it is through such communication that -.r-̂ ntioac; p,r-Q H rilt and bottcrcdand cemented. is fbs^e/u-d! k-
3os+ «  ■‘•il
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PFAFT
March 17, 1993
MEMORANDUM FOR GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS 
FROM: URBAN TASK FORCE
SUBJECT: Los Angeles

This memorandum summarizes the recommendations of staff 
people who have met for over two weeks on the urban issues raised 
by the situation in Los Angeles. The recommendations are 
predicated on the following observations:
The Administration cannot neglect these issues until we have 
verdicts in pending court trials, or until the onset of the April 
29 anniversary.

While no one can predict the outcomes of the trials, or the 
reaction by the community to them, we need to be prepared and 
active beforehand - the core element of that preparation is the 
immediate establishment of direct lines of communication to the 
community. The single greatest lesson we can draw from Bush's 
failure in LA is simple: we must have a relationship, a dialogue, 
a presence - some basic foundation on which to build even 
grudging trust - before we need to use it. And that means we can 
lose no time "pumping up the volume" on our concern, empathy, 
commitment, and determination.
There are reasons to believe the situation has deteriorated.

The community is disappointed at the lack of results coming 
from the rebuilding efforts. Guns are even more plentiful than 
they were a year before. Few businesses affected by the riots 
have been able to Rebuild. Promised community development 
projects have been slow to materialize. The waters are roiled by 
the municipal elections underway. The effects of the California 
recession are deeply felt in the inner city. Our economic 
program has policies that deal with some of these problems; we 
need to get out the word about them.
The President's schedule is likely to be overcome by 100 day 
stories, the Civil Rights Parade on April 25, the roll-up to 
health care, etc.

Blocks of time for meetings and events need to be set aside now. '
Many of these recommendations are symbolic because they should 
be.

The substance of our policy proposals has virtually no 
resonance with a great many of the people we most need to connect 
with. They are not impressed by five point proposals; they do 
not believe in the ability - or concern - of government,to 
address their problems. We must establish emotional contact with
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these people through which we demonstrate the authenticity and 
durability of our commitment. Georgia Avenue comes to mind.
These are issues and themes ve must return to after April has 
come and gone.
Please review the recommendations and advise us on how to 
proceed.

Recommendations
* Appointment of Cabinet Member to gather facts and show the 
flag. As the appointment of Secretary Cisneros to be the 
Administration's lead spokesperson/symbol on South Florida- 
Hurricane Andrew, we recommend the appointment of a Cabinet 
Member to coordinate what should be the Administration's three- 
part policy: namely, prevention, communication, and response.
The point person in Washington should keep track of the efforts 
of Departments and agencies, consult with the California 
delegation, provide the President with periodic reports on the 
overall situation, and visit LA.

The appointee need not head a Department directly related to 
LA in terms of policy or funding; it is critical, however, that 
the appointee is recognized by the community as having the 
President's ear. At the beginning, we recommend against a public 
anointment, because this will boost expectations and improperly 
establish this individual as the focal point of public attention. 
This individual should plan to visit LA within the next week to 
ten days —  to gather facts on the current social and economic 
climate, and to show the Administration's concern over the 
situation. The appointment decision must occur quickly so that 
a thoughtful trip can be planned at once.

□ This trip, and the information gathering that flows 
from it, must reach the right audiences: community 
leaders, local elected officials, youth, business 
community, and local representatives of appropriate 
federal agencies —  FEMA, SBA, DOJ, etc.

□ Pre-trip consultations should include: Mayor Bradley,
Peter Ueberroth, Councilman Mark Ridley-Thomas, 
Councilman Alatorre, CARECON (immigration issues), 
Representatives Waters, Tucker, Becerra, Roybal-Allard, 
Supervisors Molina and Burke, Angela Oh (Korean 
community leader), Police Chief Willie Williams, and 
the acting US Attorney Terry Bowers. This is by no 
means an exhaustive list.

□ People who should be visited include the above, plus 
Church leaders, minority businesses, community
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organizations, celebrities, Kathleen Brown, John 
Garamendi, Governor Wilson, minority media, labor 
leaders, Sheriff Block.

This person must also explore the relevant federal activity 
in the affected areas —  What funds were delivered? Were they 
effective? What reforms need to be undertaken? Is paperwork 
strangling the relief effort? Is prejudice?
* Brief the President. Once the emissary is ready to report, 
briefings should be held for the President and for California 
legislators in Washington. The President should be apprised by 
the Department of Justice on the status of the trials, and on the 
contingency planning underway in the event of an adverse outcome.
* Appointment of a Clinton representative in Los Angeles.
This person should be on the ground, meeting with community and 
business leaders, elected officials, and key figures in state and 
city government, and provide Washington with daily intelligence 
and early warnings. HUD's experience with Otis Pitts indicates 
it should be a locally-respected leader.
* Review of contingency plans for crisis management. We need 
a clear plan for dealing with an emergency in LA that deals with 
federal resources, law enforcement, and communications. We need 
a communications strategy for dealing with California elected 
officials to minimize the number of dissonant voices.
* Schedule a Presidential visit. Once the emissary returns 
and reports; once the Yeltsin summit is concluded; and once the 
relevant policies are completed by DPC/NEC, the President should 
go to LA. The Task Force believes that this is absolutely 
essential if we are going to be successful in establishing a 
relationship with the community. The visit should occur as early 
in April as possible for two reasons: one, it should not be 
viewed as a "commemoration" of a riot; but, perhaps most 
importantly, Bush was too little, too late - we cannot afford to 
be e i t h e r . Obviously, this visit must be thoughtfully planned 
and nuanced in its execution. He shouldn't go there to dole out 
largesse; there isn't any. The message should emphasize 
community and responsibility and the enduring image should play 
to the President's greatest strengths: when he leaves, LA should 
remember a President who listened, who cared, who would try.
And, as an obviously very important second track, we need to push 
the expectation envelope as best we can; we have to emphasize 
that, while our plan represents a real departure from past 
policy, it will take a long time to turn LA (and other urban 
areas) around.

Site visits could include: Maxine Waters Employment
Preparation Center, Local Initiatives Support Corporation, 
Community Build, SBA Business Incubators, Roberta Stephens
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Villas, AME Church in South Central, LA Conservation Corps, , 
Korean Chamber of Commerce, perhaps simply a street-walk.
* Determine status of Clinton appointments for regional 
offices. It should be a priority that regional offices of 
federal agencies (HUD, DOJ, FEMA, SBA, etc.) are filled with 
Clinton appointees, not holdovers or career people in acting 
positions.
* Anniversary of Dr. King's death. Although the President 
will be in Vancouver wrapping up the Yeltsin summit, we recommend 
some public acknowledgement by the President of this anniversary. 
On that date, Mayor Bradley and the local ABC affiliate are 
organizing a live televised community forum focusing on the 
city's social climate. They might accept a taped message from 
the President opening the forum —  and, importantly —  honoring 
Dr. King's legacy.
* Policy initiatives. Although our working group is strongly 
committed to effective communications of our essential commitment 
as a first priority - and we understand that program specifics 
don't have much community resonance - there is wide recognition 
that two very important audiences are more than interested in 
policy details. Public officials and community leaders must see 
credible policies from us if we expect their support. Secondly, 
the press will pay attention to policy details and we must be 
careful to avoid "all talk, no action", stories that will 
eventually percolate into the community.

Apart from the summer program, our urban policy is long
term, and not expected to payoff with short-term results. 
Nonetheless, we need to lay down some markers between now and 
April; the President should not be accused of doing nothing, when 
he has a lot of initiatives. We have two major hits: the
enterprise zone/community development bank proposal (which may be 
finished as early as April 8), and crime/community policing plans 
which could be unveiled in April as well. A crime event might 
include support for the crime bill; HUD's plan for public safety 
in public housing, which they call Community Partnership Against 
Crime (COMPAC); and the 100,000 cops on the beat plan.
* Publicizing what we already propose doing. Through radio 
feeds, Cabinet department visits, etc., we can publicize efforts 
such as the stimulus package that are in the President's program 
to aid LA.
* Separate non-profit initiative. HUD reports that the Ford 
Foundation is interested in leading an effort to increase 
involvement by the foundation community in Los Angeles. The 
foundations can focus on serving the new populations in the LA 
community, in fostering conflict resolution techniques, etc.
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Apparently consultation on this idea occurred during the 
transition; Vernon Jordan received a briefing.
* Arsenio. The Arsenio Hall Show is recommending a town 
meeting with the President, and the date they are suggesting is 
April 30. This date coincides with the first hundred days of the 
Clinton Administration. If we can move Arsenio earlier in the 
month of April, this can be done. If they are fixed on April 30, 
then we should not do this with the President. Remember that 
Arsenio was widely praised for his work on this subject last 
year; we should push for an acceptable date.
* Preventive media. We should investigate whether broadcast 
stations on their own, or with prompting from a non-profit, will 
run radio and television spots making a rational appeal for calm. 
The spot should use as talent ethnic activists, and artists 
(films, music and television) whose work is viewed as credible to make the appeal.

These proposals were compiled with the help of Surell Brady, Paul 
Carey, Paul Dimond, David Dreyer, DOJ, John Emerson, Tom 
Epstein, Kim Hopper, Arthur Jones, George Latimer, Julia Moffett, 
Andre Oliver, OMB, Jonathan Prince, Bruce Reed, Kim Tilley, Maria 
Tio, Alice Travis, Ann Walker, Maureen Warren, and Jeff Watson.
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E X E C U T I V E  O F F I C E  O F  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

16-Mar-1993 12:05pm
TO
TO

David Dreyer 
Jonathan M. Prince

FROM: Paul R. Carey
Office of Legislative Affairs

SUBJECT: Legislative Affairs-Urban Task Force

There are certain members we need to keep in mind if we are 
planning to do a trip to South Central by a Cabinet Secretary or 
the POTUS. As you are aware, Senator Boxer had requested a visit 
from Secretary Cisneros, but we would like to have a level playing 
field for any event we do out there. It is very important to be as 
inclusive as possible with the California delegation, so we would 
like to invite Congressman Waters and both Senators.. There may be 
some other House members who would ask to be included, but the 
participation of these three on an equal footing is necessary.

On the broader subject of urban policy development, I have 
called Congressman Rangel's office and will be taking Bruce Reed, 
Paul Diamond and Jose Cerda to meet with him to discuss urban 
policy. We should also be thinking about members who are relevant 
based upon their geographic region or committee assignments, eg; 
Moynihan, Moseley-Braun, Simon, Boxer, Feinstein, Riegle, Kennedy, 
Rangel,' Waters, Holmes-Norton, Schumer, Maloney. (I need to go 
over the House names with Lorraine Miller)
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March 17, 1993

To: David Dreyer
From: Maria Tio
Re: SECOND DRAFT/Urban taskforce communications strategy
Elected officials from L.A. told us:
--  We may not have time to define specific solutions to ease a
myriad of hellacious problems in Los Angeles before an every day 
pushing-and-shoving incident becomes the match that sets flame to 
south central.
--  Racial tensions present in the community are mirrored in the
political community and provide a significant stumbling block to 
a consensus solution of any kind. As an example of the morass, 
they pointed to several million dollars targeted for L.A. that 
have not been spent because city officials can't agree on how to 
spend the money and who gets to administer the funds.
--  Every imaginable racial group and class feels deprived of
either economic or social justice, or some combination of both. 
We're told that
.Korean businessmen feel targeted and are arming themselves for a 
next go round. Given that 133 Korean businesses burned during the 
uprising were burned a second time by the SBA, I imagine some of 
these folks are on a very short fuse.
.Young African-Americans and Hispanics believe economic justice 
exists only in the drug trade and are itching to even the score 
on the social justice side when "the brothers" are slammed in the 
King and Denny verdicts.
.Whites, middle-class or otherwise, feel they're under seige. 
Underlying the media-fueled hysteria over the violent crime du 
jour, car jacking, is great unease.
-- No one believes in the local gov't, but everybody mistrusts
the Feds. Everyone talked about being buried alive under FEMA 
paperwork or knowing someone who's business was buried by SBA 
disinterest. The only confidence expressed in the Rebuild L.A. 
effort was the confidence that "Orange County" would benefit the 
most.

So how do you design a media strategy to prevent Los Angeles from 
going up in smoke when a definition of your Urban initiative is 
pending, when the Los Angeles community is hopelessly splintered
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along racial and class lines and when city residents— even city 
officials— don't believe the local or federal government is 
capable of providing solutions to these problems?

Week of March 22
1) Buy time now with the folks who are the "hair trigger" in this 
situation.
A. Embark on a comprehensive media campaign.
Use radio and television PSAs to make a rational appeal for calm. 
Use (as talent) ethnic activists who have community involvement 
and credibility, or ethnic artists whose art is viewed as 
politically correct by the folks to whom we're trying to appeal.
As example, here are a few people we could recruit to help in 
African-American outreach:
Former Cleveland Browns running back Jim Brown's self-help 
group, Amer-i-can, has turned around some of the hardest-core 
young gang members. He's a no-candy-pants-guy who was 
instrumental in engineering last year's truce in the gang 
warfare. Arrested Development are the politically correct music 
group of the year combining cutting-edge art form and social 
commitment. But for symbols, you can't top actor Denzel 
Washington and director Spike Lee for X.
These are the easily acquired talents for some easily-produced 
no-nonsense PSAs. They could be shot in black-and-white with 
exagerated silent intros and tag out to command attention during 
air play. The actor or activist in extreme close-up, delivering a 
simple message: no one profits if there's nothing left.
For subsequent weeks, we could go after talent that would really 
make a difference. What I would give for a Betty Shabazz radio or 
tv psa that started with "If Malcolm had lived, he would not have 
condoned..."
Use the Thomasons to sign-on talent and produce the PSAs.
Use the Presidential bully pulpit behind-the-scenes to influence 
radio and television stations to run the PSAs in prime time.
B. Use the office of Specialty Press to disseminate information 
to specialty print, radio and tv on administration's economic 
plan that would help specific constituencies.

C. Start talks with Networks and California television stations 
about using restraint in coverage.

2) Show through a number of visits by administration officials 
to Los Angeles this president's empathetic concern about the 
"human condition" and resolve to solve existing problems. 
Announce visits.
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Week of March 29
Proposed visits
A. Hillary Clinton (could do March 18 or 19 on proposed West

Coast trip)
1) A major speech at a Save-Our-Children event organized by 
churches and child-advocacy groups addressing quality-of-life 
issues impacting on the children of Los Angeles.

I
Speakers before Mrs. Clinton would address the need for racial 
tolerance as a means of making a sane world for our kids.
HRC' s speech, using the jumping-off point of how there are no 
preventive health-care clinics in all of south central (info came 
from briefing with L.A. officials), would outline how this 
administration will impact on the quality of children's lives—  
Head Start, WIC, immunization. But to what avail if we're only 
destroying each other. Will be able to talk about the concerns of 
L.A. children on the subject of riots and racial tolerance. Next 
item deals with possible town hall meeting with L.A. grammar 
school kids in South Central. See next item.
2) As part of the save-our-children day, a town hall meeting of 
sorts with grammar school children before the speech. I'm sure 
these kids can provide eye-witness accounts of the destruction 
and talk about lingering fears.
*Next group of celebrities, community spokespeople do PSAs. 
Encourage these folks to start talking to the local press, to 
make themselves available for the inevitable preview stories 
that should start cropping up around this time. We should supply 
talking points for them.

B., Initial Fact-finding mission by Vice-President Gore, Commerce 
Secretary Ron Brown. Subsequent mission by SBA administrator 
and Cabinet Secretaries who have a stake in the urban 
initiative.

1) High profile visit by Vice President and Ron Brown. The VEEP, 
as part of his new mission to streamline and cut waste in govt 
agencies, should be the person to chair open or closed-door 
meetings to hear citizen testimony on what went wrong with FEMA 
and SBA response to this urban emergency. You hear from everyone- 
-community activists, Korean businessmen, etc. First day of 
hearings or meetings is public and then the VEEP is out of there.
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2) Next day, the business of political consensus building carried 
on by Secretary Brown. Meetings with major players. Instead of 
announcement of the White House's liason to California as 
suggested in earlier memo, a couple of possibles for the liason 
position should travel with tlie Secretary to meetings around 
town. Since everyone seems to mistrust everyone else, I think ' 
you have to appoint someone who knows the terrain but who 
currently is not a player on the scene.

Week of April 5th
3) Next team of presidential officials hold semi-public meetings 
with groups of concerned L.A. citizens/activists. The group 
chosen should mirror the initiatives we will announce. If Los 
Angeles will be one of the six sites for summer jobs program, 
part of this local group should include people who are activists 
on the issue. If there's HUD money being given away (send the 
next guy in line at HUD), make sure there are local housing folks 
there. This way, the administration can test drive/test market 
some of the initiatives with the public and the press and see how 
they shake out.
Week of April 12th
4) Presidential visit to L.A.

Makes urban initiative announcement. (Should L.A. be site for 
summer jobs program announcement?) Audience should be heavy on 
community activists and light on elected officials to ensure 
maximum community credibility.
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M arch 16, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR URBAN TASK FORCE  
FROM: BRUCE REED &L
SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR L.A. RESPONSE

1. Pu t S om eon e  in Charge: To this point, our preparations have been 
hampered by the lack of clear lines of responsibility within the administration. A 
lot o f people are working on individual pieces o f the problem, but it's hard for 
people at one agency to figure out what people at another are doing, and nobody's 
in charge. The President needs to name a single, reliable representative to lead a 
prevention and response effort in Los Angeles, and another person to coordinate 
prevention and response efforts across agencies in Washington.

The L.A. rep should meet with community and business leaders, elected 
officials, and key figures in state and city government, and provide W ashington 
with daily intelligence and early warnings. The point person in Washington 
should keep track of everything the agencies and the White House are doing, 
consult with the California Congressional delegation, and provide the President 
with daily or weekly reports on the overall situation.

2. W hite H ou se  R e sp on se  Plan: Most of the time, contingency plans 
aren't worth anything (Look out: the California National Guard's is code-nam ed 
"GARDEN PLOT"). But we need a clear plan for how we will handle the political 
and communications aspects o f an emergency in L.A. This doesn't have to involve 
elaborate speculation, ju st basic planning. For example, no matter what happens, 
we should be prepared for immediate communication with California 
Congressional leaders so that we have a coordinated response, and not an array of 
d issonant voices. D isaster will strike sometime in the Clinton Presidency, even if 
it doesn't happen this spring in L.A. We might as well have the communications 
war room  ready.

3. P re s id en tia l Visit: I think the President should go to L.A. in the next 
few weeks to lower expectations, not to raise them. He shouldn't go there to dole 
out federal largesse —  there isn't any, it wouldn't mean much to South Central 
even if there were, and we don't want our m essage to be: "You had a riot, you 
should get a grant." The m essage should emphasize community and responsib ility 
instead: We'll provide more opportunity, but Washington is not going to tell you 
what to do —  we're going to help you revitalize your community from the bottom
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up. Any Presidential events out there should emphasize what they can do, not 
ju st what we're going to do. For example, he might spend some time with the Los 
Angeles Conservation Corps, a model national service program that helped rebuild
L.A.

The other important point is that although our plan represents a dramatic 
departure, it is going to take a long time to turn things around. Perhaps the 
President could go back to the school or the neighborhood he visited before, to 
underscore how little has changed in the past year, so we don't get blamed for 
Bush's inaction.

4. P o lic y  M arkers: We should delude ourselves into thinking that our 
urban policy will make a great deal of difference in the short or even the medium 
term. (In fact, we're not sure it will work at all, but that's another story.)
However, we should put a few markers down between now and the end of April, so 
at least we won't be accused of doing nothing. We have two major hits: the 
enterprise zone/community development bank proposal, which should be done by 
April 8, and crime/community policing plans which could be unveiled in April as 
well. A crime event might include support for the crime bill; HUD's plan for 
public safety in public housing, which they call Community Partnership Against 
Crime (COMPAC); and details (which will appear in the March 23 budget 
document) of how we plan to put 100,000 cops on the street.
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filOM- /r.

URBAN TASK FORCE
The following are areas that Task Force seems to have come to

The task force has not come to agreement on this issue. We 
seem to agree that we should not tie a visit to any type of 
commemorative activity relating to last years' violence.
The Arsenio Hall proposal might be worth considering —  if 
we can move the date up to early April and tie into MLK 
anniversary and his non-violence, racial harmony philosophy.

o Identify Administration/White House Liaison to L.A.Community
Criteria:

Authority to speak for the President
Perceived to be very close to the President —  "has
the President's ear"r
Credibility with target audiences; local community 
leaders, local elected officials, youth, business 
community, FEMA, SBA, DOJ etc.
Credibility with ethnic groups; Latinos, African- 
American, Korean-American
Ability to coordinate flow of information between all 
agencies and coordinate "rapid-responses" to key issues 
Non-political, able to cut through the local political 
agendas without alienating elected officials 
Coalition-builder qualities

Recommendations
(The Task Force needs to evaluate each of the possible 
recommendations. This is not necessarily a complete list. 
Should still consider other recommendations that make 
sense.)

Cabinet Secretary
Ron Brown - Commerce Department
Henry Cisneros - HUD
FOB
Marian Wright Edelman

o Create a "mission statement" and timeline for WH 
representative

o Identify organizations/leaders that should be
consulted/involved and met with in L.A. (incomplete)
-Rev. Cecil Murray 
-Maxine Waters

o Do we recommend sending the President to L.A.?
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Clinton Library

DOCUMENT NO. SUBJECT/TITLE DATE RESTRICTION
AND TYPE

001. news article Hendricks; RE: Telephone number (partial) (1 page) 01/01/1993 P6/b(6)

002. memo Rana Jose to Carolyn; RE: NAPO Executive Board Meeting [partial] 03/11/1993 P5
(1 page)
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TO: Carolyn
FR: Jose, Rana
RE: NAPO Executive Board Meeting
DA: March 11, 1993

Carolyn, per your request, here is some crime info. Rana Sampson, a White House 
Fellow who I work with on crime policy, has put together an anecdotal piece on community 
policing that you will find at the end of this note. Also, Bruce Reed may want to include 
some new policy-related info, depending on what happens over the next couple o f days.

National Association of Police Organizations

As you know, NAPO is the second largest police union in the country —  and the 
largest of the police groups to support President Clinton. They have a membership of some 
135,000 rank-and-file police officers with large concentrations in New York and Texas. A 
Texas subdivision of NAPO, the Combined Law Enforcement Associations of Texas 
(CLEAT), also came out in support of President Clinton.

NAPO's current Executive Director was a big supporter o f President Clinton's during 
the campaign. He, and Legislative Counsel Jules Bemstien, worked behind the scenes to get 
the NAPO endorsement. NAPO's current President, however, comes from the ranks o f the 
organization's New York delegation, a faction that strongly opposed the Clinton endorsement. 
I've enclosed NAPO's three-pager on their organization for your perusal. n
iitlsM^SposMitHat^^a^g^ijo^^^tfi^Mve^^ys^isliked:

On a final note, NAPO opposes t WhilecGlintomisi sure? tO¥mentipnyt,> /

C r im e  S tats
I've enclosed a list of the general crime stats (violent crime, murder, etc.). During the 

campaign, the President was never a big proponent of rattling off crime stats. This was in 
part related to Arkansas' high crime rate, and to his preference, I believe, to strike a more 
reasonable note on the crime issue. (We always accused Bush of playing politics with the 
crime bill, the Brady Bill and with his police group associations.) Also, wedding yourself to 
the crime rates is political suicide; the President should never claim that he's going to directly 
reduce crime rates. I think the Detroit transcript should give you a good indication of what 
the President is likely to want to say. Perhaps you can compare it to the speech Alan Stone 
wrote, but which the President did not give (enclosed).
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P R E S I D E .E X E C U T I V  E O F F I C E  O F  T H E

19-Mar-1993 01:30pm

TO: (See Below)
FROM: Jonathan P. Gill

Office of Media Affairs

SUBJECT: President's Remarks at Press Dinner INTERNAL USE ON

THE WHITE HOUSE 
Office of the Press Secretary

INTERNAL USE ONLY March 18, 1993
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT 

AT RADIO AND TV CORRESPONDENTS 
ASSOCIATION DINNER

The Washington Hilton 
Washington, DC

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much. Ladies and
gentlemen, members of the Radio and Television Correspondents 
Association and honored guests.

You've been after me for months for a formal press 
conference, and here it is. (Laughter.) If you will stay until 
about midnight, you will be invited to the first public meeting of 
Hillary's task force. (Laughter.)

You know why I can stiff you on the press conferences? 
Because Larry King liberated me from you by giving me to the American 
people directly. There he is, the person you ought to be mad at. 
(Applause.)

There are so many famous people here tonight, I hesitate 
to call names. I was looking and looking and looking for Roone 
Arledge, but I kept looking at the NBC table. (Laughter.) Then I 
realized he switched back over here because he was afraid if he sat 
there, there might be model rockets under his seat. (Laughter and
applause.) CL INTON.LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY



Now, there are a lot of interesting members of my 
administration here. One of them my White House Counsel, Bernie 
Nussbaum's over there, sitting in front of Roone. He's the oldest 
man who works for the White House. He/Vs actually only 33, but he 
looks 90. (Laughter.) And you need to know that one of his jobs as 
my White House Counsel was to get me an attorney general. You might 
ask, why would I keep such an incompetent around? (Laughter.) The 
man who brought me Zoe Baird and Kimba Wood and, believe it or not, 
another dozen that for some reason or another you never got in the 
newspaper —  (laughter) —  all of whom couldn't meet Senator Biden's 
test of nanny purity. (Laughter.)

MORE
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Well, anyway, we finally got around to Janet Reno. So, 

we're in there about to announce Janet Reno, and my antennae were 
picking up again, and I think, you know, she has really got it and 
she might be a folk hero. And it might really work. But if it 
doesn't, what in the hell am I going to do. (Laughter.) This is a 
true story. So right before we walk out, I take Bernie over and walk 
over in the corner of the Oval Office and I said, Nussbaum, this is 
it. If she doesn't work, you're going to have to have a sex change 
operation. (Laughter and applause.)

I want to thank you for inviting my staff tonight. You 
know, they're awfully young, and they're not used to this sort of 
dress-up event. (Laughter.) It's amazing to see them —  you know, 
the formal wear, the glamorous hairstyles, the beautiful earrings.
And the women look nice tonight, too. (Laughter.)

Another thing I want to thank you for is inviting us all 
to this high-dollar dinner. Even though my staff is eating bread and 
water tonight, they appreciate being invited. (Laughter.) It's not 
the ethics rules that's keeping them from eating this expensive

C L I N T O N  L I B R A R Y  PH OTOCOPY
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3
dinner, it's that they've been spending so much time feeding you, 
they don't know how to let you feed them.

I do want to say this —  when I heard that they'd all
been invited, I wanted to see how they were invited. And sure
enough, you used their names —  you know, McLarty, Myers, Herman, the 
whole nine yards. They all got invited by their names. I was just 
absolutely convinced it would be "highly-placed White House source," 
"administration official."

I just want to tell you, though, we're all so happy to 
be here. I even let George stay up past his bedtime to come tonight. 
(Laughter.) I will say one thing, these young people have really 
gotten me going. They've taken a lot of time off my jogging. Of
course, I needed a lot of time off my jogging. About a month ago,
the Secret Service told me that Helen Thomas was gaining on me in 
high heels, so I —  (laughter).

I do want to say.that you never give me credit for this. 
Everybody says, well, you've never had a press conference, you've 
never had a press conference. So I go back and I beat up on George 
and Dee Dee, and I say, they say I've never had a press conference. 
And they say, but you have answered more questions since you've been 
in office than any recent President. And you've done it at what you 
call a photo op and what we call Andrea Mitchell-in-my-face-again 
sessions. (Laughter.)

I will say this. I have taken some suggestions from the 
press, like —  you know, a few weeks ago when I went out to hype my 
stimulus program for public works in Washington, DC, with the Mayor 
and Congresswoman Norton, Brit Hume said, why don't you wear a body 
mike? And I said, I think that's a great idea. (Laughter.)

I do want to thank -- by the way, I want to thank all of 
you in the press, even those who aren't so nice to me from time to 
time, for being so nice to my kindergarten friend, Mack McLarty, 
who's also sitting over there at the NBC table; that's because he 
used to be a Ford dealer. (Laughter and applause.)

Could you believe —  could you believe that Ross Perot, 
who comes from Texarkana, only 35 miles from Mack McLarty's hometown 
of Hope, came up here the other day and attacked my Chief of Staff, 
who ran a Fortune 400 company -- attacked him as a business failure. 
He just resents it because Mack's a short guy with real power. 
(Laughter.)

I want to tell you that the jogging track is coming 
along nicely, and we expect our own McDonald's to be completed by 
fall. (Laughter.) And James Carville is going to train all the 
people who work behind the counter; and in every bag —  recycled bags 
—  you'll get a note which says, "It's carbohydrates —  stupid." 
(Laughter.) I

I do want you to know this. A lot of you were concerned 
about my becoming President. I know you



inexperienced to be in politics at this level. And you thought I 
certainly had no business conducting the nation's foreign policy, and 
you were right. (Laughter and applause.) But you're stuck with me 
now. And1 you've got to admit, at least I look pretty good up there.
I mean, there's Francois Mitterrand and Yitzhak Rabin and Jean- 
Bertrand Aristide. (Applause) And I watched all of President . 
Reagan's press conferences, and I know when to tilt my head and 
smile. (Laughter.)

These guys like me a lot better than you think. I mean, 
when I met John Major the other night, he slapped me on the shoulder 
and said, you know, you don't look anything like your passport 
photos. (Laughter and applause.) And I said, well, I really

MORE
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appreciate that, John. And there's nothing personal in what you 
tried to do to m e —  (laughter) —  nothing. And next week i'll send 
you a note to that effect through Jimmy Breslin when I name him our 
envoy to Northern Ireland. (Laughter.)

You know, I love my Vice President, and I really resent 
the way Jay Leno makes fun of him. You know, in a few weeks the Vice 
President and I are going out to the great Northwest. We/re going to 
Oregon for the Forest Summit and then we're going to Canada to see 
Mr. Yeltsin. And, you know, the Wall Street Journal had that article 
the other day about how I've made hugging more fashionable. It's 
going to be The Great American Hug-in. (Laughter.) I'm going to hug 
Yeltsin and Al's going to hug a tree. (Laughter.)

Well, if I kept going, I'd give you 150 jokes —  150 
specific jokes —  (laughter) —  guaranteed to reduce the humor 
deficit, which is crippling this country and denying us of control of 
our future. (Laughter and applause.) Jokes that could be passed on 
to our children. (Laughter.) Well, you haven't laughed at all of 
them. You may not like my delivery. I just want you to know that 
I'm here to listen. (Laughter.) I'll take better punch lines even 
from my opponents, but I want you to be specific. (Laughter.)

Well, I'll tell you one thing, unlike Alan Simpson I've 
stood up here for 10 minutes and haven't told a single off-color 
joke. (Laughter and applause.) You know, I love the motor voter 
bill and Alan hates it. That's because he's not too —  with the MTV 
crowd these days. (Laughter.) He called it the auto-fraudo bill, 
which I thought was pretty funny. (Laughter.) And I realized they 
were for the motor voter bill when they thought we were talking about 
BMWs and Mercedes. (Laughter.) But they took the welfare Cadillacs 
out of it yesterday.

I want to say something serious, if I can bring myself 
to do it. I want to thank all of you for the work that you do. I 
think you have a difficult job. Each of us sees the world in 
different ways and the whole complex interplay of the press and 
people in public life is designed somehow to give the American people 
a kaleidoscope of opinion, a mountain of facts organized in ways that 
will enable them to grasp it, so that somehow they —  not you or me 
—  they can be the main actors in the great American democracy.

Thomas Jefferson, recognized it a long time ago and 
those of you who have read a lot of our history know that he got a 
pretty rough press from time to time. But he said he would do 
anything before he would give up the freedom of the press. So I want 
to thank all of you for the job you do when it's hard on me and when 
it's fun.

I want to say a special word of thanks to George 
Stephanopoulos and to Dee Dee Myers for trying to represent my 
interest everyday. And some days I make it pretty dad-gum hard to 
do. But they also represent your interest to me.

I've had a good time t o n i g h t ^ , ^



conversation. I was impressed that Cokie Roberts had enough sense to 
get out of here before I started telling these bad jokes. And I 
thank all of you for loving your country enough to gather like this 
and to give your lives to a career which is often thankless, which 
sometimes subjects you to unjust criticism, too.

I ask that in the months and years ahead you stay 
faithful to yourselves and to your cause. Never lose your sense of 
humor. And remember that most of us who do this on both sides, do it 
because we love our country and prefer to believe that an effort made 
today can make it better tomorrow. It's a good way to live a life.

Thank you and good night. (Applause.)
MORE
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POTENTIAL JOKES FOR PRESIDENT CLINTON FROM CARTER WILKIE

DAVID DREYER SUGGESTS HE OPEN WITH:
I have a short statement, and then I'll be happy to take a few 
questions... NOT!

POSSIBLE ONE-LINERS:
Our campaign was the first to conduct a televised town hall 
meeting, in New Hampshire, a little more than a year ago... The 
feedback was astonishing... They brought me sacks of mail to my 
hotel room to read... I thought, "Here is the salvation of 
democracy... a whole Nation connected to the details of public 
policy"... The first letter said, "Do something about the 
hair."...

And you wouldn't believe all the mail after I outlined my 
economic package to Congress back in February... some of you said 
it was the speech of my career... but one irate letter I received 
said, "Mr. President, I saw you on TV... you spoke so long, you 
preempted my two favorite shows."...

It's been nearly two months since I've been in office and I guess 
I owe you all a progress report... the jogging track is coming 
along nicely... and we expect the McDonalds to be completed by 
fall...

did after taking office was~~to—issue
“ strict^ethic^_guidelines tor "my’”advisers and cUt~the-perks__and 

.privileges.. ̂ although I was pleased to have the anchors over for 
lunch, I want'you to know that I have no plans to repeat my 
predecessor's invitation to have Rush Limbaugh sleep in the 
Lincoln bedroom."! .

My staff tells me that in these photo-ops we do, I've answered 
more questions than any recent President —  partly because of the 
persistence of Andrea Mitchell. I like Andrea, and I've always 
wanted to answer her questions.. .— until wer  found lief networx. on 
Gapi&olr 
•planTTT

(more)
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MORE ONE LINERS

I think you folks have taken far too much heat for the high 
tabloid content of today's news... and I think NBC showed amazing 
maturity in picking Michael Gartner's replacement... I'm sure Abe 
Hirschfeld will do a magnificent job... /[J&W£  P

Just imagine if we used talqloid ofmmicks to boost our ratings at 
the White House [MIMIC "GERALD©-" SHOW ANNOUNCER]: "Are heartless 
bureaucrats in the Office of^M^nagement and Budget ripping you 
off?... Join us... on thenexrNPresidential town hall meeting."

You know, it's been 32 years since Newt Minow declared TV news a 
vast wasteland... funny, those are the same words Bob Dole uses 
these days to describe my economic plan...

Sometimes journalists get too carried away/with pronouncing 
judgments... Just listen to what the press is saying about that 
cult leader in Texas: "crazed for atteh^ion"... "driven by a 
messianic complex"... Don't you think/you guys have been a little 
tough on Ross Perot?... / \

You know, I love doing these weekly radio addresses, but I'm 
still trying to adapt to the medium. One week, my voice was so 
raw from allergies that they set up a "cough button" — all I had 
to do was push it when I didn't want people to hear my voice... 
if only I had one of those for Newt Gingrich and Phil Gramm...

[USE WHEN NEEDED]: ...Hey, I don't mind if don't like this 
joke... I'm open to all suggestions, even from opponents., 
if you have to criticize... be specific.
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PRESIDENT CLINTON'S RADIO ADDRESS 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1993
(FIRST DRAFT)

Good morning.
Ten days ago, I asked for your help to bring change to 

America. I said then that it would be a challenge, and that l 
would mean every one of us would need to put a shoulder to pus 
back the monsters at our door —  debt and deficit.

I asked for all Americans to contribute, especially th^se^ 
who can_jaQst, a££ord- to -givp^ _  Jp**0*0**

Right away, we heard from the naysayers. In fact, they 
didn't even wait to hear the economic plan, before they were 
knocking it. That thund^<r..̂ari Capitol Hill was the -pit Lei "patter* 
of an army of lobby Idling thoir-ser-vices to special
inter eetei,̂  flu. LliS"cliumyfl. to take a whack at this economic plan.

They didn't even wait to hear from you. But you, my fellow 
Americans, have been drowning them outpvall of them, with the 
voices of reason

You have looked at my plan, and you've concluded that it is 
good for America. I have been particularly moved by letters you 
have sent. Many of you who have written to me are working 
parents, some of you are single parents. You worry about the 
bills today but also about the life your children can expect 
tomorrow. Your support is a symbol of the selflessness, foresight 
and determination now catching fire across this nation.

One thing ^s cleapj' we're finished just talking about 
bringing down th^sde^feit. We've received scores of checks from 
Americans who wanjx'bo help out, right now. They mostly range from 
a few precious c^ollars^to one-thousand dollars.

Now, I must 
White House, but 
check, it will co 
to send it to the

we can't take that money here at the 
easury Department can. If you've sent a
to y°u with our thanks, and instructions ury.

Aj—will flame ae ■thr* “mcm-py in f I am especially grateful for fv,a 
words of support. One letter that caught my eye came from r Lu ? 
Nunamaker, of San Jose, California. She's 83 years old and k 1 
wrote just three lines. "Stick to your guns," she told IS ® "You're on the right track." d me.

Thank you, Mrs. N u n a m a k e r djUL {cfcC' [ M ^

ztidr ,
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I think we are on the right track. Already, we have seen 
mortgage rates fall to their lowest level in twenty years — - 
twenty years! That's good news for everyone, but especially for 
the young adults and middle-income families who may have thought 
that being a homeowner was not possible for them. It's part of 
the American Dream that we've been working so hard to restore.
And it CAN be restored.

With falling interest rates, more people can save money on 
business loans, car loans, every time they use their credit cards 
—  and they can use that money in ways to help the economy.

In the past week, we've gotten other ringing endorsements 
for our plan to set America on a new direction. We've brought 
together business and labor leaders, mu«upupc.i,a ■bath 4aig

national and state organizations from A to Z. When groups 
as diverse as we've heard from agree that something is good for 
the economy, then you've got to figure that something's right.

After all, this isn't about being a Democrat, or being a Republican. Tfrlm mulrr-iliml. int.nwnrlr Tt.'s
national interest over special interests; lt'sj'people first over 
the credo of the '80s —  "me first." It's, quite simply, a chance " 
to make America as great as the sum of its parts.

I mean, how can anyone deny that our huge debt is a 
disaster, a tickiiro bomb that will explode on our children unless we defuse it noW?/ffi'r -inrt.rlinnh fimnri ally fp spend nno-fi f-H-) 
of g.ur budget'~siTtaply to service that debt, day in, day out, year 
inL yeaja—mrr. 'rhe mirtien Vs pulling us down and it keeps getting 
higgei dî l-l'l' a-preventing us from making our nation as great as
it oan-be.I With my plan, we'll cut the deficit in half between 
now and 1997, and we can start putting our resources to work.

This plan will work for a simple reason. It cuts waste and 
spending and increases investments that will pay us back many 
times over. And it spreads the burden as fairly as possible.

It will work because of you.
jgy “-peM~Lukc.ii Cl Kef-" ill'

afK3~ tKctt "s_____    ndui|jp!3r a t i f y i n g .  B u t  you know what's even oerrer? I ^s^erf'rfier aces,1
've heard the voices behind the numbers. In St. Louis, in 

California, in Seattle, in Ohio, in New York.jAnd here in the 
White House, last Saturday,I heard rrom the children. Even the 
kids get it; they know how important this is for America and for 
their future.

Of course■, not everyone agrees with me on everything. Some 
people agree with me not at all. That's democracy. And in the 
month since I came to Washington, we've seen democracy take on 
its most potent form. Last week, in my speech to Congress, I said 
that as long as we get America back on its feet, I didn't care
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II ■- — ' ' —— * - - _ f. - -    —— --'i / J UJ. w w**wbeginning and the end.
Never forget that. WE won't. This oval Office, the White 

House and Capitol Hill -- they're yours. Congress knows why you 
sent me here, although in the weeks to come you may want to 
remind them. YOU wanted a new direction. Now I've mapped it out. 
We all know the payoff is down the road. But we must start this 
journey now, together, and we must step boldly.

It’s an exciting time to be an American, a time when the 
sense of national community and purpose is taking.hold. We mustn't let this pass unacted on.

With that in mind, on Monday, we will mark an anniversary 
that is especially significant to my generation. Thirty-two years 
ago, President John Kennedy inspired Americans to service, in the 
Peace Corps. On Monday, I will unveil a proposal for a new 
generation of builders, a plan to invest in our country's future 
and to reclaim America and the American Dream, one block at a 
time, a plan that will involve one of our most precious 
resources: America's youth.

Through it, we hope to lift our communities, to help 
children at risk, to battle our social ills —  and all while 
helping thousands of Americans to go to college. It's called National Service.

^en, God bless you all.
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PRESIDENT CLINTON'S RADIO ADDRESS 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1993
(FIRST DRAFT)

Good morning,

u c ^ ^ r

C * “)f "tu.
Ten days ago, I asked for your help 

America. I said -then that> it would be a 
would mean every one of us would need to
fcack the-monsters-at our- door----debt and-defi

/h«lf UfiOJL 7o6efftT8_ U v M i

to bring change to 
challenge, and that it 
put a-ahouldor to—ptis-h-

I aoked- §or airi Aiugl icai-fb- -bar-eon.tiîirbute^-OGpooial'ly tho&a^ who oanr-moote—afford to-qiyp,. n f ^
Right away, we heard from the naysayers. In fact, they 

didn't even wait to hear the economic plan, before they were 
jty*, Icnocking it. That thunder on Capitol Hill was--the pittor— pattog

army of lobbyists^ seil~±rnj~ their aerviooo to spccial-
rlamr.*

faThey didn't even wait to hear from you. But you, my fellow 
Americans, have been drowning them out,, -a 1-1 -of thorn-,' with -tl>c 
voices of reason, ^  £  4 k .  0 6 * ^ ^  ^  « k

You have looked at my plan, and you've concluded that it is 
good for America. I have been particularly moved by letters you 
have sent^Many of you who have written to me are working 
parents, some of you are single parents. You worry about the 
bills today but also about the life your children can expect 
tomorrow. Your support is a symbol of the selflessness, foresight 
and determination now catching fire across this nation.

■of--an army of lobbyists, sellimf their aerviooo to special- iiOtexestS-,— for the nhajfry' t-n -t-nlrn—a uharV i «g nmnnmin p4
.Tr —  tU £d( Vic

\

One thing is clears: we're finished just 
bringing down the deficit. We've received 
Ameriba^s who want to helpNiut, right nqw. They 
a few precious dollars to oneM;housand dhLlars.

ing about 
of checks from tl}Nrange from

ion:
Now, I mus^LM^ell you, we can'retake that 'foqney here\at t" 

White House,, but the Treasury Department can. Irxvou've s^nt a 
check, it will come wek to you with ourxthanks, ahd instruct 
to send it to the Treasur

isO _As—we±come as- the~money^-is-r I am especially grateful for tne 
words of support. One letter that caught my eye came from Rachel 
Nunamaker, of San Jose, California. She's 83 years old and she 
wrote just three lines. "Stick to your guns," she told me. 
"You're on,the right track."

Thank you, Mrs. Nunamaker* AU- U f a
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who takes credit, ^tafeeethai^a^k1. I do uaiie-r-J3EEanse^l=go:=!'" ^
___ " strongly---bel±eve—that the credit must go to you, the people. As —

jKWPf&T Âdlrair.-StgVdtfSon- sadd: as citizens Of this democracy, you are "the 
beginning and the end."

Never forget that. WI2 won't. This Oval Office, the White 
House and Capitol Hill —  they're yours. Congress knows why you sent me here, although in the weeks to come you may want to 
remind them. YOU wanted a new direction. Now I've mapped it out. 
We all know the payoff is down the road. But we must start this journey now, together, and we must step boldly.

It's an exciting time to be an American, a time when the 
sense of national community and purpose is taking hold. We mustn't let this pass unacted on.

With that in mind, on Monday, we will mark an anniversary 
that is especially significant to my generation. Thirty-two years 
a9°/ President John Kennedy inspired Americans to service, in the Peace Corps. On Monday, I will unveil a proposal for a new 
generation of builders, a plan to invest in our country's future 
and to reclaim America and the American Dream, one block at a time, a plan that will involve one of our most precious resources: America s youth.

Through it, we hope to lift our communities, to help 
children at risk, to battle our social i n s —  and all whi] 
helping thousands of Americans to go to college. It's calif National Service^. s callt_

Until then, God bless you all.

c / l M  - A - "

/ L u ff ^
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National Crime Victims Rights Week, 1994

By the President of the United states of America 
A Proclamation

fUln i
One of the foremost challenges facing our Nation today is the 
violence faced by too many Americans. Our young people are growing 
up in an increasingly violent society. Our schools must learn to 
deal with guns and gangs. Our parks and playgrounds often are not 
safe places for children to play. No corner of America, it often 
seems, is safe from violent crime.

■it Jr
w h */V
' toD

Once each year, during National Crime Victims Rights Week, this 
Nation takes time to reflect on the innocent victims of these 
crimes and those who are working all across this country on their 
behalf. Thousands of people— many of them volunteers who have been 
victims themselves— are working tirelessly at the Federal, State, 
and local levels to provide emotional support, guidance, and 
financial assistance to help crime victims recover from the trauma 
of victimization and to ensure that they are treated fairly and 
sensitively as their cases progress through the criminal justice 
system.

Vicknauk4cu\ fcAt the same time, this Administration is working to -eteop— the O
violence— and— prevent— the— future— victimizatfon-— of— innocent 
Americanŝ . We're working to pass a Crime Bill that will put more 
police on the streets of our communities. We're working to ensure 
 ̂that three-time -losers spend the rest of their lives in prison with 
no chance to prey further on innocent victims. And we're working 

encourage citijzens to assume personal responsibility for
Tcmtrrti'iQ' 
Sk

their neighborhoods and to get involved in dealing with 
^l^violence in their qommunities.

0.

Gnvyuotfj'
Those who work on behalf of victims are helping immeasurably in

etc

this effort. -v£hey are there for their neighbors. They are there M & P  

,vVj>>/̂ |\iixtruder, when I someone has been robbed, brutalized or beaten. , ,  ,Of* . 07 ft. \ . _ ' I •

c>oko to provide comfort when someone has just lost a child to random c
^  jrAl gunfire, when tne sanctity of someone's home has been invaded by an

jĵ ikational Crime yictims Rights Week affords us the opportunity to '
J p express our appreciation to these "good neighbors" and to renew our 

tyP commitment to meeting the needs and ensuring the rights of crime 2
V  Oi'fM'/ o i  t'x.0 C fftc + u  1<-w / )

/&*>**■ JLXfiuJcA.irH victims.
i^p^.The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution 174, has designated theviJv^ 
’ ̂ ^  -week of April 24 through April 30, 1994, as National Crime Victims

Rights Week and has authorized and requested the President to issue iu^z*
a proclamation in observance of this week.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. CLINTON, President of the United.f
States of America, do hereby proclaim the week of April 24 through 
April 30, 1994, as National Crime Victims Rights Week. I urge all a •~t 
Americans to join in honoring those who work in behalf of crime

OZinf'Û—i'm > /. jL-
Jc-rr.nu'tvh! QfiS/rlvhr>\.h (1/

Of/bnSi diu fv. \Wr®» fa, »-i th/t*.- (±.. ŷ - *.«. f.
4*- —  AC.t l-Nf O r  t-f B'R'A'RY 'PHOTOCOPY



victims and their families and to commit themselves to working with 
their neighbors to stop the violence and to ensure safer streets, schools, and playgrounds for our Nation's children and all our 
citizens.
in witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand this day of
April, and in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety- 
four, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and eighteenth.

PosVIVtouttng request Pa<̂ 766*

pVease
Q  PE 
O  pM*OEE

ROUTVNG - REQUEST

To

l_J KEEP OP ̂ 11 ̂ /'S' ^
o  pevhevn \
Oaie^r^1
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CATHOLIC BISHOPS MEETING

DATE: April 29, 1993
LOCATION: 472 OEOB  
TIME: 10:30 a.m.
FROM: Kim Tilley

I. PURPOSE

This meeting is important because of the necessity o f having these groups support the 
health care reform plan.

II. BACKGROUND

Catholic Health Association

According to Melanne, CHA’s health care reform plan is fairly close to what w e’ll 
eventually release. W e’ve been told privately that they are highly likely to be with us all 
the way as long as the abortion - conscience exemption provision is included for the 
hospitals (i.e. to ensure that our plan would not mandate Catholic hospitals to perform  
abortions).

U.S. Catholic Conference (Bishops!

There is a good chance they will get hung up on the abortion provision. Melanne 
believes it is important to point out that we’ll support the above-mentioned exemption 
for Catholic hospitals as well as mention that the health plan would not overturn a 24 
hours waiting period, parental notification, etc.

Catholic Charities

They are not as likely to be hung up on the abortion provisions as the Bishops. As Fred 
Kammer until recently headed up the Health Policy Committee for the Bishop’s 
Conference, it is conceivable that he could serve as a broker for us on this issue.

(NOTE: As the Catholic Health Association has extended an invitation for you to 
keynote their conference in June, they may bring this up during the meeting. Also, as 
you may remember, Betsey Wright is CHA’s lobbyist. She will not be present at the 
meeting.)
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President William Jefferson 
Remarks to Export-Import Bank 

May 6,
[4th DRAFT]

Good morning.
[Acknowledgements]
I'm told that I'm the first President ever to address the 

Ex-Im Bank and its exporters. Can that be right?
When Ken Brody invited me here, my first thought was: What 

better audience can there possibly be than one made up of the 
people who help create and preserve high-paying jobs for 
Americans? I'm here to applaud the Export-Import Bank, exporters, 
government workers, international banks and foreign buyers whose 
work and cooperation lead us toward that goal.

And I want to emphasize this: Trade and exports once may ^  I . .
have been treated as the sideshow, but they now strare^center 
stage, and anyone who doesn't understand that doesn't understand 
the direction of the- global economy/’ v— v"? u)

For 59 years, since F-D-R created it to help increase 
foreign trade with the Soviet Union, the Ex-Im Bank has assisted 
U-S companies sell more than $270 Billion in American exports all 
around the world. And now, the bank's role in helping the economy 
of our country has never been more important.

The course that we have set for American commerce has a 
clear direction, and it is outward... for, only by reaching out 
across the oceans of today's moveable trade fronts can we get the 
maximum returns: an expanding export base that will provide more , 
jobs than ever before for Americans. And make no mistake about /~) fjrfjs.this: The economy is the Number-One priority of thi3^-- ----
Administration, putting Americans to work is -a^yngbfFtg of our I 
success, and we will not take our eyes off that prize. V____ q |

ake and

The work that exporters and the Ex-Im Bank do toward that end is of fundamental importance:
Because every time we sell a Billion-dollars of American 

products and services overseas, we employ about 20-thousand 
people. In all, more than seven million Americans owe their jobs to export rolatod wui-tep

/3 -M.
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Because those American workers in export-related jobs make 
about 17-percent more than the average worker. [CHART A on high- 
wage jobs] V_._______

Your work is important because in the last five years, 
exports have accounted for nearly half, nearly half of our 
country's economic growth. Goods and services exports made up 
10.7 percent of U-S G-D-P in 1992, up from 10.5 in 1991... and up 
from 7.5 percent in 1985.

bn'^rcentage of exports in g-n-p] __
Your work is important because if U-S technology... whether 

it relates to the environment, energy, transportation or 
telecommunications... is to secure its pre-eminence, it must have 
a global reach. Only with world markets can we afford the 
research and development to stay competitive.

Export expansion encourages our most advanced industries... 
and they generate America's jobs for now and the future, in 
computers, aerospace and electronic components.

And your work is also important because widening world trade 
is a powerful ambassador for America./^_and it can be a valuable 
ally in supporting the world's turn to democracy^

I

\

o

0 ^

V

r
oro
:>

As democracy flowers where once tne~salt of Communism was
sown, we need to help cultivate its growth and progress... and we
can~do that by "nurturing a healthy ^et-ivity trading relationship
with Russia, Eastern Europe^and developing nations.^Democracy and
prosperity go hand-in-hanckj) '

---The work you do to .he-rp-American exports a-±st5crucial 
because in a world recession, recovery means;recognising that^^  
what's good for America is good for the global economy and(vice 
versaTl That is a point that j2attrrot~~b̂ ~~over emphasized. “

£  * i t  A u U t-
Because my Administration is developing a trade strategy 

that's export-oriented, I want to see two things happen and verŷ  
soon. I want the passage of NAFTA, ̂ because it is- thtr~key~̂ Ehat 
will unlock a market that will create hundreds of thousands o f ^  high-paying jobs. —

And finally, after seven years of talks, I want the Uruguay 
round^ o£ the GATT tô -end—by- December 15th. This is a priority for 
my Administration because we want to widen GATT. It's the 
foundation of the global trading system, and for that reason we 
need the participation of Japan and the developing countries for it to be a true success.

N

V
a' \  
£ >

'V
0

p.

—But—today-, to focus on promoting exports... and
that's where the Ex-Im Bank plays a central role. In fiscal 1992, 
the Ex-Im Bank fostered more than a quarter-million American 
jobs, jobs that were an outgrowth of the Bank's support for 14-
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Billion dollars in exports. That's pretty impressive, but it will 
not be enough fto'\just (hold our ground. I know we can top that by 
strengthening the partnership between government and the private 
sector through the Ex-Im Bank.

The markets are out there, clamoring for American goods. But 
we have to be smarter about training our workers, about getting 
out of the laboratory and off the drawing board... about promoting ourselves and aijout yellrlhg'to the markets. All the 
while, we'll be rolling up our sleeves not to fight our 
competitors, but so we can work together for a healthy trade 
environment.

Look at what the Ex-Im Bank has b<̂ sn able to dg »c It ̂.has^een, 
the big shoulders carrying businesses/from the .beheS^^^_ho-^e 
small entrepreneurs with loans and through guar^ntee^on private 
financing. Tt hasyhelped to send everything^rdmmachine tools to I' 
omput^'software~^te- buyers abroad. . And-has been at the forefront
in supporting a new export industry that Vice President Gore has 
championed... the environmental industry. That industry is so 
important that I have directed Ron Brown to work with Ex-Im Bank, 
E-P-A and D-O-E to craft a national strategy for environmental 
exports.

These efforts will not only help to clean up the planet; 
they'll also put Americans to work. We have several environmental 
services exporters with us here today. One of them, Ormat, 
Incorporated of Sparks, Nevada, used its know-how to help the 
start-up of a geo-thermal energy power plant in the Philippines. 
That project not only met critical energy needs for villagers but 
also employed 3,800 Americans. And that's just one example among 
"anY-

We want to exponentially increase these success storaes, in 
all areas of export, from the farm to Wall Street.

Our plan ^sde^^gtid.n'corporates the work of Ex-Im Bank in 
setting down the groundwork today, at home and abroad, to boost ■Si’T-f-p exports and make America more competitive in the global 
economy... and that will improve the quality of jobs and the wages that Americans will make tomorrow.

i m. (J&lo iJPteJtffi-do_jiQmestic^^ we ̂ oTnternat______^
_ rable. ^ Q u r  •comprebenciveP^export s t r a t e g y will shape

a more competitive America. Our workforce wiii^be^Better trained 
j through lifelong learning^_^and we wi-1-1 need—irtl̂ The average i_

American will change jobs seven times, if tfeirs variety ic to be 
Kny t^_our—advamtage^, giving us a fresher, more versatile wnrkfnroe^^'Ir/<̂3L̂ v̂

V ^ I g S r i t i S t h i p  and other V
3ob-training p r o g r a m s w e ' l l  remove the ~risk of colliding with the new century.

But the process has to extend beyond teaching programs that . 
Government provides. Individuals, businesses, communities and

TIaj2- 04-s
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educators must all share in the responsibility of changing the 
way we think about how we work and what we work for. The world 
does not end where America's borders begin. We must step up to 
the borders and think about competing, not retreating.

At the same time, we need to become better students of 
economics. The old ways of doing business just don't translate in 
the reality of today. One of the first things I did as President 
was to establish the National Economic Council. It just made good 
sense/We had a National Security Council to deal with foreign 
-mT'security matters, but no unit to coordinate all our economic 
licy. Now we do.

One reason that we were so gratified to get Congress's 
approval of our budget plan in record time is because it shows 
the world community how serious we are about addressing America's 
economic problems.

For years, Washington was like the overweight doctor telling 
a patient to lose a few pounds: Our leaders in the past were 
asking trading partners to do something they wouldn't... to be 
responsible and to take care of their own crushing debts and 
deficits.

But look at us now. When we go to the G-7 meeting in July, 
we'll be a success story in the making, an example for our 
partners. For starters, we have a responsible budget plan, one 
that for the first time ever, reduces the deficit that has been 
ballooning for a generation... cutting it by 500-Billion dollars.

Our interest rates have fallen to a 20-year low, allowing 
American homeowners to re-finance, and that promises to give our 
economy a 100-Billion-dollar shot in the arm.

And soon, we'll unveil our comprehensive plan to reform 
health care, relieving a strain on individuals, providers, 
businesses and our nation's future. To help put the burden on the 
economy into perspective, consider this: In 1990, G-M spent more 
on medical coverage for its workers than it did on steel.
Overall, health care costs jacked up the price of an American 
car by $1,100... double the cost added to a Japanese car.

This is a true competitiveness issue... and our country is 
finally addressing it under this Administration.

------ >
We can point to all these accomplishments with pride when we 

sit down with our partners in July.
We can also make ourselves more competitive by cutting the 

waste out of Government. As I've said before, we must 
fundamentally reinvent Government, and that includes streamlining 
our export programs... an action long overdue. Right now, there 
are more than 150 different export promotion programs scattered
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across more than 10 agencies. Really; they're tangled like a ball 
of yarn.

Our goal is to untangle it. We want to end the duplication 
and overlap... and we want to make sure these programs are 
"customer-driven." We want our guide to be the needs of exporters 
and lenders.

Our vehicle to a coherent export promotion plan will be the
Trade Prnmnt i Coordinating Committee. . .̂ T-Pr£-C, andh---
-interagency grouptKaf^came into being efforts of the
working group in the Congress, in particular, Senator Don Riegle. 
Secretary of Commerce Brown chairs the group, which has been 
meeting daily, and once he is confirmed, Bank -Chaiiman-Deslgnate 
BgejdyL will also have hands-on involvement.

With the Department of Commerge and T-P-C-C, Ex-Im Bank will 
help lead the way toward developing an export mentality 
throughout our nation. At the same time, the Bank will become 
more of a pro-active, consumer-friendly Bank. One area that will 
get more attention is the servicing of small- and medium-size 
businesses.

For every applicant, the Bank will aim to bypass the 
unnecessary red tape. Right now it takes the staff about six 
months to process a preliminary commitment application... and 
only one in six such preliminary commitments leads to an actual 
export sale. But with new procedures, the Bank will be able to 
respond to most requests within seven days. The staff will be 
able to process more cases... and support more real deals.

In short, the Ex-Im Bank will-use better management measures
_________ J :f̂ nrefifTg' and Ken has assured me bbfeatu... wminriiTn m-iTcir

to do more without spending more. In these days of deficit ~
reduction, the Bank will have to live within its meanw-aa===;fig^t J T^cyu)*,

__ v* 0 $
We warrts^ll these steps^supportetd? with a quick and successful 

completion of the Uruguay Round. One-third of world trade today *,
is not covered by international rules. The Uruguay Round talks 
can help us 4_igĉ Pli'ne^ ^ ^ ^ P rac't::̂g^ :-> And it will be a blessing jfpx^U=rS_exporters, because it will lower foreign tariffs, curb 
subsidies that tilt the playing field, and strengthen protection 
of intellectual property, which alone costs American companies **^~*~*-> 
60-Billion dollars a year.

I mentioned NAFTA and its importance to jobs earlier. But 
here are the numbers. Exports to Canada already support about 
one-and-a-haif million American jobs. And in just the past five 
years, the number of American jobs tied to export to Mexico have 
grown from 300-thousand to 700-thousand. With NAFTA's 
implementation, we project another 200-thousand high-wage jobs 
for Americans in the next two years.
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Mexico is a very valued customer for another reason. As we 
throw open the doors of that market for our exports, we will also 
be helping our neighbor to stanch the flow of drugs and to 
provide jobs for its people. Mexico can proudly hold itself up as 
an example of new economic thinking... and we are glad to have 
with us here today a representative of its new breed of 
-economists-. . . Secretary of Finance Pedro Aspe [pronounced AH- 
speh] . ^  [ c a ^ U ^  u/jid ̂

Our success in America will depend on how we can develop our 
own new thinking... based on ideas that cast off self-absorption in favor of a willingness to work together.

defeats the purpose 
ion.

O -

We know thi 
behrnd it: 
competi 
can f

-But we also cannot lose our perspective on where we stand 
with our partners. I have put our trading partners on notice that 
I will expect access to their markets comparable to the access 
they have to ours. On the two way street of trade, the traffic 
has to move both ways. So, we welcome foreign products, services 
and investments here. But we insist that our products, services 
and investment be welcomed in other countries as well. It's only 
fair and it's only good business.

As we look around the world, our export opportunities seem 
almost limitless. Latin America is reigning in its debt, and what 
is emerging in a more stable economy is a populace starved for 
our consumer products—and entrepreneurs shopping for our capital 
goods. It's a fl̂ arket̂ ftir-.our̂ exports that is growing at three
times the rateJ>3T"-anyplace else

Outside of this hemisphere, we will look increasingly to the 
newly industrializing countries of Asia... the fastest growing 
region of the world.

And of course, we will all look to Russia 
mission comes full circle. As I said earliei  ̂
in— to-he Ip foreign tradn with Moseorr----

, where the Ex-Im_
it Was esta~blish^4^~^

Now, the Bank is doing what it first set out to do. To date, 
the Bank has approved 205-million in final commitments to Russia. 
The Bank is working on an oil and gas framework agreement that 
could support as much as 2-Billion dollars in American goods and 
services for Russia's energy sector.

Two months ago, I said that, considering the Trillions we 
spent to ensure Communism's defeat, we should be willing to 
invest a tiny fraction to support Russia as it pursues the course 
of democracy.
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So, this is a helping hand to a new friend. And it's not 
without self-interest. We'll get new jobs as Russia demands more- 
American products and service^,.. and with democracy's success, 
we'll ail share in the Rewards of a less dangerous world.

<•/ At different junctures in this century Americans have shown
/'i themselves to be catalysts for global reform. Succeeding
^ g e n e r a t i o n s  faced off against fascism, then communism... and now,

with the end of the cold war, a new kind of task is at hand. We
are called not just to adapt... but to lead a, juggernaut into the
new millenium. „n. CCdvujvu>c_,

In this new world of tomorrow... the brave will draw 
strength and prosperity from diversity... within communities, 
within nations and around the world. Each of us will grow because 
all of us will participate... and the hearts of the victors will 
beat in harmony.

Thank you all very much.
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THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN3̂ " CA • ^Remarks of President William Jefferson Clinton 
at Northeastern University Commencement 

Boston Garden 
June 19, 1993

Thank you. President Curry, members o f the 

faculty and staff, Senator Kennedy, Senator Kerry,
(jO O ̂reYbrv\ ^

Congressman Frank, Mayor Flynn, Governor

Dukakis, honored guests, ladica^t

“ly... members of Northeastern’s Class of

'93 and their families and friends.
L & K A  VatchAn W s* C ctm^ ^ C \  *i<Lev\

f) lV |

V o o k ( U A
—  Ir

[ T q

(j5\ ^tjuuiaC ^ - J ^
U3-©^Jutt-v. U jU 3 U L W s

c t r ^ 0^ ? ^ ^ k ^ H 0T0C0PY



K
Graduates,

survived five years of college and "parents night" at

"Maxwell’s." What-aJL^aulifUl'̂ st

could you cvon-think I would go instead tOiithatjQther-

2
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Boston traffic tQ get here to

Boston Garden. YuuJ.uuw, if .yuu liad taken Hie- 

im i ------ 111 avuideihtlic back up oft Sto^oW

^rkfcj-and saved yuursetfrrlot of time» frustration.

3
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I am esffi^ely pleased to be here with you on
C?Li_ô

this special day as you r e c e i v e  your degrees^ f j W

jjasM^mirdeeply honored to receive this honorary

degree for public service.
^ “lAS-'f,'Cs CX-VN

'IXkjc ( j A d i W v :  Ir A  (^vvatMsx'
cap, butiromoone said it
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a

—eommciittiiiciit sptLifctlhi aiic. I*m here to IcH-juu 

Hi 0 iM̂ liiiijjnTmTni Im' rinflin from thr trntlrTTf
T W a Î L£la, I M A £ ju>u D

gotten more than 200 invitations to address 

graduating classes. Tfeggg-Tray be even mnrr, 

considering the- moantain of mail-wc?ro plowing
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And if anyone illustrates why that is, it’s a

student like Doug Luffborough.jYour story and your 

success are an inspiration, Doug, [[speaking to Doug
k.

now]] That article that spoke about my coming here 

also said that you planned to invite yourself and 

your mother to the White House. Well, Doug, Pm 

going to beat you to the punch.

6
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I know what having a good, strong and loving 

mother can mean, especially when a father isn’t 

there: she can make every difference in the world, as 

your mother did for you, and mine did for me. Mrs. 

Lnffborough... would you please stand? Hillary and
ii
■i

I would love to see both you and Doug in
iii

Washington. Will you come see us? j
i
Ii

7
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ou to- reach new liefjghtsr
'{(b < ^ 6 | v A ^ v x Q ^ £ b U i 3 ^ ' .
This- elaoqjaf grmiucrtD^ajf Northeastern, the

largest co-op school in the nation, is indeed a breed
U A v^ W Y n^ - ^ ^  0 U V ^ r V \ ( U ^ ^ W

apart. ̂ You have experienced a world that others

only anticipate until the day they take that diploma

and test the job market.

lATs Ck O jtaQ  (A 
^v3\5VV^^V^AJvX>a ^ '&5\K-V

'̂ Qenfv Cj2x v - L u Su ^k t v- ^ .
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iag,%ven with the jump your co-op 

education at Northeastern has given you
(V\MJu5t

A wondering whether you’ll be able to find the right

job... or any job at all.
U o JvV n

10
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T h a t’s understandab le. W c’vu all re cen t

Inn 'u(jwi v • t5| "Djla
years4ttw uurpeopte"
OUjuQ 
lessrWe saw job s(

(\a
euritv ere

» t w ^

i

(Z p J & N ^ k j<5\a  ÂJL»Auu\&v\ IKX_C hLAj_oJ^ +  O^C t J M x t t ,
families come under horribfar stress. No one \vas~Wt—■0 juuSl. Vmjjln  ̂ xm oQa , i r  {/vQjuSul̂  pSN ^r\A3^^o K‘X^7

^ / o ^ \ J U  i M U K  ( J O ^ n i jo a Q
harder than flip middle rlnss the working families
■ OolxjS) ^1>ju£L (̂ y\ 1/vlikJJsv Cj x a a  }

of America...-who saw llieinselves~5peiidiiig cvci 

c-more for hcaitiTcareT-educatiotnar*^ ~lioiigmg^
I w \  I Y  -J

(J^rljLCUJf' C4 V j L & j u A & i n / K '  f + S

V j^ t ^  &Y> (SLcru^v\ ^

Nvvâ W o\ tUA V^SOs 1
0 - ^ 4 ^  

i e W -  &/
^ _ u j  u i ^ L P - < ^  c^q
fljvOQ n Q  UjJr^ ^  Oj\ U u A ~ (t ^ T H ^ ( A

U ^ )  \  MO^C

0(V 6o 9 a —

^  11
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this-generation of par
UlK j v C L a ,

homer^-that ̂ cornerstone of'llie American Brea**** • •
-1- ^M lU J  UO^ tvXm  . " P — "

it- was looking more and more out of r e a ^  for their
V \M r ^  C X r v v W  t  (JOt t J jla , G t j0i

^^^febth-Middle-elass prosperity. ..-those words that
TD IruluS. C(3\uAJuuuxsiku OuujO ^

'"motivated genetalions... were being drownethuut b
a cJj^ixxuj^

three-others that had a painful ring*-"middle-class
K L&V lk\jo3A  ̂ ô rcrvkjoQ bAt̂ MxX'

_ Sfllippyp "*n‘ ■ U\f UVvETv •
^ V / O C  ^V\a  A/AjjVXTA^ "̂ D

^j^coJvN  ̂I j C ^ ^ 30 

S ^ O J L ^  K v ^

1 ̂
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(UoiLuk,
But that’s beginning to change. Bit by bit, W  •

are taking down the obstacles blocking progress and
OuuuSprosperity for Americans*, Smmrpcuplcl don’t like it,

—bccaus i^ b ^w ere~iloing just fincr^But maitynmore^of

eut^peopfe-W^^ii^t-^iiig-jusi fine, and iliat’s why

i|
14 III
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NoRfOiT Iimjj it kul as we arc trying to put-puring to put-pi

economic house in order;
^J uide a national^!*

<has-4ried-a£iV(l 'aTTh yingste-

(y) 
d U  u

/ W x A

ericans to

compete in the new global economy.

And became vvtaic liyiiig7T^amlJbiiEKcye-^^

will mrrrrd ■ T mri rrny-

-about thp fntiir* W*'1! i nn mil" Wjiy nuw~ta ^-better

16
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We have a long road to travel... but

already we are seeing hopeful signs along the way«
©>vv ^JLAJuu<

__^  i. ________________ !___t— L*----------   «r-l -DmSTl U Vi, , ________________  itthu announcement oF
' W  ( ^ v o T W  t  u x W < t

« y -

\MM a (X'Z.o \^aj^ (jyvj t

17
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Thatngfaig^rcBasing^fl *n i’each

fbf^ many/|/fiSmc^ns ŷfê Qthcrwioc wauld be out~a£

tlm mirlirt *\ni* ~~" T nf vmi who nwt»-hmnps have

' f V l A A ^ v ^  £ U 7 U r ^  U  Lo U M a ,̂ :

\ A ^ L 4 sL A  ^ U J L ^  4 ^  i a a  6-t a a

k ' t m A /  v t vc _ ^

^  -(^ > N V \ z U 2 ^ i *  a . .

^ d A i ^ ^ r s  Iu j ^  \ A U / 3 "a-'
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xmr growth plan...

CuaOjtilippeB

the first four months of our

Administration, more than three-quarters of a
LO^Aimillion new jobs haamboen added to the economy.

19
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But ^Cjrn-dfltBfcsfm^fhmg p^1r Onrrthr
f t u *  i x x k A m t i o  ( W , i v ^ r , m

-d*taite=g^ g^ ^ g H T ^  arc worlted out in the

thc-dcgeft
TW SuxosSk. NVUjLAi-(J-a-tv TU>

m & S r

^ - ^ A x J b & U A S ' o o  B  cjv^ S L^J2U/>

do-it

23
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J

Ttiv
•There■ e ^ w t f r t r

^  M a  (\JuQjuetJkij&^ ̂e-some taxes..! but- the-bulk «f
S >
* *- ---tnem

\ .

— n°’w revenue will-come

N vJ U > J ^ T O U a  ( ^O JO J IA j (j ^  U j j Z î tA j j u  ^ M c y o c s o

tmd-iaei^. They pi ufiUed 4ho moot ft mil tiro *80rs...
O J u O ^ c v ^  U x u i :  ^  < f o b { X i U K  %  0 S .

so the)' caif afford to g,ive back the most jiow .
\a K P T  — ** U j j ^  < b ^  <3\ <

lA3JU ^ e i^  - uA ^ k .
C U M ^ > v b

6\ C^JUUuoG^

ti
iii

24 I
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*J4falnk~llmr s fail. Other people ma,y not think
\

s^iirWashington oppose our plan,
l c C- (\jU j © i a . c o j b ,  C

r ^ ! U >  u S V / O * '  ^  T \ m U a  T W K o -o

"™rr rm-fhrlm rr^lthj rlirntr mill [iillH I ftiHntwrint"
U S V ju u iU  U iU A * -  | ^ U a  ( ^ J L v U j d t o S

____•jWPto( CSUluQ t V - * \M-6\A,
(5_S0 tjLU tu  cljLAAv ̂ J D  -t UM1MA (***•

i

t

I
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\juu^uuu^ 0^ b> v^x&Slx^'ktr^

^QHzfaiQ^albbaô ^  tough choices. You’ve
I W - A  £uuBwv4~ gl Q x j j o j u j l d  (VjUjJkln^

Hbccn cuttnigi^pi»Aftg~flw^ • 

for the things you want... like a good education.^Fs“

Ttlglr-iim e m ir gnv^rpm pnt wnc nr nnr^fw4 w ith
& C ^ / U D ^ ^ u u a j  I( K L O J J ^  ^  ) U 5 L t 4 t ^

^rtaxpu)<eiis?TnoiTt<y as you’ve been with the income
—

Just that btcause4t^s
jd~Gljuu^ I/&JL& *^O ^ot— .1* ^

<the-only rcfl;wnEdblrtfiilig4o - d a ^  ■ j K
L^dp^A I k D O J ^  0 - O o M  C^> j^A~ " T I U U a

u a + ti 'IguD  t e - u u u  ,

(fW/\ ̂ (1 9 ^A
^  + ^P

Cj&vUA'( W kqa.

r Q y ^ k ^ X U ^ i  Ckxoj j
^ K U v  ?CDLX C\

V^J
_ ( V d K ^ x  cv



J teil you: You ninst hftcoAie hwiws... and you
" I ^ A ^ e r O ^  JV^A^TVviLjQia^ Qj-A-aQ "^O 0 ^ 0 ^  tVkJS“ 
m ust -do it now, ¥ou must become the champions-nf
1 & \ J L Q U X ^  ̂  & J \  ( V ^ A i l A J k j ^ j ^  -------

-the very idea that defines our cultures the idea that
U ^ V m j o v  ^ 0 0 “0 ^  U a  (1a5 U x c ^ _ |

the future can be better than the present and that

each o f  us has a personal, moral responsibility to

make it so.

[ j z J t  cjus. a J X  h S J o A v ^ .

z 'V\aa x f e u j ^ x
VlAjtyP'
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/ ' O s g n r '
In November 1960, John Kennedy spoke here in 

this arena on the eve of his election as President. 

And he talked of the "contest between the 

comfortable and the concerned, between those who 

believe that We should rest and lie at anchor and 

drift, and between those who want to move this 

country forward."

r, the contest isn’t^ver.
IA-ULHa  Cjl7U^ l x - .
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Np

follow them. To the graduates who worry about the future__I
7 say: We're on our way now to a better tomorrowfVgo^vou must not 
( only hold hope in vour heart', but you must translate that hope 

into" action for yourself , your community and your country.

m  mind •char Being passive is passe... and that good enough is 
not good enough. We must do better.

budget plan are worked out in the Congress... we'll be on our way 
to cutting the deficit by 500-Billion dollars in five years. 
We're going to do it chiefly by slashing spending, NOT by 
increasing taxes. There will be some taxes... but the bulk of 
them. . . two-thirds of the new revenue will come from people with 
incomes of 2 0 0-thousand dollars and more. They profited the most

I think that's fair. Other people may not think-H-fc*1- fair. 
But I say to t hem: «SdaA$yju»|huivu"",ail' lit eft id. L1 vb"Tp l u l l a  b̂ jrte~on

t o  m e  r a m m e s  oeiore me, ±ec me say: Many or you Know a n  
too well about tough choices. You've been cutting spending and 
working hard and saving for the things you want... like a good 
education. It's high time our government was as careful with 
taxpayers' money as you've been with the income you keep. It's 
the only responsible thing to do.

I have heard from so many people who for too long felt 
disconnected from their leaders... who felt cut off from a 
government they saw as unwieldy, uncaring, remote and 
inefficient. We're trying to do something about that, too. We're 
working hard to streamline government. . . to change the way 
campaigns are financed; .. and we won passage of the motor voter 
law. Our aim is to dilute special interest and to strengthen the 
national interest... to guarantee the participation of more of 
our citizens in the democratic process. And with that in mind and 
with all our might... we're fighting gridlock.

Walt Whitman wrote about the "American compact" in our 
government. It means that the. President and Congress are there 
for you. . . it is not you who are here for them. We're trying to

To do better. . . we must attack the economic deficit we

But we are doing something now. Once the details of our

from the '80's... so they can afford to give back the most now. U)
^  * in AAW

3
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Now, I want to talk to the families here today... and those 
listening at Northeastern University's campus. In recent years 
your values were challenged... your hard work went unrewarded. 
Mothers and fathers who had done better than their parents now 
looked at their own children... and saw a legacy vanishing. 
Because while this generation of parents owned a home... that 
cornerstone of the American Dream... it was looking more and more 
out of reach for their children. Middle-class prosperity... those 
words were being drowned out by "middle-class squeeze."

That's why tKe~"Amei' 1 cdi demanU'ed’̂ a^h^rfge’
already we are

seeing hopeful signs, even though we do have a long way to go. 
When I presented my growth plan to the American people and to 
Congress in February... the financial markets took us seriously. 
As a result... we now have the lowest interest rates in 20 years. 
That means purchasing a home is now in reach for many Americans 
who otherwise would be out of the market. And many who already 
own homes have re-financed... and some of them are saving more 
than two-thousand-dollars a year in the bargain. I'd say we're 
beginning to do better.

Because of the confidence in our growth plan... inflation 
seems stable... and unemployment has finally dipped below seven 
percent. We're beginning to do better.

In fact, in the first four months of our Administration, 
more than thr.ee-guarters of a million new jobs have been added to 
the economy. We're beginning to do better, and if we stay with 
the program, we'll do better still.f^o much of our strategy 
prove Lhy ecuirumy is-y edit'd LdWTTrâ a* great but basic goal: We 

want a job for every American who wants to work.
I know I'm preaching to the choir on this one, because the 

people who choose Northeastern University know well the value of 
work... and you know that the more you learn, the more you earn. 
In a world of ever-guicker paces of change... knowledge is the 
vehicle that will take us into the new millenium. Across the 
American spectrum... individuals will change jobs an average of 
seven times in a lifetime. That's why we're working for 
apprenticeship programs and lifelong learning, because they will 
help keep our work force competitive and vital... and they'll 
help our nation do better in the world economy.

Since the founding of our great nation, the working man and 
working woman... the middle class... have been our backbone. That 
backbone was strained in recent years... and something else was 
broken: The pact with your leaders that said you deserve 
better... your children deserve better.

5
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You have worked at least two years in your field in the real 
world as you've worked for your degree. So, you've had a chance 
to see whether you've chosen the right path. You might say you've 
had a chance to "date" your career before you marry it.

Still, many of you are worried about your future. You're 
^wondering, even with the jump your co-op education at 
Northeastern has given you... you're wondering whether you'll be 
able to find the right job... or any job at all.

That's understandable. We've all seen in recent years how 
our people seem to be working harder for less. We saw job 
security erode... and we saw families come under horrible stress. 
No one was hit harder than the middle class... the working 
families of America... who saw themselves spending ever more for 
health care, education, and housing.

In recent years, our working families showed 
responsibility... but the government did not. That's changing 
now... and I say... it's about time.

Look at what we're doing now. Bit by bit, we are taking down 
the obstacles blocking progress and prosperity for Americans. If 
some peopie don't A tr it's because they were doing just fine. But 
were you doing just fine?. I know you weren't, because otherwise I 
wouldn't be here! ~

— WButJ,I am here. And you will be doing better. We're on our 
way there now. No, it won't be a dramatic turnaround overnight; 
we all must be patient... and we all must be partners in bringing
America the kind of change you demanded when you voted laTTE~ 
November.

You raised your voices then, 
"enough... we can do better."

and you said with your votes,

/> ot
X
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Let me, if I may, give you a progress report on what we're 
doing to make it better... to secure prosperity and global 
leadership for the generation I see represented before me... and 
those that will follow them.

First and foremost, we're attacking the economic deficit we 
inherited. This is critical to secure our future. Once the ~
details of our plan are worked out in the Congress... we'll be on A'C 
our way to cutting the deficit by 500-Billion dollars in five 
years... and we're going to do it chiefly by slashing spending,
NOT by increasing taxes. There will be some taxes... but the bulk  ̂ .
of them... two-thirds of them will come from people with incomes ’ 
of 200-thousand dollars, and more. They profited the most from the ■/d 
'80's... so they'll give back the most in the '90's.

We're(nitting) politics as usual by reforming the way 
campaigns are financed... and by passage of the motor voter law.
Our aim is to dilute special interest and to strengthen the
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national interest... to guarantee the participation of more of 
our citizens in the democratic process. And with all our might.. 
we're fighting a (lirhosaug) of government that we'd like to make 
extinct: (feridlocl

We've been working on a plan that will make health care 
affordable and accessible to every American. Almost 40-million 
Americans —  maybe some of you here —  don't have health 
insurance... millions more are in danger of losing it... and 
that's been a drain on everyone. We're going to fix that. And 
we've been working to put education within the reach of the 
children of working families, through direct student loans and a 
program of national service.

We have had a tremendous response to our plan for national. 
service, both from around the nation, and in the Congress. Our 
plan will enlist students to address many of the pressing needs 
our our communities... like helping children at risk. And at the 
same time... these students will earn money to be used for their 
education.

■ T j m  Cv

;
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Just today... we're sending off 15-hundred young people from 
around the country to San Francisco to train for our summer pilot 
program... many of them from the City Year Program here in 
Boston, which is taking part with Northeastern University. I know 
we all join together in wishing these recruits the best. They 
will be laying the groundwork for the bigger program we hope to 
begin soon... one that will help renew us as a people and rebuild 
our communities, block by block... while expanding opportunity -tee- education. \ •6r

Many of these ideas to make America better are new ideas, but 
their goals are as rooted in American values as the^ principles 
our nation wao founded on. It was Thomas Jefferson who said a ■v'A 7
little revolution is good now and then. Then... he helped to 
change this land to one governed of the people, by the people and 
for the people. Now... Americans have seen the need to strengthen" 
that foundation. The people want to change the way our Government 
takes care of the people. We are engaged in nothing less than a 
revolution to make America better... and you are going to help 
win it.

H e f^ ,

it

fJo O

In recent years your values were challenged... your hard work 
went unrewarded. Mothers and fathers who had done better than 
their parents now looked at their own children... and saw a 
legacy vanishing. Because while this generation of parents owned 
a home... that cornerstone of the American Dream... it was 
looking more and more out of reach for their children. Middle- 
class prosperity... those words were being drowned out by 
"middle-class squeeze."

That's why the American people demanded a change.

j
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/VUb'Tfi-
the Senate and House bills... a bill that includes pr*. c ti  ' rpunishment and prevention.

t - \
I want 100-thousand more police officers on the streets V- 

the House voted for 50-thousand, but that's not enough. We've 
seen in cities like Los Angeles and Houston, more police on the 
streets is a proven way to prevent crime.

I want the House to join the Senate to ban the weapons of 
war that plague our streets: assault weapons.

I want both Houses to tailor a provision that will sbut-daWfT 
ihe—r^w±v^Tg--dt)or at our prisons—and put away repeat, violent 
offenders... and put them away for good: three strikes and 
they're out.

Vo W-W ^  . 0 A  VoI want funding for more prisons
y ------  V

The legislation I sign will fight crime against women and it\ % will take on youth crime. -̂~r
&<r~It will employ boot camps to shake up the first-time 

offender and give him another chance at life. . . and drug courts VvV/i<7 ̂  
to get the drug abuser treatment so he won't be a repeat
criminal. TOilPjWr

And it will give young people something to say yes to: More 
after-hours clean and safe activity, like midnight basketball and 
job tra-fnung.— We' 11 make young people this deadr:— If you de—ycror~ 
part^-we-'-!-! see— bhaVlf&u^ha^ve^fhe, Skills Lu <jeL t a jobtvs-uj A-C> "H tne SKTTxs co gee a—3*ox)- i . \ I (uLo Vt> vKWi V*. o W  Ho, c\ax*-a.cu vo ĉ roVit&k.P'"0 . V><_ "Vo ' j5_ u j‘— \ v o

Make no mistake about it:̂ -Doing all this won't be—e-acy and 
irt won-/-tzd3e—cheap^-^—suppor^ i ully funding this IcgiGl-a-t-ion' at
about— Q̂~=BlTlion dollars—over five -year-s-;— But—ft—ean be done 
w-i-tbeut—new taves_-nnd \yt^out-^ncrea l̂ria_JbIie=Fê utrUl-̂ def-ictt ,“by

d-cuttlhqgJtRi^gide
the oavlrugs—to fight crime. I think that's a good trade____

’"'m asking the Congress to move quickly on this... and if 
fhey do. I'll cut through the red tape and put the first 20- -ft-
■"thousand extra police officers on the street within one year. V fi
That's how urgent this is.

From the hearts of our cities to deep in our rural country, 
our people are weary of picking up the paper and reading about 
attacks like the one that occurred just this week in Norristown, 
Pennsylvania, a working-class community outside of Philadelphia:
A 12-year-old girl shot in the face with a semi-automatic 
handgun. It was broad daylight and she was getting off the school 
bus, surrounded by classmates. The bov arrested was 13-vears- 
old.
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CC, This is a good start. What it needs is to read less like 
a stump speech and have a bit more specific detail about what the 
administration's goals are in the conference committee. What is 
at issue between the House and the Senate and how does the 
President propose to work out those differences so that the 
American people get what they deserve.
I'm not sure what the best way to organize this is for now. I'm 
inclined to think that after you introduce that we have crossed 
some major hurdles, then you want to swing back to a personal, 
non-Washington story that will give some narrative drive to the 
speech. (Philly sounds like a good example to me.) Then you could 
swing back into specifically what the conference committee plans 
to do.
Below, I've provided some thoughts on where some of these 
components might come from.
Thanks, Don

Good morning. Today, we are close to achieving something 
very important for our country; we are close to taking an urgent 
step to better our society. I

This week the House joined the Senate and passed a crime 
bill. It was a wonderful moment, but we still have a job to do.

Would be nice to remind listeners that Foley promised 
President last month that this would be the first item of 
business after the recess and that Foley and the leadership 
worked very hard to keep that promise. Give some detail about 
provisions they have worked through to get to passage.

The leaders on Capitol Hill worked hard to get to this 
point, and they will work harder still, hammering together the 
House and Senate versions, [possible insert on what transpired 
with leadership] This is their top priority: on that I have their 
pledge.

Why not roll back to last year, when the dire fears of
crime and violence in the country were getting all worked up.
Talk about how Americans have seen their zones of safety drawing 
narrower and narrower, with murders of people like Polly Klass 
and James Jordan and the Long Island RR passengers and, of 
course, countless other acts of random violence that never 
receive the public attention of such high-profile cases.
Americans have put out a cry for help. And now we are on the 
verge of giving it to them that help. But no one should think for
a minute that this will be easy or that what prompted the
movement toward this bill is in any way artificial. That's when I 
would pop in the story about the Philly student on the school
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bus. And I'd give more of the detail of that story, to show how 
that zone of safety keeps getting tighter and tighter.

If you can add some color like that, then much of the next 
half page can either go or compressed substantially.

And you, the American people, have my pledge that as soon as 
I am given crime legislation that is tough and smart and meets 
the goals we set out to make our streets, our homes and our 
communities safer.;. I'll sign it into law.

We've waited a long time for this, but as urgently as it is 
needed, our crime legislation must fit Americans bill before it 
can become law... and nothing less will do.

From the beginning, we have sought to combine three goals: 
to protect our law-abiding citizens... to punish criminals... and. 
to prevent crime in the first place.

To protect... punish... and prevent. It's an equation for 
just good, common sense.

I believe... as many of our people do... that the greatest 
nation on earth does not have to be the most violent, too.

But the fact is, right now, we have: the most violent crime 
rate... the largest percentage of people behind bars... cities 
where young people in gangs are often better armed than the 
police... children who carry guns to school. Any specific stats 
to support these claims

With the right crime legislation, we can begin to do better.
This is what needs to be in that legislation:Aren't we past 

this point of general statements about the legislation? it's 
worth including, briefly, what the original goals were. But now, 
what is at issue in the conference? Is any of this stuff 
seriously in jeopardy? I think the speech will have more of an 
activist, immediate feel if we say, first, what the public can at 
this moment be assured of if the bill becomes law and then focus 
in on what the headlines in the next few weeks will be focusing 
on as the committee does its work.

More protection: We want to add 100-thousand police officers 
in the next five years, to patrol America's streets and 
neighborhoods... relating to the people who live there... and 
lowering the crime rate. We know this works. In Los Angeles and 
in Houston... crime rates went down as the number of police went up.

Effective punishment: We want funding for more prison 
cells... boot camps for non-violent juvenile offenders... and 
drug treatment that can help a prisoner, once released, to start 
a new life.
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But we need a tougher approach for a relatively small 
percentage of the criminal population... those, who commit 
dangerous, violent crimes repeatedly... criminals like the one 
who killed little Polly Klass while he was on parole. To these 
criminals we must say: "three strikes and you're out." It's time 
to shut down the revolving door at our prisons.

This legislation must have a healthy dose of prevention. We 
ask young people all the time to say "no" to gangs, guns and 
drugs. That isn't a strategy unless we also give them 
opportunities to say '-'yes"... to afterschool programs, like 
midnight basketball... to jobs... and to education. The toughest 
veteran police officer will tell you: Without prevention like 
this, you're only doing part of the job.

Again, the next few graphs seem like stump material.When I 
sat down last week with a coalition of the top law-enforcemient 
groups in our country... we agreed that all this will work for 
our crime legislation.

I've also asked parents and business owners... I've asked 
the young people who are most affected by violence... I've asked 
city mayors... and they all say pretty much the same thing: "Do 
something... but do what works."

.From the hearts of our cities to deep in our rural country, 
our people are weary of not feeling safe... weary of picking up 
the paper and reading about unthinkable attacks. Just the other
day in the suburbs of Philadephia, a 12-year-old girl was shot in
the face by a classmate —  on the school bus.Ha noted above, this 
seems worth expanding on. And if not this story, then maybe 
another one that demonstrates a similar point.

Americans want to know that when their child goes to school, 
the other children won't be carrying a weapon. Americans want to 
know that assault weapons, designed without conscience for sheer 
destruction and death, can't get into the hands of criminals.

To those who question whether these controls work, I give
you the Brady Bill. Already, just months after it was put in
effect, we've seen how effectively we can keep handguns out of 
dangerous hands.

We are a country with the greatest freedoms on the face of 
the earth. But we must accept that with those freedoms come 
greater personal responsibilities.

Our responsibility now is to reclaim a part of America that 
we must not lose sight of.

This is not a time for partisanship... for politics or for 
posturing. It's time to do what's right by America. It's time for 
all of us to unite behind the crime bill.
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CC, This is a good start. What it needs is to read less like a 
stump speech and have a bit more specific detail about what the 
administration's goals are in the conference committee. What is 
at issue between the House and the Senate and how does the 
President propose to work out those differences so that the 
American people get what they deserve.
I'm not sure what the best way to organize this is for now. I'm 
inclined to think that after you introduce that we have crossed 
some major hurdles, then you want to swing back to a personal, 
non-Washington story that will give some narrative drive to the 
speech. (Philly sounds like a good example to me.) Then you could 
swing back into specifically what the conference committee plans 
to do.
Below, I've provided some thoughts on where some of these 
components might come from.
Thanks, Don

(-Le-adcrohip meeting;— nixon. death?--could make pretape obs.-j—
Good.morning. Today, we are close to achieving something 

very important for our country; we are close to taking an urgent 
step to better our society by doing what exactly.

This week the House joined the Senate and passed a crime 
bill. It was a wonderful moment, but the job still is not done, 
nt we still have a job to do.

y ..Duld be nice to remind listeners that Foley promised President 
' last month that this would be the first item of business after 

the recess and that Foley and the leadership worked very hard to 
keep that promise. Give some detail about provisions they have

still, hammering together the House and Senate versions, 
[possible insert on what transpired with leadership] This is 
their top priority: on that I have their pledge.

A lot of what follows in the next few graphs has been said 
many times before. Any chance of thinking about new reasons for 
getting into this.
One example: Why not roll back to last year, when the dire fears 
of crime and violence in the country were getting all worked up. 
Talk about how Americans have seen their zones of safety drawing 
narrower and narrower, with murders of people like Polly Klass 
and James Jordan and the Long Island RR passengers and, of 
course, countless other acts of random violence that never 
receive the public attention of such high-profile cases.

worked through to get to passage. Right now, it reads a bit too 
much like boilerplate language. The leaders on Capitol Hill 
worked hard to get to this point, and they will work harder

1+
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Americans have put out a cry for help. And now we are on the 
verge of giving it to them that help. But no one should think for 
a minute that this will be easy or that what prompted the 
movement toward this bill is in any way artificial. That's when I 
would pop in the story about the Philly student on the school 
bus. And I'd give more of the detail of that story, to show how 
that zone of safety keeps getting tighter and tighter.
If you can add some color like that, then much of the next half 
page can either go or compressed substantially.
.And you, the American people, have my pledge that as soon as I am 
given crime legislation that is tough and smart and meets the 
goals we set out to make our streets, our homes and our 
communities^safer... I'll sign it into law.

We've waited a long time for this, but as urgently as it is 
needed, our crime legislation must fit America's bill before it 
can become law... and nothing less will do.

From the beginning, we have sought to combine three goals: 
to protect our law-abiding citizens... to punish criminals... and 
to prevent crime in the first place.

To protect... punish... and prevent. It's an equation for 
just good, common sense.

I believe... as many of our people do... that the greatest 
nation on earth does not have to be the most violent, too.

But the fact is, right now, we have: the most violent crime 
rate... the largest percentage of people behind bars... cities 
where young people in gangs are often better armed than the 
police... children who carry guns to school.Any specific stats to 
support these claims?

With the right crime legislation, we can begin to do better.
This is what needs to be in that legislation .-Aren't we past 

this point of general statements about the legislation? It's 
worth including, briefly, what the original goals were. But now, 
what is at issue in the conference? Is any of this stuff 
seriously in jeopardy? I think the speech will have more of an 
activist, immediate feel if we say, first, what the public can at 
this moment be assured of if the bill becomes law and then focus 
in on what the headlines in the next few weeks will be focusing 
on as the committee does its work.

More protection: We want to add 100-thousand police officers 
in. the next five years, to patrol America's streets and 
neighborhoods... relating to the people who live there... and 
lowering the crime rate. We know this works. In Los Angeles and 
in Houston... crime rates, went-down as the number of police went 
up.
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Effective punishment: We want funding for more prison 
cells... boot camps for non-violent juvenile offenders... and 
drug treatment that can help a prisoner, once released, to start a new life.

But we need a tougher approach for a relatively small 
percentage of the criminal population... those who commit 
dangerous, violent crimes repeatedly... criminals like the one 
who killed little Polly Klass while he was on parole. To these 
criminals we must say: "three strikes and you're out." It's time 
to shut down the revolving door at our prisons.

This legislation must have a healthy dose of prevention.. We 
ask young people all the time to say "no" to gangs, guns and 
drugs. That isn't a strategy unless we also give them 
opportunities to say "yes"... to afterschool programs, like 
midnight basketball... to jobs... and to education. The toughest 
veteran police officer will tell you: Without prevention like 
this, you're only doing part of the job.

Again, the next few graphs seem like stump material.When I
sat down last week with a coalition of the top law-enforcement 
groups in our country... we agreed that all this will work for 
our crime legislation.

I've also asked parents and business owners... I've asked 
the young people who are most affected by violence... I've asked 
city mayors... and they all say pretty much the same thing: "Do 
something... but do what works."

From the hearts of our cities to deep in our rural country, 
our people are weary of not feeling safe... weary of picking up 
the paper and reading about unthinkable attacks. Just the other
day in the suburbs of Philadephia, a 12-year-old girl was shot in
the face by a classmate -- on the school bus.As noted above, this 
seems worth expanding on. And if not this story, then maybe 
another one that demonstrates a similar point.

Americans want to know that when their child goes to school, 
the other children won't be carrying a weapon. Americans want to 
know that assault weapons, designed without conscience for sheer 
destruction and death, can't get into the hands of criminals.

To those who question whether these controls work, I give
you the Brady Bill. Already, just months after it was put in
effect, we've seen how effectively we can keep handguns out of 
dangerous hands.

We are a country with the greatest freedoms on the face of 
the earth. But we must accept that with those freedoms come 
greater personal responsibilities.

Our responsibility now is to reclaim a part of America that 
we must not lose sight of.Such as what?

I
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This is not a time for partisanship... for politics or for 
posturing. It's time to do what's right by America. It's time for 
all of us to unite behind the crime bill.

Thanks for listening.
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!Memo
To: Melanne Verveer, Marilyn DiGiacobbe, Caroline Curie!From: JimCastelliDate: October 3, 1995Re: 3:45 10/3 Pope Draft

Hike this; it touches all the bases and it’s a lot tighter than the earlier draft. Just a few  
comments:

%

■ Page 2, last line of first full paragraph; it somehow makes me nervous to 
hear the President of the United States say “Virgin Mary,” but I can’t 
think of anything that doesn’t get even more theological.

■ Page 2, after Maryland: I think this draft does a great job of focusing on 
Catholic support for community and shared responsibility. I’m a little 
concerned that this is undercut by the reference to a soup kitchen, which 
is usually associated with charity, not justice. Can we be daring and add 
to this list the notion that the pope can also see the Catholic Church at 
work in protecting the rights of the poor in the federal budget process?

■ Page 2, “There are some 60 million...”; we shouldn’t use such detailed 
figures on Catholic schools and not mention hospitals, charities, and 
other Catholic organizations. Maybe we could say something like, 
“...parishes, thousands of hospitals and charities, 9 ,000...”

■ Page 3, paragraph beginning, “Your Holiness...”; we should say “written 
and spoken...”, not just “written.”

■ Page 4, last graf; I’d drop “as you know” after the reference to St.
Francis. That phrase is almost always patronizing, even when it’s not 
intended.

■ Would it be overdone to use the word “Solidarity” somewhere?

■ Page 5, “On the threshold...”; this is just stylistic, but I’d suggest 
tightening it to this: “...faith, family, community, and peace. That is what 
we must work toward, for as many reasons as there are children on 
Earth.”
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May 6, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR DON BAER
FROM: RICK ALLEN
SUBJECT: MAY 12 INDIANAPOLIS SPEECH

I am sorry the press of other business in the last two days has kept me from forwarding my 
ideas about the various themes the President could explore on May 12, using Robert Kennedy’s 
April 4, 1968 speech as a jumping off point.

A appeal for an end to violence: This, after all, was the principal theme of 
Kennedy’s speech. The President could link his Memphis speech (personal
responsibility) and the ban on assault weapons and other anti-crime initiatives 
(governmental responsibility) with something very much on Robert Kennedy’s mind in 
1968: the violence of institutions. (This latter concept is developed more fully in the 
Cleveland speech Kennedy gave the next day.) A number o f current initiatives, from 
welfare reform, to school-to-work and re-employment, and even to health care and 
reinventing government, can be linked by their common goal o f making institutions more 
responsive to and nurturing for citizens.

An exploration o f race relations: Here, the President might refer to the May 17 
anniversary o f the Brown v. Board o f Education decision, and review our history from 
that case, through the heyday o f the civil rights movement (for which April 4, 1968 
marked a watershed), to the state o f current race relations, with a sidebar on South 
Africa (where once again Kennedy provide a tie). I think this is a critically important 
topic, but I think it may be too risky, especially with the Congressional protest about our 
Haiti policy heating up and Randall Robinson in the hospital.

A discussion o f leadership: Robert Kennedy demonstrated throughout his life the 
ability to inspire people to take action; in Indianapolis that night, his leadership consisted 
o f inspiring people not to do something. Being able to do either, at precisely the right 
moment, is rare leadership. The President could use this as a point o f departure for a 
discussion o f where he’s pushed the body politic (from budgets to NAFTA to the assault 
weapons ban), where he’s catalyzed the public’s involvement (national service) and where 
he’s shown restraint (dangerous, but perhaps a way to present the case for certain foreign 
policy decisions).
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A call to heal old wounds: The assassination o f Dr. King was just one o f the 
horrors o f that year, and in many senses, we have neither bridged old gaps nor forgotten 
old scars. With the ending o f the trade ban with Vietnam, the anniversaries o f the 1968 
assassinations, and the death o f Richard Nixon, there are a series o f recent events that 
can be woven into an analysis o f what our history meant and how we can now move 
forward, wiser (as Aeschylus promised) through our pain and G od’s grace.

A recognition o f the bond o f common goal: Unlike the previous theme, this one 
would argue for unity despite current factors that lead to atomization and friction, rather 
than explain or exorcise old enmities. It would make the speech more thematically 
linked with the upcoming commencements, which you wanted to sound the reunification 
chord. National service could be cited as demonstrating the principles that were so 
powerful on the 1992 campaign trail: opportunity, responsibility and community, as a 
basis for a united America.

As I mentioned to you at our office, I would love to take a crack at a draft o f this speech for 
you and Carolyn. If this is still a possibility, I will have it for you by first thing Monday 
morning, if you would tell me in which direction you want it to go, and if your office can give 
me some o f the particulars o f the event (especially the context and length for the speech). Please 
let me know (606-5000, ext. 157).
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